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PREFACE

The University of Michigan Rehabilitation Research. Institute (UM-PRI)

was established in 1976 with funding from tNe National Institute of.Handi-

44
.

:capped Research in response to th'e mandate of the:Rehabilitation Act of 1973

that rehabflitatiOn programs and projects be evaluated. The;UM-RRys efforts

are directed toward research and related activities to assist states in

evaluating management practices and service delivery systems.

The UM-RRI has been w.orkingon several long and short range objectives

in rehabilitaeqn program evaluation to

I. Develop alternative Conceptual models' that may be, used` as a
framework for comprehensive program evaluation in the state-
federal rehabilitation program

2. 'Conduct research on existing program evaluation instruments
to determine their feasibility for current use and to deteP-
mine their need for additional development and validation

3. Identify, design, develop, test, validate).demonstrate, and
disseminate program evaluation instruments, techniques, and
methodologies that are consistent with conceptual models for
comprehensive program evaluation in'rehabilitation

*I

4. De elop criteria for desjgning, developing, testing, and
velidatirig new and existing program evaluation instruments,
techniques, and methodologies that consider measuremenf of
impact, effectiveness, effort, efficiency, and output

.

The production of this monograph on.cliept assessment measures

rehabilitatio s consistent with these objectives of.the UM=TIRRI.

Ann Arbor
October, 1981

Don K. Harrison
Jirl M. Garnett,*
Albert L. Wat

5,
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INTRODUCTION

s 4.
1

k
RationaJe for a ,C011ection of Clieht Measures. in Rehabilitation

s.
s

. The elosure status "rehabilitated" or "not rehabilitated" is used when
.

the state-f%deral vocational reh abilitation (VR) program attempts' to evaluate

the success of rehabilitation_services on the tlient. If the client obtains

gainful employment following program a,cceptanceand the provision of reha411-

itation services, 'the

26),' It the client doe

lient IN-considered to have been rehabilitated (Status

not obtain employment after acceptance and prOvision .

of service, the client is considered to have not been rehabilitated (Status 30).

Other measures of client outcomes, in addition Jo employment status, can

1

..-
.

.
.

. . .

broaden the picture regarding the impact of rehabilitation services. Several

)

gend'ral quest4ons may illustrate the type of information that may.be'useful:

( I) 1To what extent does the client _perform sejf-pare>activitiesLat the -time of

)

closure compared to. tNe time of acceptance? (2) What client changes have occurred

physiCally, socially; and psychologically Which may be attributed to rehabilita-
.

- , / , \
, %

tion services? (3) How satisfied is the 'client with the rehabilitation ser-

vices? (4) What kinds of, benefits are being maintained by the clienstifter the ces-
.

.(,

sation of rehabilitation services? These civestions suggest multiple Criteria. ,

, . ;.....

The consideration of multiple rehabilitation outcomes, rather fhan the

single outcope of employment, is consistent with provisions .in the Rehabi.litation

Actof 1973 and its amendments, reflected in the funding support for research

and demonstration projects on independent living rehabilitation -(ILR). Moreover,

'determiningkIthe multiple gains that each client may have made as' a-result of
t a

.rehabilitation is consistent with a definition of rehabilitation which focuses

upon individual client need: the restoration of the in4ividuaq to the maximal

levet of functioning possible -- medically,.physically, mentally, psychologically,

vocationally, and economically..

8
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Measurement Bey nd Status 26 Closure,

If one wishes to go beyond c)o ure status-and Obtain addi-Pional data on
, .

appropriateVR mpact, the ,Selection of measuring instruments becomes an

AW
important pros in the program evaluation. The accuracy and'appropriate-

,

ness of the data gathered certainly influence the legitimacy of subsequent
)

findings-And recommendtions. As part of the UM-RRI's misOoneto enhance the

program evaluatiOn capacity of state VR agencies, 'this,,monograph on client

outcome measures' was developed t6 assist the program evaluator in this>selection
.1\

process. The monogramh intends to provide program evaluators with fu \ther in-

formation about client measures in the areas of functional limitations, client

4

change, client satisfaction, and client retention of benefits:

'The need to disseminate in4orma14on on measures of client assessment seems i

apparent from the results of a state survey coviducted'in 198Q. Survey results

indicateelthat.many client outcome measures used 1:c.(7ogram evaluators in the

I

state4ederal,prdgram were limited to the a'reas f client satisfaction and re-
. .

tention of benefits. Such instruments were used to comply with the reporting

requirements of the Federal Evaluation Standards. While such measures serve

,importint needs of program evaluators, the intent of this MonogriPh

program evaluatoris in expanding their efforts in the area of client outcome meas-

to assist.

urement by increasing their awareness of the variousways of measuring the im-

pact of rehabkitation services on' clients.

vir The Instrument Selection Process

several .approaches wr taken in `tie searoh for appropriate7asures for

inclusion in tDis monograph. Atdiscuslipn follows of the key. points in this

pc(Ness and the .collettio6 of measures that has resulted.

4.
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ComOuterized Literature Search

A computerized search, of the literature was'among the steps undertaken
,

to uncover relevant assessment measures. Among the data bases searched were
.. .,

EduCaional Resources Information Center (ERIC); Psychological Absfr ts,
t

National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Government Printing Office

"
Monthly Catalog, and MEDLINE. Promising abstracts, ere researched and pertinent

information located. Additional materials on hand, in the UM-RRI library were

also reviewed.
4

State Agency

In addition; inquirieg were7made fo each of the 84 state-federal rehab-

ilitation agencies in the 50 states arfd the territories, regarding instruments

.actually being used in-the state, agencies. Agencies were asked to focus on

measures of functional limitatiodsi client change, client satisfaction, and

client retention of benefits (follow-up) that had been used recently, were

currently being used, or were going to be used. _Seventy-four percent of the

agenCles (both general, combibed, and bl insf)..r.esponded. , Ninety-nine state

agency-developed instruments were recelvdd in the following categories:

2L

",,

Client satisfaction,
-

Follow-up 4

Combination client satisfaction/
follow -up 40

' C ient change 7

functonal'Iimitations

Mjscelleneoys

99

ti

Many of these instruments concentrated on the collectloh of data ,limited td

the areas'of client fpllow-up and satisfaction requested by tiv Federal Evaluation

a

1_ A

10.
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'Standards, Only a'Small portion ofthese instruments examined client fun-.

tioning and how rehabilitation services-had affected it. A

Instrument.Selectiori

From.fhe 4iterature search, the statesaflency input, an the UM-RRi follection,-

a working list of 56.promising measures was compiled to be consj.dered/dr

inCljcion in this monograph, reali.zing that this effort'epresented a beginning

rather than a final point in identifying instruments on rehabiljtati.on assets-
,

ment. Measures were "promisingll'if they had the potential for" use in state-
.

federal rehabilitation settings for cl&ent assetsment,and especially if they
f

had potential for use in program evaluation. Some of these 50 rrieasures were

/ later deleted and dtheeS added; some measures Were later found to
r
be .inappro-

.

priate or there was not enough information available on theand some measures

were located that belonged in this collectqon of measUres. Finally 40 measures

.were: selected, for inclusion in the monograph.6

The 40 instruments fall into five Icategoriessof-Coyerage:

J. Measures of employability assess factors related to the
of a client to obtaill and maintain'employment successfully.*
These,factors may incrude physical, intellectual,,psychosocial,
.economic," and environmental areas as well as vocational areas
of functioning, poweyer, the primary focus is on how these
factors relate to a client's employabilyy.'

2. 'Measures of independent living skills assess factors related to
the ability of ecli-ent to take,..care of hi /her own affairs'and
to participate in,society. Areas assessed may include acrvities,
of daily livi,ngs self-carfl mObility, and l'sychosocial
being. Work-related areas-may-be involved but are not the prim-
aryarV focus,

3: Measures of client"perception include, measures that assess clients'
views, of themseiVes, the world of work, or the ideal job. .2

...A ... __.

4. Measures of client satiifaCtionlhojude measures that assess,
clients' satiSfaction'with VR servicestraining provided, or

,
-their jabs. . I.. , 4 ..

,

5. 'MiscelJaneous measures include those that do not fit neatNAJ.nto ,

another category. .They may,mixthetassessment'of employabTIRty
and independent living skills. or be_apRropriate,assessment systems
for any content'areao

, .

11.
.

\
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The 40 measures Mary aelto'characteristicS;measured, clientele for which.
'1114

5

. .
.,

intended, origin of developl t',' Cnd setting of intended use. As mentioned
.

$ /./ .

'above; the areas assessed ange fiom emplOyability to independent living ski'IIs
. ,

to client perceptions and satiifactibn. In bdditiO, the instruments were de=
. -4

...

veloped.by people in rehabilitation research institutes and centers, universilries;
w

.

state agencies,, rehabilitation facilities, and hospitals.,, Some were specify-
.11P

,

cally designed for use in rehabilitation settings, others were not.: 'Some .

serve Specific clyent populations while others are suitable for all VR
4-

Some. are inten ed for program evatuation while others are more appropriately

used.wip indiv ual clientsin
Q4
the counseling process. However, they are all r

4 , .
4 *

measures that could he Used in VR settings. Theis *elusion in this monograph
, i

. ,. - . .
I . -.. ...

:-/represents a starting point 4.i. the'process of helping rehabilitation professionals

. become more awarepf the -diversity of instruments that have been developed --.
t

6

. . - P
1) *

$
) .

by r earch facilitils, state agencies,and practitioners in the field ,,

,,, 4,

.for possible use with disaWed.persons and to encourage the use and further
.

de-
., \

, <,

..-
/

pment of aRpropriate measures in, this field.
. .

.
.

This monograph is not exhaust iVe in its coverage of the field of .rehabil-
..

f
4

>

.

.
?

station assessment. It does not claim tb*represent the whole picture, onl' the
.1,

0

'best-ihstruments available, or even all of the best instruments available. It
..

.

is a collection of measures that appear iq the literature or in the field that

should be considered by rehabill:tation professionals interested in selecting a

measure for` use or for lhose Werested in, fOrthering the 'development of assess-.

,:ment methods in rehabilitation. iRehabilitation prOfessidhais themselves must
\

paSs judgment on the appropriateness and value.of aigiven instrument, for their

'need
8 1./

`Instrument Summaries
P

, .
For each of.the'40 measures. inclUded in this monograph, a summary'f. of that

m6as)e is presented: The sumparyis a brief aCtoun+ of the measure's charac-y 'e

.3
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teristi, and nd is designedtb give the reader an idea:of the-measure so that the

reader can deter nine wheth 'er it might'meet his/her needs-A In most cases a sample
.

of the instrument).1tems or the instrument'itself is included to illustrate
. -

fprther the nature of the-measure
F

Ir)avelopment-

A
.

Draft summaries of the selected measures were prepared from the journal

4
articles and materials on hand at the UM=RRI. The'summary was iptendAd as a

s
,

discussion Of various points about the measure -1-6t would be important to po-
.

tential users, i.e., coverage, administration and scoring"procedures, evidence
. .

of reliabilifTend validitjr, advantages and I imitations, etc. The drafts ;sere

'' then sent to developers of the instruments to con;rm the accuracy of the
.

summaries and to fill in any gaps in the information. The summaries were .then

finalized, .
(

Components

Each of the summaries presented in this monograph contains the following

elements
. .

.

I. Developer(s) - including a date associated with the g7sui-els
development

.2. Purpose '' .

<1

a I,

3.yescriPtion -'including areas assessed and the type 84.--, ., e
.

.Y; I , terns used, , .

.

. g
, ..

. .

.

-.../ 1 ,

. -

. Use - including proposed uses, target populations, and stings .

fore use

. Administration

1' 6. Scoring
.

7. Reliabrlity j including, when'availale, a descriptiO of the .

type of reliabili4.V.or validity_examined and the
8. Validity`- .population on.which the data were gathered.

Statement regarding the quality4of the reliability
anM validity were based on information obtained
from the developers and/oliterature;...they are
not the judgments of the UM-RR1".

13
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9. Advantages - %
0 ing primarily fromithe-deyeropers and the

.44 10. -Limitations literature
,

.)?". .

11: References 4 6

e .,

: 12. AvaiLabilPty
, ..

.

.and' in most cases, dv 1

,
.

13. Samplp item's or the, instrument itself -- presented' for
illustratipn purposes only

NOTE: Pages in this monograghcontaining actual, items 'from
instruments are identiflied,with.h...."...#.4plimp across
the top of the page.

'

Organization of the Monograph

The 40 selected measures have beeil classified according to the five content'
C

categories discussed earlier in the Selection Process section and thei summaries

are presented in the monograph accordingly:

I. Measures of employability

2. Measures of independent living skills

'141, 3., Measures of client-perceptions'

'4. Measures of client satisfaction

5. Miscellaneous measures

-(

Withing each Category theinstrumtnt summaries appear lealphabetical order

by instrument title.. Indices are also presented by instrument title and by de-

Jeelopersi names and affiliation in order to facilitate the location of theInstru-

,ment summaries in the monograph.

Caution

As mentioned, above, the instrument summary is intended to give the reader
i

.

an idea of what the instrument is like and wheber itmight meet his/her needs.
. , 6. r

° It s not an exbauStive disci lion of the measure. Toobtalh a more complete

`under anding oefieasparticular instrument, interested persons may 'consult the

14'
AP.
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.

. . ..- ,.
-

.
. .

references cited, obtain the pctua.Onstrument, and/Or contact the .developer(s) .

,.
directly,. .

, ,7

'Additional BaO ground- (-2, q: -,

f., _
x , . . oN

. In order'Wevaluate the informa+ibn presented irwtheisummaries in the
.

)proper -----;light, the readermay be interested in obtaining abditional background .,

---- :

... . 1 -
. ,.

%

information'on client outcome measurement and technical measuremen* considerations.
,

41

, ,,
,

1

-
.

.

, The reader IS referred tp ette reference list.below for additional information

t%

. -

tan the areas.
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ARKANSAS FACILITY OUT6C)LNE MEASURE

..J. 1 .

Devedoper(s) This measure was adapted by the Arkansas Rehabilitation
Services from the Client Outcorile Measure, also used by
+he Arkansas Rehabilitation Services. The Client Outcome

-

Measure was adapted'irom the Service Outcome Measurement Form,
by the Oklahoma Department of Rehabil7

itation and Vi ual Services.

PurRose This measure is dlgned to assess cli t change as a result
II participation in rehabilitation f ility services:

'

Description The measureNconsists of 22' item ch are behaviorally
anchored on five-point scales. There re three subscales:.

vocati.pnal maturity,. vocational functioning, and interpersonal
maturity. Each subscale contains six to ten items.

Use ., The Scale can Be used with all clients in rehabilitation facilities
e oxcept alcohol programs (see below regarding an outcome measure

./* for use in alcohol programs).

. 13

_0

The measure is a means of documenting evidence of client gains
and losses while receiving facility services. It has been

IP 4 used as an established fprmat for formal written reports, as-
. a report completed by evaluators and rKstructors, for-compiling
a composite report to the state office, and as an additional

,,report to the field counselor working with atelient upon -,

completiOn of the client's facility program. -It also has
potential for use planning at the state and local !eyel
based n identified strengths and weaknesses in facility
pro arks . .

Variations of the measure have.been used to assess outcome
ina number of other programs in the Arkansas Department of

.., Social bad Reha4ilitatiwe Se.\,/ices: the Rehabilitation Ser-
- vices Field Client Outcome Measure, the Rehabilitation Sar-

vices.for the Blind Social Services Outcome Measure, and an
outcome measure for an alcohol program.

1

Administration. The scale reqviceprofessional Judgment about the client's
adjusftent. The infot-mbtion required on the form should be
readily available to facility personnel through daily com-e

mini-cation and observation of the client. kt is administered
' within a week ofT6e-client's admission to the facility and

immediately-prior to the client's dischgrge. It can also be,'_
administered at Intermediate points. The assessment of one_
client takes gbqut ftve minute to complete.

Scoring
s.

A score is obtained for each subscale by summing the ratings
,for the items CodiprOng the,resPective subscales.

V. .1 18



Reliability*

4

v"

-Reliability studies were conducted. at a rehabflilation
facility serving the mentally'retarded. Thetaterswere
three counselors,a counselor aide, arid an evluator.
were given instruction in the'ute of the measure and"were
familiar with jt. Each 6liegt was, rated by
at three points in time: within a week of thd
Apdmission (N = 50); immediately following the client's first .

staffing,approximately six weeks after adminlon (N = 44); .

and immediately prior to the client's discharge (N= 26).
Therefore, three interrater reliability estimates Were
calculated '4111- each subscale. ReLiabilitrestimates were
low at admisAion ancloNix weeks later (,g9 to .54) and hiaher

"at discharge (.79 to.. The )1.,cm inrTial estimates Flake
it impossible to assess.gain reliability. These results
indicate that the interrater reliability of. tht rating
procepdure needs improvement'.

Internet consistency{ and item subscale correlations were alp"
calculated. Interns 'l consistency coefficients were generally
high (the coefficient alphas based on all observations by
alj raters at all times were .89, Vocational Functioning;:

-)-1..86, Vocational Maturity; and .88, Interpersonal Maturity).

The correlations bf the compdhent items with 4.he Correspond-

_ frig' subsc aTe were also high (.70 to .82; VOcational Functi,on-

ing; .72 to .87, Vocational Maturity; and .54 to .81, Inter-
personal Maturity). The three subscales were also highly .

correlat d (.85 to .86).
i

No evide ce of validity was presented. in,the matertal.s reviewed.

0

This mea ure provides pre- and,post-measures of the client and
has potential as a means.of monitoring client progress. Also,
administration of the measure does not tdke long.

.

4

4Interratervreliability needs' to be imprwled and evidence of
validity presented.

Bolton,.B. qlient and counselor perspec
ment'of cliedtadjustment. Rehabilitation Counseling- Bulletin,
June. 1978, 21 (4),, 282-288:

Cooper, P. G. The 4;sessment df rehabilitation facility service'
6n Arkamgqs. FayetteVifle, Arkansas: Arkansas'Rehabilitation
Research and'Iraining Center, 1976.

kemp, G. Progress report on client outcome measures in facility
programs. Little Rogk, Arkansas: -Departhient of Social and
RehabiliteNe Services, State of Arkahias, 1974.

C-
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Availability A limited number of ie Facility and Field Client Outcome
Measures are available from. - --

y
Program P4anning and Evaluation
Department of Human Services,Rehabilitation Services

1401 Brookwood Drive
1,* P.O. Box 3781

Little Rock, Arkansas 72.203
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I. ,VOcational Maturity

A. teamwork
I. is unable to work effectively with any others.
2. Can work with only one or-two others whom are-<particular4y liked.
3. Can usbally work with a Tew others without conflict.

SAMPLE ITEMS

ARKANSAS FACILITY OUTCOME MEASURE

4. ,Works effectively in small (2-3) groups.
5. Is a good team worker in 417 group.

st

B. WOrk Endurance
I. .Leaves work station frequently and gives up basily on job assignments.
2. Works borderline minimum time on job assignments.
3. Usmally works on job assignments for acceptable length of time but

occasionally does not finish work or leaves work station.
4. Works on job as'signmen S fort acceptable lengths of time without

interruption.
5. Exceeds work requirements f r time spent on.job assignments. Works

until assignment is completed.

C. :Work Attitude
i,_ Rebellious -
2. Indifferent
3. Acceptable -

assigned tas
4. Appropriate
5. _Exceptional

than normal

refuses altogether t do assigned tasks.
-.. will do assigned tas reluctantly.
showS signs of interest and will perform

ks.

- approach is positive and well motivated toward task.
- approach is strongly positive and considerably higher
ly expected.

Functioning-1.1. Vocational Functioning

C. Safety Habit's

1. Does not recognize, or disregards safety habits.
2. Sometimes practices appropriate safety habits?
3. Understands and generally follows most,safety pirocedures.
4. Accepts, understands, and follows instructtgps relating to

safety processes. .

tt
5. Observant in recognizing danger and 4sists otherg td follow

safety procedures in all4c4ccumstances.

*ER
D. Client's Communication in WOrk Setting

I. Communicates with great difficulty.
2., Mipimal level of communication.

3.; Coimunicatidn generally acceptable for the most part.
4:. Communicates clearly and with understanding.

. 5.. Exceptionally clear, bas abilltw to Communicate at d ifferent levels.

f

111. InterpersonaipMaturity

A. Participation in Group Social Activities
.

1. Lack of participation in social activities or participates to such
a degree that it liscomes disruptive. .

2. Generally Isolates self from social activities.
3. 'Passive participant - mainly a listener but remains 'part of"the

social group.

1
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A. Participation i Group S cial ActivitieS (cont.)
. 4. -Active pa cipant i Social ac-Nities.

5. Accjpted a a ieader and is center of social activities.

B. Extent Client Seeks Assistance,
i

' I. Constantly demands help and attention when unnecessary.
2. Continues working instead of,asking for assistance when unsure

if the job being done correctly.
3. Occasionally needs hqp and asks for it.
4. Generally handles own problems:
.5. Rarely seeks assistance, shows exceptional insight into solving

(' probtlems.

I. Realism of Job Goals
I. Does not have plans for a job and has not considered anyt
2. Considers job plans but are unrealistic andjiot compatible with

abilities.
3. Has begun to think about possible occupations that are within

capabilities.
4. Accepts guidance in planning for future jobs, realizing limitations.:
5. Has developed reaiistic job goals and. seeks counsel in pianning.

J. Confidence in Self as a Worker
I. Does not see self as being able to hold fa job.
2. Excessively timid or shows unimpressive bver-confidence.
3. 'F. capable 'of being an adequate employee,
4. Feels capable of being a good employee. -

Highly fayorable, client',sself-confidence inspires confidence from
others.

.

An(

CuS

r ?

4'

Reproduced by permission lbf the State of ArkansasDivision of RehabilJtation Services.
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Developer(s)

4

Purpose

. Description

BEHAVIOR CHEbKCIST

The Behavior. Checklist was developed for use at the Kansas .

Vocational'Rehabilitation.Center as part of an assessment
package fr evaluating clients at that state facility. The
latest revisions were made in 1981.

This measure is designed to assess clients 'facilities on

selected work behaviors.

This measureiconsists.of 19 items addresSIng important work
bahaViors, ,including,dependability, supervision, acceptanCe
of task, steadiness of work, loommunioation, confidence,
interaction with other clients, and nygiene. Many items are
multi-point scales with,three to five rating choices and

. additional fill-in space for further information. Adlitional
open-ended items complete the measure.

4. The measure is designed for use with clients in' rehabilitation
facilities. Results can provide aone-time assessment of
the client's work behaviors, or time interval evidence of

,

.progress or.lack of progress in a work setting.

lk . 1

Administration . The Behavior Checklist is completed

F

by a facility staff person.

. . , who is familiar (through frequent direct observation for
5 -10 days) with the client's behavior "on-the-job." The

measure should be.adminifrtered-after the completion of-a
1-2 week sh6rt-terftrprogram in a facility or af;interl;als of

2-4 weeks i'f the client is in a longer term program. 'Ne;
actual rating

%
takes about 10-15 minutes-to complete.

.,

Stcori ng A scoring system is still being developed for the Behavior
Checklist. 'At is a hand-scorable instrument.

Reliability Reliability studieshaveCnot yet been conducted.'

Validity

Advantages

Vglidity studies have not yet been conducted.

First, the measure provjdes aJarge amounf of information
on work behaviors withminimum-staff time necessary for
write-up. "SeCondOhe same behaviors are rated n all clients.
Third, space is proVided for further comment an Clarifica-

tion of:the rated behaviors.

Limitations Th re is no formalized scori4/system presently available
wi h evidence of reliability and validity. Also,,rater vari-
ability is a problem. ,

References. Kansas Vocational'Rehabilitation Center. Behavior checklist

Salina, Kansas: Author, 1981.

23
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Availability
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4

0

4 . *

Single copies can.be obtained bye writing to, 7--

a

A

IRO

. )

Chief Evaluator
Nansas Vocational Rehabilitation Center
3I40, Centennial Road

Salina, KS 67401

24.
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SAMPLE ITEMS-

BEHAVIOR.CHEOKLIST t

ClientlaRte: Completed by:

,

.

(1) - Dependability: .
. .

, N.
(a) PunctuaTity: (in repprtjpg in mOrning and from breaks): .

Number of times late *-- _Number unexcused . ,-
,

Attendance . -.,
.

-IA s'. Total days absent
' .7.r.-".

Number,unexcused ,

-
-.' Comments '' 4

...

_ :444100W f'

.

'
(2) Extra breakt from work

-: (a) Client did not take extra breaks, '

,

(b) Client occasionally left the shop other than at'breek time:
' Average'times per day -Average time gone, X

- 419 (6' Client took frequent breaks:
, ,

-,,,,'>6 _ Average times per day . Average time gone
: °

1
.

.' I
(3)'

.
Mount of-supervision require d after task was started .

(a) Client needed almost no assistance and was able to go aheadlet
.
.

his/her own pace
.

(b) Client needed occat
--->

ional assistance/approval and/or prodding to
aolinue on task

(c) Client needed almost constant supportiassistancq and/Or prodding
to start or continue working

.

.
(4) Acceptance of supervisor/supervisory role: I

.

. (a) Client was usually comfortabloOnd appropriate in accepting supervision,
(b) Client was anxious with supervifior,
,c) Client occasionally resisted instructions/requests or was inappro- ,,----.

, priafe with supersrlsor,
. .

(d) Client frequently refused to accept super:visor's InstructiOns/re-
quests (did task own,way)

, ,
',

,, .

i

(5) Requests for assistance from evaJuator
.

(a) Client made appropriate requests for ags tande
(b) .Client occasionally did not.ask for needed help ..----y,
(c) Client occasionally.asked unnecessary questions .

-,

(d) Client made many unnecessary requests for help
,

' (e) Client'hardly ever asked for assistance, even though he/she did
not unders and how to carry out a task ,

/6) Recognition of mis as .

(a) Client caught most mistakes and made corrections
(b) Client made "careless" error-A that.were not caught
(c) CrIent misted even gross"errors made (e.g..)\
(d) Client recognized Own mistakes but

(1),Became agitated
.

(II) Blarried.others or circumstanced
.

(ill) Other

,

7

-25 .
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(7) Reaction to correction /suggestions for performance improvement
(a) 'Client's performance.improled after elorrection/suggestion
(b) Clent accepted correction and improved perfonmance,,but needed-

this bone in supportive manner.
(c) Correction/suggestions did not.change-O'lient'sperformanee

A
(d) ,Client's performance became worse after correction. .Explain:

*

21

.(8) . Acceptance of task. ...
,

...

(a) Client willinglOOtked'on and completed MO assigned ;tasks
, (b) CI lent occasionatomi,ned 00.9-0§05 _

(c) Client was dnwi7lft!%toorX op ot''' 9,1r1 task on occ
(one,or*two-timot : 4-1-",,,,,

(d) 'Client continualiroffiga64d'ind/WhEif0
-,t.li,w-,

'tasks (e.9.):
'-, '-i',.

(9) Steadiness of work/distracta810Y"
e 1---..

,,

(a) Client waSpot distract:4 rak-Osigned task-''.1
(b.)' Client -was'' 9p lona1-11 istracted..fromwork by noises or others

environmenf4v tor . " : ,
.. .f.,

(c) Client often Vi 'riot,..(40g, en sS16ned tasks
(d) Client 'easLiy,distr'66+0410 7bi orXed:sporOlcaftion tasks

,4., --.

on` assigned'

(1.0) Common;

.(b) 044;1,

wai:gble te1".

/

4.

to.communicate 11 ghts and ideas affective
fficulty in Odth unjcatTng thoughts/ideasv
em khown

y
but

(c) Client had*d n cation.habit that could 0:4sent probi,em on a
job. Specify':,'-

Reproduced' by

-

. 4 r

permission

ti

A

o4 the Kansas Vocational Reliabi) it ion Center.
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Developer(s) The6HC was developed by the University of Wisconsin Regioollei
Rehabili tatioa Research institute (UW7RRR1) in 1973 as part of-the

4 Concentrated \ssessment and Diagnosis in Rehabilitation
Entrafice (CADRE) Project, a program evaluation effort conducted
by the, UW-RRRI;,thegisconsin Division,of Vocationel Rehd6iii-
tation,and. the Waukesha, Wisconsin-,-DMR district office,-

Rurpose,:. IA CHC is an instrtlment.usedto assess client functioning.
f.

CLiENTAANDICAP-CHECK(BT (CHC)

Description The ,CHC contains items; each, item consisting of a five-
paintrating scale assessing the degree of handicap that exists:
FOurdistinct areas of client functioning, and potential voca-
tronallyahan4icappiog conditions, are inves4igated:' attitude

A rk' and persona qty handicaps, vocafionai'maturity handicaps,
.jobrseeking handicaps, and related vocational handicaps. 0 .

Use
)

The CHC was designed for use with all clients seeking services,
Irompthe.state-federal vocationdi rehabilitaiion:programit
is'useful to both case managers and program mahagers., Inatal

6

assessment heilps case 'managers, and cilenfs inn identifying
,

vocational handicaps, which is anssential step in establishing
realistic v catio I goals and developing relevant rehabilitation

it eips to insure a,systematic concern for' var -Lety

of vocaf ily hdhdi ing conditions. Inte ediateevaiva-
tiens prove useful' in as sing tlae,client's progress and, the
:effectiveness of the program. Evaluation at closure,is bens-,
ficial iR providing an indication of client change as a result
of participating in the prograA alid thus a measute of the impact

e -Of the program, and in.helimg to determine placement suit-
a6iiit and program effect veness.b

Administration The instrument is intended to be administered by' the rehabili-
tation couridelOr.and relies on professitnaj judgment. It -

has been administered at different times throughout the VR.
process (e.g., initiations of services,- after prtision of",
services, and at closure).. It is also recommended for use
ddring,follow-up.-- A brie-FA-raining-session irl.!the CHC's

uand strict adherence to the instructions are recommended
947 to help insure thAdequate reliability of the information.'

Information is generated by interviewing the client and
\- ,reviewN'base records. Once'the rehabilitation counselor

ha,the diagnostic evaluation information available,. the in-
strument canbe completed in ap 'ximately.5-10 minutes.

, ''. 6 1
. -

.4% 6

The CHC Is not'a unidimensional measure. Thus"; no single
sCore is yielded. --It" is simply a summary of fhe degree to

'wh,tch certain functional limitations are handicap ing.,..

6

4

- i



Reliability

23

...-",

There. is no,statisticar evidence tor the measure's reliability.
'However, a-hrief training session in its use .for those Who will
be using it 17eComrpended to help insure adequate reliability.

Validity There'll no statisttcal evidence for the measure's validity.

1 However, content and construct validity are supported by the

lc
fact that the measure was developed by experts* in-rehabilitatin
with input' froM "praqticing rehabilgtatioh counselors.

.
,. . .

. .

At' ,

tome'advantages of the instrumInt include Nthe foAlowing; Areas
investigatS4 are broad enough to assess relevant aspects,.of

(.
the rehaliijitation process (i.e., numerous conditions or sit-
uations whith may encourage or dtgCourage rehUilitation efforts);
and it is contained enough to allow retiabilitafion counselors .

to be able to complete it in.a minimal'smount of time.

kJ

Limititions A major disadvantage is fhe assessment of rather ambiguous
Characteristics (e.g., motivation for rehabilitation sen/ices '

v reiies heavily on' counseldr judgmeht).i ..

-.....

E..,. ,

References / CORE PrOject. CADRE client handicap checklist and
.

,administrat4ve instructions. Madison, Wisconsin: University of
Wisconsin Regional Rehabilitation Research institute, 1975.

Crystal, R. M., Growick, B. S., & Rayford, C.'J. Concentrated
assessment and diagnosis in rehabilitation entrance. Journal
of Rehabilitation, 1980, 46 (3), 33-35.

'11, lb ,

Crystal, R. Mr.', Growick, B. S., & Rayford, C7 J: Concentrated
assessment and diagnosis in rehabilitation entrance: Research
report. Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wiconsin Regional
Rehabilitation Research Institute, 1977. ,..

Advantages

Availability

Ir

o-

Single copies of the 61C can be obtained from ---

Ralph M. Crystal, Director
Graduate Program in Rehabilitation.,

Counseling
,

University of Kentucky
-T24 Tayi-O-Eduaation Building

, Lex-ington, Ky 40506

f
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,SAMPLE'ITEMS

tLYENT HANDICAP CHECKLIST

Yom,

Client Handicap Categories

(see PADRE Project Manual' for Definitions)'

0

r

. Degree of'Handicap

0.= No information available

I = NOt a problem

= Mild
,

3 = Moderate

4 = Severe

Circle Desired Response
I

I. Attitude and Personality Handicaps
la)1 Percept-i on of self ,

0

2. Vocational Maturity Handicaps - -

a); Establishment of reaiiftlp:vocational 0
goals . r,

''

3. Job Seeking Skills ,

b) Realistic knowledge of+job uire-
ments

4. Related Vocational Handicaps.
a) Transportation

_ _ _

. 7c

1

so,

0-*

0

Rdproduced Wperession., Copyrightby.the University of Wisconsin Regional
Pdhabilitatton.Researai instftute.4

_

I 2 3

.1 2 3

I 2 3 -4

I 2 3 4
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EMPLOYER QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE WEST VIRGINIA FOLLOW-UP KIT

Developer(s),

Purpose

Description

or

25

-,..

The, Employer Suestlonnainp was developed at the est Virginia
Rehabilitdtion Research and*Training Center in 1974.

.4°I.
4

The.EMployer, Questionnaire Js, a follow -up- Instrument designed
to assess eMlloyer/superviso? satisfaction with employees
.(formers rehabilitation clients).

The instrument ha, two subscales and a total of 21 forced
r"choice items: All items of the Employer Questionnaire are

- identical or similar to items in the Employee Questionnaire. .

The firtt subscale,'the Tseng Work Personality Subscale (items
3-13, and Items 4§46 of the,Employee Questionnaire), is a
ummative rating scale which wields a global ,easure of the

chi

employer /supervisor's assessment of the empl yee's'personal
qualities inithe work situation. The follow ng attributes

,

are assessed: ability to work with other-5, punctuality,
'coOperativenefs,:self7reliance, appearance, courtesy, 'Motivation,
Wiability, work tolerance,' initiative, and attitude towards
job.

,

The Tseng Mork Prpficiency StOscale (items 14-I9,and Items
16-26 of.thedEmployeelQuestiensaire) is a summative rating
scale which provides a measure of the employer/supervisor's
assessmen+of the employee's work proficiency. Work pro-

,

ficienc? is assessed &long the following attributes: job
knowledge, job skills,-quality of work, care and operation
oflequipmedt, Observance of safety4practices, and compliance
with work rules.

Additional tems on the client's Job tle,,number of hOurs
worked'per week, overall performance, a d.the importance of
rehabilitation services on eMployee.perf rmance make up the
rest of the questionnaire,.

The major-My:of the items are mu ti-.point ratings (e.g.,.agr2p/
disagree) on a five-pointscale wherein I,represents the lowest
rating and 5 represents the highest.

)

. .

Use , The instrument is appropriate for employers of all former
rehabilitation clients, and it was developed for use in the ,

.state - federal rehabilitation system. The Employer Questionnaire
is, beneficial, to both case managers-and program managers. 4

Jpformation can be generated on the types of businesses hiring
former rehabilitation clients, job classifications of those
hired.,,,,and"the employer's assessment of employees' work person-
ality ah work, proficiency. This can be used to document the
success (4.,rehabilitation programs. These data are also bene-
ficial 4m:pranning and meaging services.

. 4
Administration The Employer`QueStionnaire is a self-report instrument which

.is'administered after closurj.' It Is recommended that the
admiOstrition occur at least one year after the client/employee's

I



. ,

case is'closed'so as to obtain a measure of the lasting
impact of rehabilitation services. The inotrument is mailed

: to employers and they are inst7upted to c Pete and return .*
, them..:Jhe instrument can be-completed in approximptely 15

. minutes., * .

,
. . ,\Scoring .

The Embloyer_Questionnaire data carr-be compiled in two waxis:
.

, one for computer analysis and the other for-hand or machine

1).1

calculation. Either m ocFuses the computations of totals,
Y frequencies, averages, ercents,,and standard deviation.

(Formsilor compiling the data can be made frorethe sample for
use with the Employee Questionnaire that is included in the
Follow-up Kit.) if compdter services are available, corre-.

lationai analygis, t-tests, and analysis of variance may be
used to strengthen evaluation reports.

t.

Validity

Advantages

Composite scores.for work personality and work proficiency
are obtained by counting and then averaging all attributes
associated with the particular factor. Then by adding the
averages Ior the attribute's, a composite score is derived.
This permits comparisons of employer assessments and employee
assessments (using the Employee Questionnaire also included'

the Follow -up Kit ), as well as comparisonsof employer

assessments differentiated by various factors (e.g., type of
business, Olosure'status of clients, disability classifi a-
tion of clients, etc.).

Reliability data are available for the two subscales:

The Tseng Work Personality Su le (items 3-13 on Ihe
Employer Questionnaire) has the lit half reliability with
tile Spearman-Brown correction o .94 (N = 1.14). The Tseng Work
Proficiency SObscale (items 14-19 on the Employer Questionnaire)
has the split-half reliability with the Spearman-Brown correction
of .94 (N = 114). The combined Tseng scales have the split-half
reliability corrected by tit Spearman -Brown formula of*.95
(N = 114).

The internal consistency of the Tseng Work Personality Subscale,
as measured by Cronbach's alphat_is (N = internal__
cons=istency of,the Tseng Work Proficiency Subscale,*as measured.
by CmInbach's alpha, is .89 (N,=.114). The combined Tseng
scales have the internal consistency, as measured by Cronbachts

..Alpha, of-94 (N = 114)

Evidence of validity is not available.

SOme of the advantages of the InstruMent include the following:
rt is seitapiministsred; ,fit taps employer satisfactio the
most impo nt factor in Job maintenance; comparisons f-empoyee
and employer perceptions can be accomplished.

AL .

Limitations A major limitation is that'since no tire-measure is possible, .

It is moresliffipult to view the client /employee performance
as the result Of rehabl,itation services. Also,evidence of

:,-, validity-needs 'hi be compiled. ---,g,_:
. .

**

r
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Referenc9s Greevqr, K:B. ; Mi nton, E. B., & 'Tseng, M. S. Follow -up
study of rehabilitatiorriCljents - a step-by-step guide.
'Ingtitute, West{ Virgini& Research an Training Center, 1974.

Availability The West Virginia Follow-up Kit, incl Ing the Employer ques-
tionnaire and the Employee Questionnaire, can tie obtained from

. Publications Department
West V i rg n la Rehabilitation

Research and Training Center
0ne4Junbar Plaza, Suite E
'Dunbar, WV 25064. I

In addiction to the questionnaires mentioned above, the Follow -
up Kit contai ns information on planning and conducting a -f46 1 I 61-

up study, sampling, analyzing the data, and writing the report-

n

I

4

r

4
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SAMPLE ITEMS

EMPLOYE1rWESTIONNAIRE
,

Items 3'through 2l'are statements about this employee and
Please read each staement carefully and circle ONE o' the
indicates how much you agree or disagree with the,iteM,

. The employee does not have trouble

1. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Uncertain
4. Disagree'

5. Strongly dispgree /

4

I

his (or her)-performapce.
provided answers which

with his/her coworkers.'

4. The employee comes to work on tiMesand returns from breaks on

I. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Uncertain
4. Digagree
5. Strongly disagree

5. The employee gets along Well with

h. Strongly agree
2. Agee 1

4 3. Uncertain
4. Dkagree.
5. Strongly disagree

6. The employee get work done without

I. Strongly. agree'

2. Agree
3. Uncertain
4: Disagree

,p. .Stpbngly disagrpe'

the supervisor.

time.

being told by the supervisor.

The employee ties to look his/her best, when he/she is doing his/her

1. Strongly agree
2: Agree-
3. Uncertain
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree

14. The.employeett-knOWJedge

1. -Very good'

2. 'Good

3.,,Fair
4. Poor '.

'5. Very poor.

4

about his/her job is

0

job.



15. The emp4oyee's work skill .in the trade is

I. Very"good
2.. .Good

3. Fair
4. Poor
5. 'Very Poor

16. The qua)ity of the employee's work is

I. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor
5, Very poor

A

17. The employee's operation and care of equipment are

I. Very good
# 2. Good

3. Fair
4. Poor
5. Very poor

21. The employees training through Vocational. Rehabilitation i important to
his/her Job performance.

1, Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Uncertain
4. Disagree
5: Strongliy disagree

IS

SP. . .-
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4 ReproduCed by permission of the West Virginia Rehabilitation Research and Training
Center.



FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT INVENTORY (FAI)

Developer(s) The FAI was developed by Nancy M. Crewe and Gary I Athelstan
at the University of Minnesota's Department of Physical-
Medicine and Rehabilitation and copyrighted in 1980.

Purppse The FAI provides an assessment of an indtvidual's Capacity for
wo k or other productive activity. It is intended to organize
an focus work-related infoription rather than generate new
da a about the client.. Therefore, it will draw upon and not
re I4ce interviewing, psychometric testing, and work evaluation.

Description The FAI consists of42 items'(i.e., 30 four-point functional:
limiTglon'items, a 10-item checklist of assets or unusuaf-

. strengths, one scale of the counselor's assessment of severity
of disability, and One scale of the counselor's prediction4f

4 employability). Areas investigated included the following:
sensory, motor; psychological; intellectual, social, biograph-
ical, and environmental. The 30 four-point functional limita-
tion items are behavitirally anchored and selected for their .

vocational relevance. Each item ranges from zero to three,
representing no impairment, mild, moderate, and severe impair-
ment, respectively. The presence of any of the 10 strength
items (e.g., verbal fluency) is sten as a moderator variable

that may mrtigatecthe impact of functional, limitations on the .

employment pbtential of disabled individuals. The severity of
disability scale is a seven-point rating scale ranging from
I, minimally disabled, to 7, veryseverely disabled. The
employability scale (i.e., vocational potential) is a four-
point rating scale ranging from I, poor chance of client
ever working, to 4, excellent chance of client working. The
items take into account the environment in which the client
must function as well as characteristics of the particular
individual.

Use

I

The FAI seems appropriate for all clients and particularly
for severely handicapped clients. It would be useful in

state-federal YRS, rehabili'tation facilities, and other
settings'.

The FAI will be beneficial to various professionals in the
rehabilitation field. Case managers will Le able to use the

'FAI to identify strengtha,and limitations of their clients in
order to ensure that all relevant problems are considered
prior to selection:of.a vocational dfiFice and that potential
disruptive barriers are grven special attention in the place-
ment process. Program managers and researchers will be able
to use the FAI to provide an objective basis for definition
of severe disability and enable ,classification of clients,
according to degrees of severity for program evaluation and
research purposes.

35
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The FAI may also be useful in assessing functional limitations
as an aid in traininexfierienced counselors to work with
Severely disabled clients. The inventory seems useful in .

enabling students and new counselors to identify specific
components and to find a starting point for counselor inter-
vention.

r

Administration Administration of the FAI requires professional Judgment.
e evaluator would need to consider various sources of

..--411nformation (e.g., client report, observation; work evalua-
.

tion, physiological/psychological evaluations,' etc.) in
making this judgment. Space is provided for checking those

4Iimitations that could be reduced through the provision of
rehabilitation services. The assessment would be appropriate
soon.after the client is admitted to service in an effort
to make! realistic and complete plans. It could also be used
during. termination of service to mak.-3 more suitable place-

.
ments. The time reqiiired to complete the FAI is. approximately

540-minutes.

Scoring A total Functional Limitation (FL) score can be determined
by simply adding the.raW ratings for,each item. Similarly,
scale scores can-be,obtained by adding the ratings on all
of the items within a given scate. ThA instrument can be
scored by hand:

Reliability

Validity

401. ratings differed by more than one point on a fourmpoint scale.
As,a result of this work, several items were revised and one
item was added. A third series of 12 clients was then rated
with s.imilartresuits.. Therefore, the reliability of the
instrument wasjudged to M./satisfactory.

Over a nrileumonth period counselors completed the FAI on 'ne%(7-
clients (N = 351) as they were accepted for services. Sub-
jects were,divided into eight groups'according to their
'primary disability and frequency distributions Were drawn
for each item. Factor analysis of th9 Functional Limitation
(FL) itemglas carMed out to provide la basis for identifying
underlying scales. The procedure las completed fjrst'on
the total sample of 351 subjects and.then repeated separately
for 173 clients with a primary diagnosis of physical disability._
and then for the 152 with a primary diagdosis of behavioral
disability. The strength items were,omitted from factor
analysis since they were not scaled ln the same way as the FL
Items,. The distr4ution of responses for each FL item reveals

The FA1 was suip.jected to testing ofinterraterliabilitr.
An initial 'Rifles of interviews was observed by varying fairs
of counseling psychologists, and the FAI was completed by
each observer., Agreemept between raters was checked and
discrepancies examined. COding conventions were revised as
necessary. ,Nextla series of 25 interviews was obs rved and
rated by pairs of psychologists, but-the ratings wefe not
discussed. This series showed that,75% of the ratings made
by the pairs of observers were idbnfjcal. Only 3% of the
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)ogical,differ9nces in ratings betwepn disability Aroups.,

Concurrent and predictive validity are being developed for
the FAI. Concurrent validity is reflected inpthe correla-
transbetween counseAer assessment of severity of disability

I r

and employability and the total FL score and number of strengths.
Pearson correlations between each of.these 6ounselor

ratings and total FL item scores and total strength scores
were calculated for the total group of 351 subjects, mentioned
above as well as for the subgroups of physical (N = 173), and
behavioral (N = 152) disabilities. For all subjects the
correlation between total FL scores and PredIction.of Employ- A

ability was The.correlation between total FL scores
and Severity of.Disability was ;60:- Among physically disabled
clients'the correlations between the total FL scores and the
two.ratings were -.60 and .60, respectively. Among behavior-
ally disabled clients the co,-relat ions were -.64 and .601

respectively. All of the correlatiOns were statistically.
significant at the .001 I 1 of probability.

The correlations between total strength item score's and the
two counselor ratings wer,e-somewhat lower but still statisti-

cally significant. The were, of course, in the oppoWe
direction of the correlations with the total P.1. scores., For

all subjects the correlation-between the total afre'figth'score
and Employability was .53, and with'Severity of Disability
it was -.21. For physically disabled subjects the correla-
tions were .52 and -.30, respectively.

Pearson correlations between the two global ratings of Pre-
diction of Employability and Severity ofsDisability were also
calculated for all 351 subjects and for the subgroups of
physical and behavioral disibilities.v For the total group
correlation was -.51. For-clients with physlca 'disabilities
the rating of Prediction of Employability corr lated -.56 with
the rating of Severity of Disability. For .c ants with behav-

ioral diagnoses the correlation between th two ratings was

-:52. These correlations were all statis ical 11 significant

at the ,001 level of probability.

Predictive validity is based on the relationship between FL
scores and strength scores and actual vocational outcome..
HoweverOhis part of the validation procpss will not be
completed until-all of the follow-up data have been obtained
through the central files of the Minnesota.DVR office.

.

,Expanded lieldtesting is now underway in other states, and

norms are being developed.
.

4 o

Advantages The FAI is.brief, yet comprehensive. It provides a basis for
Structuring the initial InterViewand making a vocational

/
diagnosis. When the FAI Is used with" the Personal Capacities

.
Ovestionnaire'(dfacilssed below), counselor and client perceptions

of functional capacities -can be. compared. .

.
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Limitations

References

The Personal Capacities Questionnafte PCO) i an,item-by-
Ftem translation of_the FAI that is designed'to be completed
by clients themselves rather than by counselors. The advant-
age of the PCO is that it providescounselors with direct
information about how thb client sees his/her limitations and
strengths in 40 work-related areas. Thiscould provide infor-
mation about goblems that would otherwise have been overlooked.

Field tests of the.-P_Q. used jointly with the FAI are beingL
planned.' The relationship between CQP scores and rehabilrtation
outcomes will be examined and norms established. Scales will `

also be 'identified, and the correlations between the FAI andf
calculated. Until then the information obtained from the 12a
can be used as information gathered through the interviewing
process would.

Both the FAI and lehe PCO are available in braille and large-
print editions.

Normative and validtion data on the FAI are not yet complete.
*

Crewe, N. M. 8.,Athelstan, G. T. The functional assessment
inventory: Field-test results and further-development.
Unpublished manuscript. (Available from the first author).

Crewe, N.. M., Athelstan, G. T., and Meadows, G. K. Vocational
diagnosis through assessment of functionaJ limitations.
Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation/ 1975, 56
513 -516.

Availabi-lity Copies of the FAI, the PCO, and other pertin nt information can
.be obtained fror--

,Nancy M. Crewe, Ph:D.
Dept. of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
860 Mayo Memorial Building; Box 297
University of Minnesota Hospitals
420 Delaware St.,
Minneapolis, MN 55455

t
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SAMPLE ITEMS

FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT INVENTORY

I. Vision (See Instructions.)
'O. 'No significant impairment.
I. Has difficulty handling work involving fine visual-detail.

'2. Impairment is sufficient to interfere with major activities such as
driv4ng or reading.

3. Total or nearly total loss of vision.

2. Hearing (See Instructions.)
O. No ignificapt impairment)
I. Has some difficulty understanding conversation or using a telephone.
2. Cin handle face-to-face conversation with the help d lipreading', but

is unableto use a teiephone.. Is unable to pick up certain environ-
mentally relevant sounds (e.g.,-bells or high-pitched tones).

3. ,Extremely hard -of- hearing or deaf; or is unable to comprehend any speech.

3,' Ambulation or Mobility (See Instructions.)
0 No significant impairment.
I. Mild impairment, but does riot require assistance from others to get

around in the community.
. .

2. Moderate impairment. 'Sometimes requires help from others in order to
get around in the community.

3., Severe impairment. Usually requfees assistance from others in order to
get around in the community.

18. Audgment 4

O. No significants)mpairment.
I. Sometimes, makes unsound decisions. Does not take time to consider

alternatives or consequences of behavior.
2. Frequently makes rash or unwise decisions._ Often displays inappropriate

behavior or choices.
3. Could be dangerous to s'+'f or others is a result of foolish or impulsive

behavior.

21. Accurate Perception of Capabilities and Limitatiorp
_-,

,

O. No significant impairment. -

I. _Behavior with respect to rehabilitation goads appears inconsistent (i.e.,
it_maries from day to day or from one area to another). -,

/2. Has an unrealistic understanding of hit or her vocational capacities (e.g.,.
'may rule out all vocational possibilities ordeny.importantlimitations).

3. Refuses to accept or significantly distorts his or her limitations,,...
Frequently gives others false, misleading* or eNtPemety inappropriate
information abou.the disability.

422. Effective Interaction With People.
O. No significant impairment-.

, I. Is somewhat awkward or unpleasant in social interactions.
2. Lacks many of the skilds necessary for effec(ive social interaction.
3. Overtly aggressive, Withdrawn,vdefensive, bi arre, or inappirriate behavior

often !wafts persona' interactions.
o

4.
39
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26. -Work HabitS -r -'.

-,

/
0. No significant impai ent. ,,,,

.
,

,
1: Is deficient ih work h its (e.q., OunctualLty, proper appearance,

oitap'pr Tate interview ehavior).= ,However,,is wilting and-able
to learn these skills quite,ceadily.-,

' , . ,

2. Work habit deficiencies may,TeqUire that work adjustment training 4
'precede-employment.

3. .:Has severe deficiencies in work tiabits and seemsto have,=little
potential for i'mprov-ing through work adjustplent training.

..i:

Strenpth Items (Cheek all, that apply.)

31. Haq an unusually attractive physical appearance.

32. Has an exceptionally pleasing personality.

33.4 Is extremely bright, or has an exceptional veTbal fluency.

)

'ReWroduced, by permission. Copyright(0080 by theAniversity.of Minnesota.
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DC"S&HAVIOR IDENT111.17CATION FORMAT (FORM)

O

°

DeveloReris) The Farm was devel'oped at the Materials Dev lopment Center
(MDC) of the Department of Rehabilitation a d Manpower.
Services at the UKiversity°of Wiscqnsin - St ut. and published
in 1974:'

Purpose

-

Description ,-

f ;
The Fatm was develoRe4toa)in observing? identifying, and
recO735g work and woat7rpla ed behaVIors which increase or -)

decrease employment' ppoi-tunities.

The Form, s oriented toward the; evaluation of 22 work-related
behavidl-s. behaviOrs can be specified for evalua-

he-woric behaviorS -ratedErtcfude-ap-Rrop-

of behavior; c9mmunicati6n skills related to work; attendance;
punctuality; stamina or eight-hour work capacity; hygiene,
grooming, and dress; and social skills relqtingi*o co-workers,
etc.

e.

.1 . .,
The rating system consista-of b series of jU'dgmenti which are
made regarding the c ieptts employment behavior While'the .

-ratings are mot int deTto.yield a total score
scores,-the ratings do eflect the rater's ju

. appropriateness of the articular client's w
relationship to his or her Job goals. ,

Use , The Form seems appropriate for al) clients:experiencfng N)pca -
4 al handicaps, especially those involve in or being

.1, * cons dered for participation fin work adjus d/or treatment:
-... programs. It is also applicable in the Sh ltered workshop
cb..,,

setting.' ti 1.

% ,, 0
' 0'. The Form is beneficial tosvarious rehabilitation practitioners.

. - It can bdused by Easemanagers when makingideeisions about
training that is appropriate to the client's ,needs and goals
and/or inmaking decisions about piacement. Since the Fo

0 .
. assesses -client change, it may provide caie.man'agers and

../
pr'ogrammanagers an indication of the impact of particular

... programs or services. It isuseful to sheltered workshop ,

supervisors and work adjustment persoxnel in providing,
specificity and etructurein work adiffstment training and in
assessing client change. The Forth's flexibilitris increased. ...

in that additional behavior items can be developdd and
. assessed ds,needed:

,

.
.

. .

Administration Completion of-11)e Form requires observation of the client and
'.., .' '...

, / -.....0. rrofsssional Judgment. Stiff usingLthe instrument must ledi-n

. . to obserye, record, and'report specific objeclOIRV6 behaVior .

accuratelj, and usetconsi.stent tfrminology., The instrument can.
. be administered as needed (e.g."; within days afi-ec.a client's-.

.

begins% Work adjustment irogram, midway.through.the program,
end agair(it the end of the prograW The measure may be .

useCpvena period of time in order to obtain an assessment of
.

%.
'a client.-
ith

6. .

- - - .4._"
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Three major crassihcatitons are used to rate the client's
,work-related behavior: "A",-,acceptable, "B" - selective e

placement necessary) -and,"C" - .change needed. Each of these.,
classifications can be subdiviUbd into two ratings which are
more precise: A, (1) strength or (2)' no problem; B, (,l)

problem - placement or (2) change to upgrade placeFnent;
C, (i) chan§e.possible or (2) change doubtful. Definitions
for each of these classifications are provided.

Ratings can be-made.of the client at diff rent times using
the majorclassi,fications (i.e., "A", "B', "C" or the more
precise ratings, i.e., A-I, A-2, B-i,, etc.). Changes in
repeated rathtigs suggestwchanges'Ln the client's behavior
and provide the rationale for decisions regarding changes in
service delivery, placement, etc. _The instrument Is hand
scorable.

.
Reilabiiity The reiiabiiity of the Form has not peen determined.

-Validity The Fdrm has not been validated.

Advantages

Limitations

A major-advantage of the' instrument is its'aerility'to identify

ecific work behavior probiems and consequently perMit the,
planning of individuaiized objectives for work adjustment
services.

4,110 evidence for the Form's reiiabiiity or vaiidity has been

gathered.

References Materiais D ve p ent Center, University o.f Wisconsin - Stout.
N, Recommen procedure: MDC behavior identificatioh format
jmanual). Menomonie, Wisconsin: Author, i974.

Availability Copes of the MDC Behavior. dentification Form can be obtained
from

)-'

Materials Deveiopment Center
Stout Vocational RehabiirtatiOn Institute
University of Wisconsin - Stout
Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751

6
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MOC.BEHAVIORIDENTIFICAT1ON FORM

Client's Name

Cfter;t1s Job Goals
tt

,Rater

-J

Pertod Covered
. to

Date of 1st Rating 2nd Rating

, i

3rd Rating

-A - Accept le

A-I Strength
A-2 No Problems

B - Selective Placement
B-I Problem-Placemen
B-2 Change to Upgrad

C -. Change NedNed
C-I Change Possible
C-2 Change Doubtful

Category Behavior Rating

I. Hygiene, Grooming and Dresfs

O
.

,

t

.

,

2 Irritating Habits
'

.
.

.

..-
,

3. Odd or Inappropriate
BehaviorsA

.

,

4. Communication Skills
as Related to Work Needs

.

. ,

.

4
5. Attendance .-

2

-..."--1

6. PunctUality ,

.

.

_

1-
,

7. Ability to Cope With Work
Problems (Frustration
Tolerance) .

*

ei
.

.

.

8.'1Parsonal ComOlaints

. .

.

.

-
.

.

-Vitality of Work Energy

p ,..

2

.

.42

. ,

.

..

I

,-

10. Stqmlna or 8-Hour Work

CagacitV

.

.

43.
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II. .Steadiness or

Consistency of Work .

12. Disfractabillty

13. Conformity to Shop
Rules and Safety
Practices"

14. 'Reactions to Change
in Work Assignment ' ,

Reactions to
Unpleasant or
MonotonoUs Tasks

.r6. Social Skills in
Relations with
Co-workers

17. Amount of Supervision
Required After Initial
Instruction Period

/1

18:- Recognition - AccePt-
ance of Supervisor'y
Authority

0

I

19. Amount of TensiC-h

.Aroused by Close. `i
Supervision

20. Requests for Assis-
tance from_ Supervisor,

. ,
J

21/ Reactions to Criticism
, and Pressure from t.

SuperVisors

22. Work Method rand'

. of

4- Tools d Materiels

COMMENTS: ,*

eb.

44

Reproduced 6y permission ofithe,Materials DeVelopment Center at the University of

!VisconOn-;Stout.-
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MINNESOTA SATISFACTORINESS SCALES (MSS)

m

I'veloper(s) The MSS were developed by Dennis L. Gibson,, David J. Weiss,
Rene V Dawis, and Lloyd H. Lofquist at the University of
Minnesota and copyrighted in 1970. They were ctrrighted
in 1977 by Vooltional Psychology Research at th University
of Minnesota.

7

Purpose The MS& are designed to measure the satisfactorifiess of an
. individual as an employee.

Dekripti n iThe MSS cOnsists'of128 items comprising a total of five sca,lys:
performance, conformance; dependability, personalfadjustment,
anti general satiVactorinest. Ratings are made in comparison
to co-worker4 (i.e., better than, about the same as, or not as
gobd as his or her fellow employees).

The MSS are appropriate for use with clients who are working.
Follow-up-information gathered from the MSS can be used by
both counselors and program managers inthe planning and
monitoring of their efforts. Input can be obtained that could
influence a number of areas of intervention. First, feedback
on counseiting outcOes-ean be used to improve counseling
efforts that have been ineffective in the past. Second, know-
ledge of the receptivity of different businesses to diffe ent
types of clients can alter job placement practices. Thir ,
.the effectiveness of specific training programs can be st died.
Knoiring which type of client obtains the'greatest level o
satisTactorinese in which area can affect both a counsel
and a program's( planning efforts for clients.

The MSS can also be used asj counseling tool by counselors.
A client sees what work behaviors are important to satisfactory
employment. The client is able to gain a more realistic view
of himself/herself as comparisons Of client andemployer per-
ceptions of satisfactoriness are examined and discussed.

The MSS.are designed to ibe completed by the worker's immediate
supervisor but can be completed by a fellow employee,or the
employee,hiKself/herself. The rater should be familiar with
the worker and the other workers' with whom the comparison is
being made. 14f there re no others in the jobc category with
whom to compare, the rter.shouls1 use those who have done the
job in the past as reference points. It takes about fivemin-
utes to rate someone, and it can be administered by mall'.

Scoring -. act item is weighted according to response. A table listing
tie appropriate weights for each item is provided. Raw scores
for each scale are thin calculated by summing the weighted
scores for each item constituting the scale. A hand - scoring

form Is provided to facilitate this process.

*

Use

'r

Admini&tration

(
-45
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Reliability

Validity

Raw scores for each scale can%be converted to percentiles
based on an appropriate norm group. Six norm tables are
available: 1) professionar,:technica,, and managerial;
(2) cleridal and'sales (male)i (3) clerical and sales (fe-

1 male); (4) service; (5) machine trades and bench work; and
(6) workers-in-general. SepaNte norms were developed for
males and females in the clerical and sales area because. of
significant differences found in the MSS scores for these
groups in this area. The workers -in- general group should
be u-d for occupational groups pot represented by any of
the other norm groups. .In geneFal, percentile scores 'of
75 or.higher reflect highly satisfactory ratings on a scale,
scores of 25 or below reflect poor satisfactory ratings, and
those in the middle reflect average ti-sfactorfiness:

41

Confidence bands based on the standar rror or measuremerit
can bedetermined for each scale score. Since the scale
scores ar based on a single rating, confidence bands help
insure an ccurate.interpretation of the scores.

Computer scoring can be arranged through Vocational Psychology
Research (see address in the Availability section). Print-
outs of group resu.its and individual scores can be obtained
as well as individual punched data cards. Additional data
analyses can alp° be arranged.

The internal consistency of the MSS was determined by calcu-
lating Hoyt reliability coefficients for the norm groups;
Coefficients ranged from .69 to .95p with a median of .87.
These values were generally high and reflected homogeneity
of content within each scale.

Test-retest correlations were calcula for a two-year inter-
val on four occupational groups: (I assemblers, janitors,
maintenance workers, machtnists;'(2) clerks (mate); (3) engi-
neerS1 and (4) salespeople. Those who were still in the
same job two years after the first rating were included. It

is not known hdw many Of the supervisors making*the ratings,
were the same. Correlations ranged from '.40 to .68, with a
median of .50.

Anderson.(196 looked at the relationship of the MSS to Job
tenure: Among -a group of satisfied workers, as identified
by the short-fo Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire, those
'rated abov the Median on the' performance scale of the MSS
were More. likely to'remain on the job over a two-year period
than those-telow.the median, based on £hi- square tests signi-
ficant at the .10 probability level.

Grouii'ditferences on the MSS were studied by'looking at mean.
scores on each of the 'five scales for employees in seven
occupational groupi: (I) assemblers, (2 & 3) clerks (males
and female), (4) engineers, (5) Janitors and maintenance
workers, (6) niachinistsand (7) salespeople. One-way

46



analysis of 'ariance /indicated significant diffe ences at
well beyond the .01 probability leVejfor all fi scales.
A significant sex difference occurred for clerks', only
area where there were significant numbers of both sexes.
Males rated higher on all'scafes. ThsOdevelopers feel that
this may_lw due to.rating biases.

The develoPers feel. tht differences among these groups do
not mean that worke*rs in some occupations are more satis-
factory than others. Supervitors may rate higher in some
occupations thaii others do. It does point out the import-'
ance of using the appropriate norm table fOr-an
especially when he/she is changing Jobs from one occupational
group to another.

Advantages The MSS only takes five minutes to complete. Consequently,
administration by mail is feasible.

Limitations The norm tables presented'represent broad categories of
occupations. Care must be given in studyingthe.character-
istics of these workers om whom the norms were established
in order to determine if the norms adequately repregent the
occupational groups tb which a given client beloggs. Also,
the measure was developed in the context of the Theory of
Work Adjustment (Dawls, Lofquist, & Weiss, 1968) and is
most useful In that context.

References Anderson, U. Longitudinal changes in level of work and ad-
ustment. UnpubITI,ed doctoral dissertation, University of

Minnesota, 1969. -''

Dawis, R. V., Lofquist,L. H., & Weiss, D. J. A theory of
work adjustment revision). Minnesota Studies In Vocational
Rehabilitation: XXIII, 1968.

Gibson, D. L., Weiss, D. J., pawls, R. V., and Lofquist, L.
H. Manual, for the Minnesota satisfactoriness scales.
Minnesota Studies in Vocational Rehabilitation: XXVII, 1970.

Availability The MSS as well as pomputer scoring Services, can be purchased
from ---

t Vocational. Psychology Research
N620 Erliott Hall
University of Minnesota
75 East River Road
Minneapolis, MN 55455
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SAMPLE ITEMS

MINNESOTA SATISFACTORINESS SCALES

Please check the best answer for each question

Be sure to answer all questions

not
as

well

Compared to others Ln-his/her work group,how
well does the employee . . .

I. Follow company. policies and practices? . .

2. Accept the direction of his/her supervisor?.

3. Follow standard work rules and procedures? .

4. Accept the responsibility of his/her job?.

5. Adapt to chbnges in procedures or methods? .

Compared to others in his/her work group . . .

12. How good is the quality of his/her work? .

13. How good is the quantity of his/her work?.

v.

7

o

I

48

about
the
same better

. E.]
. [:]

1:]
0 , \ 1:=1a r

D ), ,

not about .

as the
good same better.

f

4Reproduced by Ocarnitssion. Copyright01977 by VocatPional Psychology Research,
UnlvdrsIty of Minnesota,.
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Deyeloper(s)

Pprpose

PRELIMINARY DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONNAIRE (PDO)

)

The PDO was developed by..loseph B.oriarty at the west
Virginia Research and Training Center and bopyrighted in
1981.

The IM is desl9ned provide structure to the diagnostic -

1process in that it provides a quick assessment of client
employability (functional Iimktations and client chang ;)
across five factors: physical condition; mental condition;
emotional conditlion; attitude and motivation; aresocial,
economic, and personal condition.

0.
Description The 12Eitcomprised of nine subscales. (I) The:-Work Infor-

mation subscale has 17 items in a right-or-wrong format and
it is designed to assess the client's general knowjedge of
the world .qf work. (2) The Preliminary Estimate of Learning
(PEL) has 30 items in a right-or-wrong format and it is used
to assess general knowledge associated with intelligence. If

recent IQ scores are available, they can, be converted to
stanine scores and this section omitted. (3) The Psychomotor
Skills section has nine items and assesses the level of gross and
fine motor skills: (4) The Reading Ability and Comprehension
subscale is an 18 -item orally administered instrument in a
right-or-wrong forMat. (5). The Work Importance subscale,is a
-10-1-11m four-point Likert scale that assesses the client's
attitude'toward work. (6) The Personal Independence section
is a 29-item measure,of clients' self-reported physical
independence. Items are rated on a four -point scale as follows:

,"0" cannot do it, ."1" requires, ssistance from another person,
"2" uses devi.ce,and "3". does it him/herself.(7) The Internality

V
subtcale is a 15 -item four-point Likert scale assessWg.the
degree of,externallty or internalitT possessed by the client.
(81 The Emotional Funcfionrng subscale is a 22-item self-report
instrument designed to identify general psychological pathology,
using questions relating to depression, withdrawal, aggression;
self,worth,"and contact with.reality. (9) The Demographic Informe-

r

tion section considers six.demographiZ'items (e.g., ak, sex,
marital status, educational level, disability)._vhich arie coded*
and scored providing a rough prelinirhary estimate of what ttle
chances-are for competitive employment of a population similar
to the specific client.

a'
Use

D

The F21Wdesigned.for*all clients able to give informed
.,,,consent. It is appropriate for use in the state-federal

rehabilitation program; sheltered workshops; rehabilitation'
facilities, qbd other settings involved with the rehabilita-
tion of the handicapped.

the POO may be useful to counselors in the following ways:
(I) 522.-is-afunctiorial assessment tool and may be useful in

measuring the extertt of h6ndicap (i.e., how the disability limits
fhb individual's functioning). 12) Using egg, counselors will
be able to fOrmulate more pointed evaluation questions, which
should result in more precise, concrete; LiSefuhRvaluations.

4 ,



.(3) PDO is useful in setting goals and planning services. Thus,
it is useful in preparing Individualized Written Rehabilitation
Plans (IWR?). (4) Repeated measures of the PDO prNide some
indication of the impact of rehabilitation services, and document
client gains beyond wocational status. (5) Results of repeated
measures cane shared with clients-to underscore the progress
already made and to encourage them to continue. (6) Evaluating
the impact of services can help the counselor evaluate the
relative superio of different providers of the same service.

Program manager ould find it useful in documenting program '

movement toward compliance with Congressional intent (i.e., severely
disabled must-be-servcd fi-rst-)-r-enabil-ng-VR to gather-pertinent

. information abodt characteristics of the population it serves;
providing an indication of the organization's effectiveness and

. efficiency in that it documents counselorts'attention and time
devoted to various clients on the basis of functional disability

with respect to cost per case, cost benefit return, and production
of closure.

Administration The pa is designed to be used in a structured interview and
relies heavily on self-report. It can be administered at
different times throughobt the program. Use is limited to
professional rehabilitation counselors who have been trained to
use it__ for the administration and interpretation
of the Tla is faci 1.4404ed by the use of seven modules developed
by the West VirginiaRehabilitation Research and Training
Center. The E29:can be administered in less than an hour.

Total raw scores are calculated for-each of the eight subscales
(Demographic Information not incruded4 of the Pty. This is

accomplished by summing the ratings of each Subscage. ;Men
using the Prelidlinary Estimate of Functioning (PEF) Pro le, sub-
scale scores-are recorded. The PEF is a single profile which
groups each area (e.g., Work Information, PEL,'etc.) such that
all possible scores are grouped along nine levels. Level 5 is
the average levelof performance In each area, while levels
1-4 indicate below,average performance and levels 6-9 represent
above average functioning. The prOfile provides a visual
display. of the client's funCtioning over several areas. This
procedure can be done by hand calculations.

Reliability Three distinct validation samples were used
tine Em. The College Sample (N = 58) co
'University students selected to provi
soundness of the analytic frameWork-

an a
upporti

in the developmetit of

ed of West Virginia
s essment of the
ng DO. The

West Virginia Sample (N = 151) consisted of clients from the
West Urginia Rehabilitation Center at Institute, West Virginia.
This center serves multiply-handicapp'e'd clients and its caseload
tbically carries a higher percentagkof mentally retarded .

than would the average field-caseload. The National Sample
(N = 292) consisted of clients who were administered the 1
b7vdeatiohat rehabilitation Professionals particippting In
the 13M Levell training.
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Reliability dafa were gathered at the-subtcAle level. High-
lights are summarized below.

The temporal stability of live of the subscales (i.e., Work
Information; PEL, Reading Retention,'Internality, and Emotional
Fupctioning) was assessed by retesting at group of clients in
the West Virginia sample 30 days after the first administration
(W ranged from 26 to-28). = Stability correlation coefficients,
fog these subscales ranged from .66 to .97. /

The internel consistency of each subsoale,(except Personal..
Independence) was determined by calculating item-to-total'
correlations on thenafionaM. sample. Acrogs the seven sub- -
scales, the highest correlatilon of an item to its sUbscale
score was .69, with .26 as the lowest. Additional internal
consistency data include the following: Internal consistency.

coefficients (KR-20) 'calculated on the West Virginia- sample
for Work inforthafion-PEL, Reading Retention, and InfliLxLity#
ranged from .72 to .97. The average item-to-total correlation
on the West Virginia sample for Emotional Functioning was .54.
Work Importance yielded -a coefficient alpha of .85 on the
college sample.

Evidence for the validity of the IM was gathered at the sub.:
scale level, using4fhe validation samples described in the,
Reliability section above. Highlights are summarized below.

Construct validity wasexaireihed on the Work-inlormation and
PEL sections by comparing the results with-hoselof the
Wechsler Adult intelligence Scale (WAIS) informetion subtest.
It was reasoned that Work Information should be influenced by
th6 ability of the Individual to interact jntelligently-with
his4her.environment (as measured by the WAISnformation
subtest) as well asby exposure to the world of work, and that

ithe PEL acted n a similar fashion.as the WAIS Information
subtest, a brief general knoWildge scale hi,ghjy correlated .

with the WAIS full scale 10. 6 correlation of .63Nas found
between Work-Information and WAIS:Information (WS 43). The )
college sample yielded a coil-elation of 071 between the PEL
section and WAIS Information. Further correiatiOns between
the PEL seci7760 existing evidence of intelligence were
calculated from the West Virginfa sample: the PEL correlated
.79 with WAIS Information (N .71 with the WAIS I.

full scale 10 (N = 101, .74 with the Peabody General
Information (N =,50), and .78 with the Peabody' Readings
Comprehension (N = 15).

Construct and discaminadt*validity were examined by looking
at how different groups'performed on the subscales:.

.

The Psychomotor and Reading Retention sections were compared
for the performance of the mentally retarded and non-mentally
retarded. 'The ANOVA_ technique-eapplied to a national sample

-
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confirmed thethypotheses that the mentally retarded would
perform lower on both subscales than otter clititsf. The F-
value.obtained for both subscalesswas statistically,significant
at the .0001 leVel., SYnillar results were found on a comparison
of orthopedically and non-orthopedically-impaired, clients on
the Personal Independence section with F- values, significant
at the .0005 level.

Comparisons of the mentally ill-with the non-mentally ill on
the Emotional Ftioctioning section were significant at the
.0001 level. Also, it was found that there is almost a fulT
standards deviation separating the means on this subscale for.:
the mental ill and the ortho edicall
additional support to the validity of thissubscalde.

a
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Comparisons on the Internality subscale ind4cated that the
college sample scored signifiCahtly higher than the West
Virginqa sample (t E.4C.001). Results for the'
,rational sample fell between the college and West Virlginia
groups.

At this writing, replication of these studies:is underway
with a national sampie of 1000 clients. This replication
inclusles a longitudinal study comparing PDO results at intake
with the exit status of the client.

Advantages Some advantages include the following: PDO provides a quick,

graphic way of looking at multiple areas of functioning
critical to employability in combination pt the same time;
it is relatively easy to use; no special tools; equipment or
materials are used.; and it can'be completed by individuals
having +he skills usually possessed by rehabilitation
counselors.

Limitations The PDO assumes that the Client has a minimal level of

communication skills.'

References Moriarty, J. Preliminary diagnostic questionnaire. Dunbar,

West Virginia: West Virginia Research and Training Center, 1981.

Availability' Addliional irifOrmation can be obtained from

-.#
PDQ Coordinator

. .

West Virginia Rehabilitation
Research and Training Center

One Dunbar Plaza, Suite E

,--.- uno- WV 25064
. !NJ.- ,.

... The Lso. is available or purciase only,after training. and
certification.. S.
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THE SAN FRANCISCO VOCATIONAL COMPETENCY SCALE

p

C

Developer(s) The scat' was develop.ed y Samuel Levine and.Freeman F. /
El-zey at San Francisco State College in .1968.

Purpose The scale was'cleVeloped to assess the vocational competence
of.mentally retarded adults.

Description

Use

14-

The scale contains 30 items which are behaviorally ahchored.
Each item rovrde'S either four-or five statements which repre-
sent varying degrees of compZtence for a particular task, The
sca.Le_ass- , 4:- e- a*i,ena-I eemeeteAcy:

motor skills; cognition, responsibility, and social-emotional
behavior.

The scale Is des1'ed for use-with mentally retarded adults,
especially in the sheltered workshop and rehabilitation
facility. Both case managers and program managers will. "

find this measure useful in selecting clients for training'
and/or placement, assessing changes in the,ciient's voca-
tional competence, conducting follow-up studies on-those.
individuals who have left the workshop or facility and have

111

been placed f,ci jobs in the community, and studying the
relative efficiency of different training methods.

Administration The scale is generally administered by the workshop super-
visor who is most familiar with the client's performance.
Observation and some judgment is required of the supervisor.
The scale can be administered at different times throughout
the workshop experience and takes_ approximately 10-15 minutes
to complete.

The descripti e statements within each item are_ ordered by
ability level and;are numbered from one to four or five,
with option one representing the. lo4est degree,of vocational
competence. The levels are cumulative in that an individual,
rated five on an item is presumed to be able to perform at
all preceding levels. The vocation-al competency score is

° the sum of all of the level numbers selected. The scale
can be hand scored In only a few minutes.

Percentile norms are available and based on data gathered
from' 562 mentally retarded persons (344 males and 218 females)
in 45 workshops representing all geographic areas in the
United States. Norms were established separately for males

$ and females, as significbnt differences in scores were found
for males and ,...

Reliability Two typks of r- ', ility data are available - internal con-
sistency and test - retest. The internal consistency measures
are split-half correlation coefficients corrected by the
Spearman-Brown formula. Calculations were made separately
for 344 males and 218.females-in workshops; each yielded a
reliability coefficient of .95.

4
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A stability coefficient was derived from retest ratings for
54 indivIduaTs obtained approximately one month 6-fter the
initial rating. The stabikity coefficient was .85, ind1 -,

eating satisfactory 'reliability scores over a one month
-interval.. (This coefficient was computed for the total group,
rather than separately by sex, becaute of the small numperof
cases.)

Validity j Coefficienti of correlation were computed' between vocationar
competency sdbret'and chronological age, mental age, 1Q,.
school experience, and workshop experience for samples of
344 males and 218 females in workshopt. The correlations

1Q were---;48-arsd--.-58 J01), and the correlations
with school experience were .15 and .20 (2..0(). The
other correlation coefficients were not statistically significant.

Advantages The follov)ing advantages are reported:- (1) The scale is
comprebensivemith respect to elements,otvork situations,
making it useful,in a wide variety of, contexts, (2) 'Since

the (performance to be observed is stated in behavioral terms,
inference in the evaluation process is minimized and -reliability
is increased. (3) The technical considerations in the evalua-
tion process are reduced, in that no special test situation - .

need be established nor is it necessary for ptychologist
to administer the scale. (4, This is one of the few standard-
ized scales of its. kind for mentally retarged clients.

Limitations The items do not hale equal weight since sjme items are scaled
oh a 1-4 continuumo6nd others on a 1-5 con4+nuum. Also, the

score obtained is a total score which does provida
global assessment of the individual's competence bul does
not indicate tpecific strengths and weaknesses. The test .

manual states' that four dimensjons of vocational competency
are being measured. Hence, it might have been helpful to
,include four separate scales, one for each dimensjqn, to
assist the training program or workshop instructor In identifying
the specific areas which require remediation.

References Levine, S., & Elzey, F. F. San Francisco vocational compe,-
tency scale manual.- New York: 1The Psychological Corporation,

1. 1968.

Availability The San Francisco Vocational Competency Soale and its manual
can be obtained ,from ---4

The Psychologi.cal'Corporation:
.757 Third' Avenue . .

S

New York, NY 10017

-



SAN FRANC/SCO VOCATIONAL'
COMPETEN Y SCALE

2.4100041ERINGINSTRUCTIONS

- .Afte.r a task has been-,exp and demon-
'strated, needs tfie intr 1 ns repeated before
he (shed can form the ask on his" Cher) own.

I -.Near! always
2 -- ;Frequently

3 -'ApproArriately half the tim
co'

4- "Occasiopally
5 -° Hardly ever

et

V"

It

1.

e

11,

A

Reproduced by'Vermission from the San F ahcisccrVocatlonal CoMOdtency Scale.
4Copyright0 19V, by- The Psychglogical CorpOation, New York, New York:
All rights reseed. ik
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A SCALE OF EMPLOYABILITY FOR' HANDICAPPED PERSONS (SE).

Developer(s)

. Purpose*

SE was developed and refined from 1.957 -1963 at the Chicago

Jewih Vocational-Service (COS).

The general purpose of SE is the evaluation of the employ-
ability (i.e., the ability td get andkeep a job) of vpcar
tionally handicapped persons:

.
fv
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Description SE consists of three seperate behaviorally-anchored scales,
i.e., Counseling. Scale (39 items), Psychology Scale (27 items),

and Workshop Scale (48 items), which are designed to measure*
significant Components of work behavior among handicapped indi-
viduals. Each scale contains a number of subscales which can
be 'Scored independently.

The ounselinq'Scale assesses language skills, dependency
of client, effect of handicap-lipon client, marketability'
of client as related to his/her handidtp, employment
,record or history, attitude and m4ivation, appearance-
and general impression, and marketability of client aiore-
lated to placement. The Psychology Scale assesses functional
level of'abi.lity, relationship to authority figurese$owork,
relationship to peers, and effect of client's principle

4 handicap upon emplOyeb,ility. The Workshop Scale assesses
ability to mobilize and direct energy in the work situa-
tion, capacity to tolerate and cope with pressuiles, tensions,
and demands of-the job,;interpersonal relations with co-
workers and foreman, and functional level of ability in the
work situation. , 4

SE is appropriate for all clients who are vocationally handl=
capped as a result of emotional, physical, mental, and/or,
social disapilititei. It it applicable in most rehabilitation
service programs, especially vocational adjustment. workshops.

Use

a

C,

. The SE is usefil to case managers, program managers,
searchers,.in a variety of social ser ice, welfare, v P-

guNance, and rehabiJitation agen s. The instrument is
designqd to be used in 'thb following situations: deter-

,Wining the feasibility of'rehabilitation, integrafind
glegnOtic data, seletting,vocational goals, evaluating
services,needed'by the client; measuring vocational improve-
ment; making1omparative evaluations of alternatiye tech-
niques of rehabilitation, and providing an evaluation of
caseloads.

rear

ional

Administration. .Thb administration of the SE requires professional judgment.

;
. ? -The-Workshop Scale is to.be administered by the rehabilita-'

/ 1 'Ilion wOrkshoR foreman; the Counseling Scale by the'vocational
counsel-arid /the Psychology Scale by the psychologist after
administering Tbattery of standardized tests. The scales

-vary be administered whenever needed. For example, Counseling

owl
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and Psychology Scales have been administered before the client
enters the workshop, and the Workshop Scale-has been adminis-
ter'edofter a two or three week diagnostic period, midway
through the workshop program, arid at its Conclusion. The time
required for a workshop supervisor, counselor, or psychologist
to complete a scale for.a client should le from 10-20 mtnUte.

. .

Scoring. The scoring procedure for each of the three scales is the same.
,i.) Totarseale and tubscale scores can be determined for each;

however, it is not intended that the three total scale scores be
,;',

combined into one SE score.
.

. N

Reliability

Each item is scored on a four -point scale, where a score of
"1" mans the client is clearly adequate, and "4" means the
client is clear fl inadequate for the particalar trait or
factor being megTured. Scores of "2" or "3" mean the client
is "borderline or better" or "borderline or worse," respect-
ively. Ratings on tasks that have not beerLassigned to the
client are omitted and do not influence the score. The' raw
scores are then weighted and summed and put into a formula
to determine the total scale score. A "Table for Converting
Raw Scores on the Workshop Scale to Final Scores" is provided
and makes scoring even simpler.

The icoringprocedurd reflects the level of behavior.at which
a client is judged to be behaving, not just the adequacy of
the client's behavior relative to other clients. A client,
who receives a high total scalescore on one of the$hree
scales would be judged as behaving At a very appropriate
level overall, on that scale, regardless of how well he /she might'

* be doing in particular areas of behavior (as measured 1)N/sub-
scales). A client who receives a low total scale score, on the

(other hand, would be judged as performing on a very inadequate
lever at the time of the rating.

Reliability data are availa'bre.for the'Workshop and Counseling°
Scales:

Workshop Scale

'internal consistency, examined through product moment inter-,
correlations of subsections to the total score, was generally
Jligh, ranging from .66 (jp <Z.01) to .93 (21( .01) . Sub-A
sectiOn correlations th other subsecti8nt were lower,
ranging from .29 (2 05) to .72 (.2 < .01), indicatihg less
homogeneity.

To determine int, errater reliabWity, 50 clients. were rated'at
the end of, the fourFh and fifth weeks of the program - by dif-
ferent foremen. Product moment cOrrelatiohs.ranged from .30
{a <.05Yto .63 (,l <:.01). Some clients, however, were sub-
ject't6 a changed situation between ratingsl This change and
'not the rater could cause lower correlations. Re-analysis,
separating clients who had experienced significant changes in
\sOlf or type oT supemision between ratingd fromithose whose
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situation had renamed "stable'," produced higher interrater
correlations for those in a "stable" situation (.47,2- .01'
to .73, 11 <:.01= and lower correlations for the "changed"
group (.10,to <.01). *"c" 2 m

A final measure .of the relipbil.ity Of the' Workshop Scale in-

'vo,kied test-r5testby,the same"foremen.with a tour-week period
ieparating!tfle4-atings. Reliability coefficients of .81
(2..01) and :95 (JR <.01) were yielded by the total scale.
The individ4R,i subsections were more variable in this respect,
with coeff clen-..s ranging widely between X59 (p < .01) and
.81 (2 < .01). Thus, it appears that a foremirits total score

;can lie Jloon, whereas section scores are Less dependable
measures_of employability.

Wagshoo and Counielinq.Scales Together
Correlations of each subsection of one scale with the to tal

....score of the other did not yield significant results on a

small sample,t: However, it appeared promiSing that each scale,
Workshop and Counseling, was independent and contributed,
something unique to client ,assessment.

Validity Evidence of validity is available-for th Workshop and
Cou4Seling Scales: ,

4

1

Workshop Scale
Criteria for estimatingithe concurrent validity of the--
Workshop Scale 'nclude employ§pility ratings, placemenl-
ratings, and statf decisions fo.continue or terminate the,
client's stay ii the program. The employability an lace -

went ratings were made by the entire staff at two diff ent
workshops during group conferences held at three predete ined

times. The WorKshop Scale was completed by individual ore-
men at the same three times. All Correlations were significant
at the .05 level, some at the .01 level. ,

4*

The criteria used for estimating the Workshop .Scala's.validity
as a predictor of employability include placement success,
length of placecnent period, duration of first job, and duration
of all jobs'(l,e., percentage of.time worked on all jobs
after getting +ne first job).' Follow-ups atthree, six and /

nine months were studied. The most prominent finding is the
variability of the correlations,i These range roughly between
.Q3 (correlaticn of Workshop Scale scores with criteria
from nine-monit follOW-up) and .62 (correlation of Workshop
Scale scores with criteria from six and three-month follow-
Ups).- Typically; correlations have values between .20 and
.40, and.a,considerabie number are significant at the .05
and .01' levels of confidence. It is clear that the Workshop
Scale upualiy has a moderate degree of power in predicting
employment outtomes. The data also suggested that 'placement
success seems to be predicted somewhat more accurately than
,.permanence of employment. It is concluded that the validity
of the scale extends out at least over a slx,month follow-up
period, and In instances over a nine-Month period.

5
4-
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Advantages

'Counse ,q Scale

The correlation between total score and job placement was
. found to be .28 (.EK .05). Though sample size was small,

the scale did show promise as a prediction tool (but not
for the minimally handicapped). The need for the refinement.
of some of the subscales was evident.

Workshop and Counseling Scales Together .

The scales were combined through. multiple regression. The
correlation between the combined scores and getting a job
was'found to be'.51. Though sample size was small, the com-

( bined fort did show promise as a predictor.

The major advantages are () the scales reflect behavior
directly and can therefore be used by service personnel with
varying degrees'of experience; (2) the subscales for each
scale, or alternatively the factors uncovered for the Final
Report, provide gofiles for_individUal strengths and weak-
nesses; (3) scores on the Workshop and Counseling Scales
were reasonably good predictors of work potential; Arid (43
several research applic ations are possible.

Limitations

.References

Fi t, reliability -scores were not sufficiently'highto
wa rant full confidence, although minor modifications of
the,SE in other projects conducted by the Jewish Vocational
Service had much higher reliablii The key lay in the
degree of staff training and con inuous monitoring. Second,
it took longer to use than, some ,ther instruments with

\\,......
similar purposes. Third, the Psychology Scale was not
fruitful in the applications tested.

IP

Iton, B. Rehabilitation counseling 'research. Baltimore:
'ty Park Press, 1979.

Chicago ewish Vocational Service. A scale of employability

for handicapped persons, Fine Report. Chicago: 'Author, 1963.

Chicago Jewish Vocational Service. 'A scale of employability
for handicapped persons, Third Progress,Report. Menomonie.,
Wlsconsin: DeveloOment Center, University of
ANisconsia - Stbut, 1959.

; k..*

Ab.

..-
Availability A scale of Employability for Handicapped Persons, Third Progress,

Report, including the scale items and other pertinent informs- '4

tion, is available.trom ---

t,

Materials DeVelopment'Center
Stout Vocational Rehabilitation institute

"University of Wisconsin Stout
Menomonie, WI 54751
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An annbtated beibliography on -the scale and researcn pi-oject's
using the scale can'be obtained from ---

A

Asher Soloff

Chicago Jewish Vocational Service
l'South Franklin Street
Chicago, LL 60606

t a

31310.a.
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WORKSHOP SCALE

SCALE OF EMPLOYABILITY FOR
HANDICAPPED PERSONS.

20(R). Effect of his own foreman's correction on performance: kind of
change produced

I. Performance always or almost always improves
2.- Performance sometimes remainns the same: sometimes improves
3. Performance generally remains the same.
4. Performance ge,ra.rly gets worse.

-e

2I(R). Reaction to supervisory pressure for increased production

I. Increases output under pressure andesustains increase
2. increases output, but cannot sustain increase
3. Not change in output

Oufput decreases.

22(R). Client's participation in group structures

I. Accepted as a leader: As center of conversation -or social
activities

2. Active participant 0 social or conversational activities
3. Passive participant:, essentially a listener, but remains

part of the social group
4. An isolate from social activities.

COUNSELING SCALE

7(1-16. Client's tension level revealed during interview

TENSION LEVEL-OR NERVOUSNESS REVEALED BY CLIENT DURING INTERVIEW IS:

I. Appropriate'
2. Slightly inappropriate
3. Moderately inappropriate
4. Strongly inappropriate

8(H0). Client's assimilation of handicap

THE,DEGREE TO WHICH THE CLIENT HAS EARNED TO "LIVE WITH" HIS
HANDICAP; THAT IS, THE EXTENT TO WHICH HE HAS MAbE A DESIRABLE
ADJUSTMENT TO IT:.

' f. High

2. Moderate
3. Slight
4., `Moderate

.9(H0). Client's attitude toward handicap as a barrier to his employability

1

THE DEGREE TO WHICH THE CLIENT'S ATTITUDE.TOWARD HIS HANDICAP WILL BE
A.BARR1ER TO HIS EMPLOYABILITY OR PLACEABILITY'IS:

61
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I. Negligible or none
2. Slight
3. Moderate
4. Severe

/ / / / ,

PSYCHOLOGY SCALE '

6. Potential satisfaction or gratifications

THE POTENTIAL SATISFACTION OR GRATIFJCATIONS WHoICH THE CLIENT COULD BE
EXPECTED TO DERIVE IN T E WORK SITUATION, IN Sd FAR AS HIS CONTINUED
MAINTENANCE OF EMPLOYME WOULD BE DETERMINED BY SUCH SATISFACTIONS OR
GRATIFICATIONS, WOULD BE:

r.. Adequate: no predictable adverse effects in maintenance of employme;t.
2. Borderline or better:: some slightly adverse effects are predictable.
3. Borderline or worse: some Moderately adverse effecfs are predictable.
4. Inadequate: some considerably adverse eitfects are predictable.

A
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7. Reaction to pressures and demands beyond customary level

SHE CLIENT'S PREDICTED REACTION TO PRESSURES AND-DEMANDS BEYOND THE-CUSTOMARY
LEVEL, TO THE EXTENT'TO WHICH APPROPRIATE REACTIONS WOULD BE REQUIDED FOR-THE
MAINTENANCE OF HIS ET.OYMENT, WOULD:BE:'.

1. Adequate: no predictable adverse effects in maintenance of employment.
.2.. Borderline or better: some slightly adverse effects are predictable.
'3. Borderline or worse: some moderately adverse effects are predictable.

Inadequate: some considerably adverse effects are predictable.

v

4

,

Reproduced bey permission of the Chicago :Jewish Vocational Service.
4046
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Develo)per(s)

,

Purpose

THE SERVICE OUTCOME MgASURNENT (SOM) FORM

The SOM Form was developed by Lowell Lenhart, WillLam
iiesterheide,'and M.'Clinton Miller III at the

0 lahoma Department of Rehabilitation and Visual Serv.Ices.

The Form wad designed to assess cage difficulty and
client change in rehabilitation clients.

Description The SOM Form consists of 45 items (22 routinely collected
demographic items and 23 behaviorally anchored items). ,A
revised version contains 16 beh4viorally anchored items
rather than 23. The behaviorally anchored items, which
place emphasis on the client'd functional abilities in re
lation to employment, require counselor ratings on a five -
point scale. An orthogonal factor analysis of the SOM Form
requesting five factors yielded the following factors:
economic/vocational,,physical functioning, psychosocial
functioning, family relationships, and education.

m The SOM Form'seems appropriate.for all clienfs. Since it is
quickly and easily administered and scored, it is particularly
useful in the state-federal rehabilitation system.- It is

useful to case managers'and program managerer It provides the
. case manager an indicator of the Client's functioning and re-

peated measures may indicate success of the case manager's
intervention or needed changes in services. The SOM Form

provides program managers a more adequate outcome measure or.
rehabilitation services (i.e., various potential client gains
beyond the traditional vocational area); therefore, it permits
more effective program evaluation, development, and management.

Use

A very thorough explAnation, of the SOM Form to adnfi n Ostrators,

middle managers, and especially counselors is critical to the
successful introduction of this measure into a program. Pre-
initiation training and follow-up reports and discussions are
vital.

Admihistration The SOM Form contains both,objective and subjectiye data, and
'relies on counselor Judgment. It has been administered as a

w
. pretest measure after acceptance for rehabiliation services

and again as a posttest measure after closure or one year after

pretest. Familiarity with the instrument and knowledge of-the

client's present level o nctionipg is necessary to complete

the SOM Form. After i erviewing the client and reviewing
existing records, the measure can be administered in about

five minutes.

0.
9
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Scoring

Reliability

Validity'

Factor scores, area scores, and total scores can be calcu-
lated. Factor and areascores consist of the sum of the
rating; for the items in that factor or area divided by the
number of'items in the actor or area. A total score is
computed by summing the factor or area scores. Change
scores for the area, factors, and :fetal scores can be de-
rived by subtrtheting the posttest scores from the pretest
scores. The SOM Form can be hand scored in fUte to ten
minutes.
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A reliability study of the SOM Form involved counselors from
three states. Five counselors in each state,rated ten test
cases using the SOM Form. Product 'moment correlation coef-
ficients were computed for all possiblepairs of 15 counselors
-involved. A pooled estimate ofthe correlations as obtain
by transforming the coefficients, using Fisher's I, then
averaging the z scores, an converting back to a pooled es -

mate of the correlation: The reliability estimate for the
total scores achieved by the 15 counselors was .93. The
reliability coefficient for the five areas ranged from .69
to .95. The results indicate a very good interjudge reli-
ability for the SOM Form. Thus, it,provides almethod of
c'esitaplishing the client's physical, educational, and psycho-

ocial functioning and hence a method of measuring client
status and client change.

While the face validity of the SOM Form is substantial, a
factor analysis was performed to arrange client attributes
into the most meaningful subgroups for the measurement of
change and to explore the possibility of deleting redundant
scales. The factor analysis was performed on pretest.data
which included 1945 SOM Forms completed by 389 rehabilitation
counselors in a six-state area. Factor analysis yielded the
five following facters: Factor 1, economic/vocational;
Factor 2, physical functioning; Factor 3, psychosocial func-
t' ning; Factor 4, famil relationship; and Factor 5, educa-

n. The factors correspondand to theoriginal purpose of the
ins umept which was temeasure the status of the client in
the hysical, psychosocial, and educational areas as-well as
the ditional economic/vocational area. ---- .

A second factor analysis utilized only 16 scales and the
academic education item as compared to the Original SOM Form

,23 scales. Of the original 389 counselors, 364 completed
ratings of their clients do Global Cae Difficulty, Time and.
Effort, and Severity of Handicap six months after the pre-
test. Substantial ,correlations were found between SOM Form
.ratIngs (i.e., area scores, factor scores, and total scores)
andecounselor ratings, significant beyond the .01 leVel.
Little was lost by uslrt the shorter factored version. The
SOM Form had deMonstrated solid internal structure and'a sub-
stantial relationship to counselor ratings of Global Case
Difficulty, Time and Effort, and Severity of Handicap.

64
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Advantages Some of th& advantages of the SOM Form include the following...
First, case difficulty and client change are viewed in terms
of client functionihg in relationship to employment. Second,,
the instrument provides for pre- and post-measures. Third
it can be administeted and scored quickly and easily by the
rehabilitation counselor. Fourth, it covers a broad area of
client chenge beyond the traditional vocational at-ea. Fifth,-
it is practical for agencies that lack sophisticated data

.

processing equipment."

Limitations, Some limitations inherent in the SOM Form include the following:
while the rating is standardized,' evaluation 'still relies on
counselor Judgment regarding the cljentls Situation and degree
of charie; and the system-provides no way of determining the
impact of the rehabilitbtion process upon the observed change.

References Bassett, P. T.= Measurement of'outcome: A report from the
study group on measurement of outcome. First Institute on
Rehabilitation Issues, Denver; Colorado, April I-17, 1974.
Intitute, West Virginia: 'Research and Training Center, 1974.

Vandergoot, D. Further evidence-of the factorial validity
of the service outcome measurement form. Rehabilitation

. Counseling Bulletin, 1976, 20 144-147.

esterheide, W. J., Lenhart, L., & Miller, M. C. Monograph

l/1 I: Field test'of a service outcome measurement form.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: Department of Institutions, Social
and Rehabilitative Services, 1974. .

Westerheide, W. J., Lenhart, L., & Miller, M. C. Monograph
ill: Field testing of a service outcome measurement form.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: Department of Institutions, Social
and Rehabilitative Services, 1975.

Availabjlit9 The SOM Form and other pertinent information can be,obtained
from ---

Program_Evaluation Un4T
. Division of Rehabilitative and Visual Services
Department of Human Services
P.O. Box 25352 . '

Oklahoma City, OK 731°25
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DIFFICULTY ONLY

SERVICE OUTCOME' MEASUREMENT FORM

A. Anticipated Change in Client's Level of Functioning During Services

1. Alleviate
2. Improve Greatly
3. Improve Somewhat
4. Remain the Same
5. Deteriorate

B. Employment Prognosis.

61

I. Presently employed in competitive labor market and will
continue on same job or higher jbb Ap

2. Employable at former job or another'job vtithout training
3. Vocational training required; client has-training potential
4. Limited vocational training potential
5. No vocational training potential-

III. ECONOMIC VOCATIONAL STATUS

B. Primary Source of Support

I. Own Earnings
2. Dividends, Interest, Rent, and Sav
3. -Family and friends, or non- disabil

Survivors, Annuity, etc.)
4. Disability and Sickness insurance

station, Civil Service, etc.)
5. Public Assistance, Private Relief,

isammigmlow-e°,1*fititution

a.

Ings

ity insurance (Retirement,

(SSDI, Workmen's Compen-

or Residentiof

E. Dependency of Client onOthersthers ibr Financial Supp.crt

- I. Completely independent
2. Approximately 25% of income comes from sources other than earnings
3. /Approximately 50%cof income comes from sources other than earnings v-
4, Approximately 75% of income comes from sources other than earnings
5. Totally dependent on sources other than earnings

IV. PHYSiCAL FUNCTIONING

A. -General Health Status Other Than bisability

I. Feels good most of the time, has feelings of vitality
2. -Generally feels good, be reports minor problems that seem reasonable
3. Multiple complaints,.which seem mostly reasonable
4. Multiple complaints that seem mostly unjustified by physical condition

:5. Multiple complaints that seem totally unjustified by his
r) physical. condition

r.
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V. ADJUSTMENT TO DISABILITY

A. Identification with Worker Role.

I. Oient feels personal need to be independent; and do his sharp
2. -Identity to worker role developing or deteriorated somewhat

since disability but wants to-work
3. Weak identity to worker role, little idea of day-to-day work '

demands
,

4. Client has adjusted to being dependent; talks of working but
is unconvincing

5. Client strongly identifies with handicap and clings to dependent
pole

B. Compatibility of Employment Expectations with Clientis Personality and
Physical Condition

I. Client seems ideally suited for the work he desires
2.. Client's employment expectations are reasonable, although

not ideal

3. Client has no ideas concerning potsible vocational goals,
or his ideas are more "day dreams" than employment expectations

4. Client's employment expectations are very unrealfstic and
impractical

5. Client's employment expectations are so totally unrealistTt
and impractical, counselor must work with other professional
persons, agencies, or institutions before client can proceed._
in the rehabilitation process

VI. SOCIAL COMPETENCY

'A. Language Facility

I. Reads and writes well; has no trouble understandig a

4 communicating common 4ernacular and could learn to use
technical language ;?

1

.2. Reads, speaks, and writes adequately; has no particular
problem fl Ong out employment applications, or holding
job intervies

3. Reads, speaks, and writes adequately, for job applications

and interview, but speaks slowly and may have some difficulty
with other than simple written instructions , . .

4. Reads, speaks and/or writes poorly, and will have difficulty,
interpreting even simple written instructions

5. Almost complete lack of language, functionally illiterate,
extremely small vocabulary

Reproduced by permission ofthe State of Oklahoma Rehabilitative Services.



VOCATIONAL ADJUSTMENT RATING SCALE FOR THE RETARDED 63

Developer(s) The scale,was deVeloped4n-1.971 by Agnes Y. Song, then with the

.Cooperative Services Agencpin Burlington, Wisconsin, and
Ralph H. liPong, then at Wisconsin State Universify.

=

Purpose This scale was designed, to assess the work adjustment (i.e., work
performance and work-related behaviors) of mentally refarded
adolescents and adults in all work se tings.

Description

Use

-a

This folLow-up inptrUment contains 5 items that assess work

' adjustment In five.iereas: work ability, work habits, withdrawn

behavior, aggressive behavior, and bizarre behavior. These

five subscales, or sections, are intended to correspond to

the list of important behavioral variables of retardates identi-

fied by the American Asiociati'on on Mental Deficiency, namely

skills, conformity, and interperso)al relations. -Each of the

52 items is a five-polnt scale (i.e., very poor to excellent or

very often to never).
00`\

%

This scale is designed to be used with mentally retarded adoles-

cents and adults. It seems appropriate in settings where work

performance needs to be assessed (e.g., sheltered workshops,
rehabilitation fabilities, etc.).

The scale is useful to both case managers and program managers.
It provides case managers an indication of the vocational adjust-

ment of the mentally retarded client. Therefore, it is helpful

I, in making decisfons about placement'as well as providing pro-'

spective em loyers more detailed_irlformation about prospective

employees. The scale is beneficial to program managers in
cidentifying what skills persons completing rehabilitation have.

acquired. This is'also attractive.in that sections of the'

scale can be used as needed:

Administration The rating is conducted by the immediat work suliervisoof

the individual being evaluated during r after training or

employment. The administration of the ntire scale takes 10-15

minutes.

hit

'Scoring Both subscale scores and total scores are calculated. Items

are reel on five-point scales with values ranging from 0-4.

The scores are simply the cumulative summation of all of the

item scale values within a subscale or the entire scale. The

reference paint for rating is the average worker in a particular

work setting.

. Reliability The stability of the scale was asses by-the Eearson correla-
tions between the scores obtained from the first and second

ratings. The Vme interval between the two ratings was about

a week. The tist-retest reliability coefficient-for` sections



6 r
I, 11Ill, IV, V-, and the total scale were :90, .43, .78, .91,
.75, and .92,respectAvely, ,

'14

,;,...

Th"OMparability of the halves of `'he scale was indicated:by..=

k". 1 . .itik a 11,1611 'spait-half pliability coefficient of ,97. The internal
',IP.- -'"0,nsistency of-the scale was fuOter studied by looking at the

.
interdorrelattons among thesections of th scale and the
total scale. The.correlations between sec ions I, 1.1, 111,,

IV;and V andthe'totarscale showed .79, 83, .63, .7601d
. .88, respectivel Roan be, seen that .the eXception,,ot!

sections III andW V, the sections show substantivally high
. correlations. These high correlations suggest homogeneity and .

. give some evidence of the internal consistency of the scale. ,
tr. :;,' ' .

.0,

I. Validity Concurrent validity was examined by Iddking at the scale results .
against the criterion of the supervisor's independent classi-

- fi,cation of the ietarded wo9ker as excellent, good, fair, poor,
Or very poor. 'Correlations with the criterion,were ass seed

. by deriving the Pearson r's between var'ous sections o the, ,.

.. scale andsthe criterion classifications f excellent, g d,
fair, poor, and very poor. All of the r were substantially ,

________,______ hi4h except for section IV, aggressive Bela lor. The Pearson

r's with criterion are as follows:ecti I, work ability,

.91; 'sect on 4-I, work habits, .89; se t' n.III, withdrawn
behavior, .78; section IV, aggressiv ehavior, .59; section V
bizarre behavior, .88; and total score, .97.

,
The scores of the fkle criterion groups (i.e., very'poor, Door,'
etc.1" were contrasted. Total scale scone means of the five

.., criterion groupewere compared by analysis of variance. The
resulting F of 198.5 was significant at .E.C.001, The 9uncan

Multiple R values indicat that the scale as a whole discrimi-

nated different adjustmer s at a statistically significani-

level.

Nr.

r

iPredctive validity was examined using a criterion based on
45 retardates orginally rated by their prospective work sdper-
visors in the institution and then placed in community jobs
for a minimum of two we s. The employers were asked to

dIvsify these wor er as either excellent, good, fair, poor,

or very poor, The r's between this criterjon and sections
I, 11,.1 V., and the total scale were -.22, .44, -.07,

) .07, 16, respectively. Only section II, work habits,

showed a mode to predictive power: These findings may have

resulted fro different criterion sfT ations, as factors,/
'associated with vocational adjUstm nt vary(*rom job to job
program (Bae, 1968). Standardization of the scale In a
variety of work settings may improye-the predictive power.

.

'''''"---- ---Constrlict validity was examined by looking at the correlations

.
of the scale sections with 10. -The,r's between sections I,

111 I.1 I'; IV,. and. V and the Wechsler Tntelligence Scale for
Childre6 and Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale 1Q.showe'd

. ?,
. .
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Advantages.

Limitations

,References

Availability

A
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correlations at ,19, .1.1, .13, -.05, and .07. These results
indicated that the scale was relatiyely free from the influences

of 10.

The scale can be 4sed with cli nth at.any level and in different
work settings,

f
A clear description of the-client's work environment (e.g.,
types of ta'sks°and.chth-acteristics of the ,clients) must be

included when Tbsults are --reported to present an accurate

picture
'0

vaae (Song), A. Y. Factors influencing vocational efficiency
of '1-nstitutionajized eetardates.in different traiping programs.

Ameeican Journal of Mental Deficiency, 1968, 72 871-874.
0

Sond,, R. H. and Song, A. Y. Development Ôt a vocational rating

scele)for'the retarded. Journal of Counseling Psychgelogy,

3-176.1971 18 (2), I

Cdloi0 of `-tte q ale can be obtained from

Ralph H.,Song., Ph.D. ,

925 Burningwolod Way
,Madison, ?1.1 53704 .

PA

.,
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SAMPLE ITEMS

ONAL ADJUSTMENT RATING'SCALE
FOR THE RETARDED

/ .GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

br

0

Please read each ljne on the scale carefully-, and place a check:mark() on the
appropriate line under the: scale value to Which this particular trainee or worker.
belongs. Pie95e do not skip any item. The'reference point for your rating is the
average Performance or behavior which you would eXPect in your particular work, sit-
uation: TO OBTAIN A TOTAL SCORE, ADD THE, SCALE VALUE NUMERALS CORRESPONDING TO THE
CHECK MARK.

tib

Parts I & LI:: Work Efficiency Score

I. Work/Ability .

I. .Handling fools andoaterials

2. Following directionk.,

3. Motor coordination-end movement . .

4. Ability to concentrate

5.1 Quantity of'work

6. Quality of work . . .

o
7. Recognizes'and corrects errors

8. Indepencience from supervision
4

I. Work Habits'
I. Attendance,

2. ,PunctUality

3. Care to tools and property

4. Thoroughnes,s

5. *Dependability

Initiative

7. Stability

8: Assumes responsibility

9. Cooperation and willingness . . 1

10.. Eager to perform well

II. Attitude"toward supervisor's criticism

0 ' I 2 3 4

<
a)
n

. 0
0
TS

-0

8 .

-n"
.

G")
0

- 0
m
x0

a)
=
-I-

.

TOTAL

:1



IP

'e

12.,Attitude toward co-workers

13. Personal appearance, k

Honesty

Parts ill, IV, & V: General.Behavior

Score

111 Withdrawn 'Behavior

.L. Stays by himself

2. shows no interest in anything

3. Is depressed (sad, weeping).700.

4. Is very slow in movement

5. Does not converse with co-vorler§N. .

6. Does not respond to supervisor in
sentences

7. *Ignores activities around him'

. 67

O r 2 3

(D
-1

"-C

8
-1

,o
7

3)1
_:.

_

7
--1-

ca.

m
C)0
0

m
m
-I-

\``-) TOPTAL

' 0 I 2 3 4

< \ -n > 0 Z0 CD 0 . 0) I I M -D
-t. 7 -h -- -- -r' 1 t 0 <
-I- s< -F 7 S (D (D (D
(D (D -- (D f 0 . 7
Z z s< (/) (D 0

7
-

, .

8. Does not smile or.Laugh when expected. .

.* .

9. Sits still and daydreams

72
Reproduced by permIssipn of Ralph H. Song.
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Developer(s)1

Purpose

Description

Use

VOCATIONAL BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST (VBC)
EXPERIMENTAL EDTTION

..;
The VBC was eloped by Richard T. Walls, Thoftes Zane; and
Thomas J. Wer r at tHe West Virginia Rehabilitation Research
and Training Center and copyrighted in 1978.

--%

ThgelyBC provides a listing of objectives which can be used to
describe each client's vocational competence, to prescribe
curriculum to.mediate deficiencies, and to evaluate progress.

The VBC is an extensive list of 344 vocationally relevant
skill objectives carefully speci-fied in terms of conditions of
pbrformance, specific behaviors, and standards of performance.
The objectives are classified and presented in seven categories
as follows: prevocational skills, job-seeking skills, inter-
view skill*, job-related skills, union=financial-security '

skills, work' performance skills, and on-the-job social skills.
Optional data sheets are suggested as a wad of monitoring daily
programs of trainees.

The VBC is designed to assess clients in vocational training
and on-the-job training programs. It can be useful in the

following settings: state-federal VR, sheltered wOrkshops,
educational facilities, and rehabilitation facilities.

. The VBC is valuable to program managers, case managers: clients, r
and a host of other professionals in rehabilitation, education,
and training. Case managers responsible for writing Indixid-
u'alized Written Rehabilitation Plans will find objective docu-
mentation'for legislation requirements as well as a means of
goal setting which is responsive to clients' The VBC defines''
work and work-related skills clearly, specifies a broad range; -
of work skills applicable to a wide range of jobs, sets ,,
clear standards for mastery of skills, and documents client
p'rogreSs. Directors of vocational training facilities' will
find an objective meant to accountability, cost effectiveness,
and appropriateness of programs and staffing. Also, the measure
provides a means of outlfining an objectively specified
curriculum for prevocational and vocational skills. The
program evaluation specialist will find an objective means of
documenting client or trainee progress, and accordingly
effectiveness of training probedures.

Subsets. of the/4nstrument can be Used.. Only those skills
perceived as relevant to the individual client are assessed,-
and others are omitfed. This can be done without distorting
-any global score of vocational competence because fhe instru-
ment v! s elterion referenced ,(specific behavioral competence)
rather than norm referenced (scores compared to those of a
norm group). Likewise, additional skill objectives can be

ti
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.
written in a manner that carefully specifies the condition and

instruction, the behavior, and the standard.

The LIN may also be used to construct individualized written
plans for other students, trainees, or clients as mandated by

federal legislation. In education, for example, it can aid in
the development of the Individualized Education Program (IEP),

'which is requi d for all handicapped children. It can also be

used in the deve opment of the Employment Development Plan

(EPP), which is (mended. for all persOns served by the
Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA).

Administration The use of the VBC requires professional judgment, but para-
professionals may easily be trained. The pc can be admini-
stered as often as necessary to maintain ari accurate view of

theclient's competence. In some instances a single assess-
ment of skill objectives may be sufficient, but in other cases
a periodic assessment of clientor trainee skills is desirable.

Administration is achieved by observing the client; 'the time
necessary varies depending on the number of objectives deemed

appropriate for the individual client.

Scoring

/

A SkillbSummary Chart and a Skill Objective Profile are de-,

veloped. The Skill Summary Chart is used as an overall record

of all the skill objectives achieved by the client in all

seven categories. The skills mastered by the client in initial
assessment and in training, as well as the date the skill ,was.

demonstrated or completed, are entered on-the Skill Summary

Chart. For any skill objective mastered, a "+" is entered.
For any objective failed in initial assessment, a "-" is

. entered. The date training was begun and the date training
was completed (the skill was mastered) are recorded. The

summary column provides a concise view of the skill objectives

mastered in either initial assessment or training, and so
summarizes the individual client's progress to date in each

skill category.

The Skill Objective Profile allows for a quick survey of

..../41

overall client progress in ea h of the seven categories. The

( profile is constructed by iding the number of skill object-

ives mastered in 'a cat o by the total number of skill

objectives considered applicable to the client in that category,

. multiplied by 100. The instrument is hand scorable. ..

Reliability -The VBC'was considered ig terms of reliability as stabjlity and
reliability as interobsirver agreement. RCliability as sta-

bility was measured using test-retest procedures (two weeks
between tests) for five vocational rehabilitation clients
observed by two observers. Five skill objdctives were randomly

selected from each of the seven categories for evaluation.
Stability,across'all seven categories ranged from 92% to 100%.

4
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Advantages

Limitations

References/

The overall mean stability of the VBC was 97%. An index of

inter6bserver reliability Was computed by comparing the scores

of Observer I and Observer 2 at Time I. interobserver reli-

ablity across all seven categories ranged frOm 84% to 100%.
The overall interobserver reliability of the VBC was 95%.

The content validity of the VBC indicates how well the skill
objectives sample vocational skills. It does not-yield a

numerical value. Rather, it gives a clear definition of the '

universe represented and describes the procedure followedin
sampling that universe. Construction ofthe VBC began 011
more than 200 behavior checklists collected from rehabilitation

facilities and schools. Of these checklists, 21 which contained
items related to assessing .vocational behaviors were selected.
Thus, the development of the VBC was based on suggestiong for
objectively assessing vocational behavior from a wide variety
of training facilities and vocational training personnel spread

over a wide geographic area. The VBC is much more comprehensive-

than the wisdom and experience of a single facility, staff, or
vocational training group. Thus, the content validity of the

VBC must be considered high."

Criterion-related validity was examined by comparing the VBC
with various indicators of vocational competence perceived as
important by employers: essential job skiils, desirable
employee characteristics, important job-related behavidr, and

job retention skills. The criterions- related validity with these

four sources was .95, 1.0, .96, and 1.0, respectively. This

yields an overall average criterion-related validity of .97.
Thus, one can be confident that the VBC includesthe important
and relevat vocational skills.

A major advantage of the VBC is that the skills to be assessed
may be adjusted to suit the type of training and the individ-

ual needs of the worker or trainee.

Because skill objectives may be added, deleted, and/or changed
the VBC is simply a checklist of skills (criterion-referenced
measure); it is not a standardized insfrument (norm referenced).

University of Florida Rehabilitation Research Institute,

Gainesville. The vocational behavior checklist measures client.

abilities. Rehabilitation Brief: Bringing Research into

Effective Focus, February 15, 1980, 3 (3).

WbIls, R. T. & Werner, T. J. Vocational behavior checklist..

Mental Retardation, August, 1977, 30-35.

Walls, R. T., Zane, T., & Werner, T. J. The vocational be-

havior checklist (experimental edition). Dunbar; WV: Research

and Training Center Press, 1979.
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Copies Vf.the2Ohecklist and other-pertinent information can
be obtained
$.

'Publications Department
41.West Virginia Rehabilitation

Research and Training Center
z-One Dunbar Plaza, Suite E
,.Dunbar, WV. 25064

wJ
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SAMPLE ITEMS

VOCATIONAL BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST'

Experimental Edition

PREVOCATIONAL SKILLS

Color'torting 14

Condition: Given ten objects of one color, ten objects of a second color,
and ten objects of third color (all of various shapes _and `sizes
mixed together), ad

2p.

three cohtaihers.

Instruction:. "Sort the objects by color Into three containers."

Behavior: Client will_sort the objects by colOrinto three containers.

Standard: Behavior within five minutes on three of four occasions. The
three different colors must be sorted into the the'te containers
with no errors.

JOB-SEEKING SKILLS

Want Ads 7

Condition: Given the classified advertisements of a newspaper containing
a minimum of ten job openings and/or notices for on-the-job ,

training. , .

Instruction: ."Point to three different ads for job openings or on-the-job
trainirg.",

Behayipr: Client.willaoint to three different ads.

Standard: Behavior within three minutes on three of four occasions. Each

of the three ads must be different and state an. opportunity for
employment pr training.

Resume . 16 A

Condition: Given a sample copy of an employment resume.

Instruction: "Write a resume about yourself following the forMat of thiVsaMple."

Behavior: Client will write a resume following the format of the-sample.

Standard: Behavior within one day. The resume must-consist of accurate
information in each of the following areas: (I) name, addpesi.,

telephone numffer; (2) age, date of birth; (3) sex; (4)1mart.tal
status: (5) education; (6) work experience; (7),spectial skills/-
akilities (8) interests; and (9) references (p. minimum of.three
persons -- vas, addrepes, telephone numbers).
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INTERVIEW' SKILLS

Work Experience 14

Condition: Given a simulated'job interview and ten different questions
related to previous work experi4nce, current skills, -education,
and personal interest and goals.

Instruction: (Interviewer asks ten questions related to the above areas.)

Behavior: Client will-verbally answer all questions.

Standard: Behavior within 30 minutes in four consecutive interviews.
The answers to'the questions must be in agreement with the
information on the job application.

=WORK PERFORMANCE SKILLS

Confusion 14

Condition:

instruttion:

B6hallor:

Given a situation in the,work setting or part of the job with
which the client is unclear as to how to perform.

(In'the natural situation, this behavior should occur with no
instruction. Use this instruction only if training is required.)

"When you come to something you don't understand, contact a
co-worker or supervisor."

Client will contact a co-worker-Mr supervisor.

Standard: Behavior within five minutes on'four consece occasions.
Co-worker or supervisor must be contacted before work continues.

a

ON-THE-JOB S0121AL SKILLS

Supervisor 1 ('

Condition:

InstructiOn:

Behavior:

.Standard:

Given only the verbal instruction.

"Who tells you what to do at work, and who do you ask if you

have any questions?"

Client will point to and/or state the name of.his/her immediate .
super'visore

Behavior within ten seconds on four consecutive occasions.
,Person named*or pointed to.mustlie the immediate supervisor
of the client.

"0

. . .

Reproduced.by.RermIssion: Copyright01978. Richard T. Walls, Thomas Zane, and

jhomas J. Werner as the VotationarBehayior Checklist (Experimental Edition.)__. _

,
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DeVeloper(s)

Purpose

THE VOCATIONAL DIAGNOSIS AND ASSESSMENT OF
RESIDUAL EMPLOYABILITY (VDARE) PROCESS

I.

The VDARE Process and the VDARE.Worksheet-were'developed by
Timothy Field and Jack'M. ;ink, bopth faculty members in the
Rehabilitation Counseling program at the University of
Georgia, in.I979.

The VDARE Process is designed for job analysis and the
assessment of vocatilinal potential.

4,vDescription The VDARE Process'use'S the Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(DOT) and the client's personal history and current. level of
functioning as information (medical, psychological, social,
educational, and vocational) is Synthesized to predict
vocational functioning potential. .The client's work his-
tory provides the basis to build an assessment of client
vocational functioning capacities. This is-accomplished
by attaching thesjob demand characteristics of the client's
work history experience (derived froth job analy=sis inform-

, tiOn on these jobs, using the DOT) to the client as indica-
tors of his/her demonstrated functioning capacities.

The Process is outlined in the following five phases:
(1) initial collection of vocationally relevant back-

,

ground data; (2) tracing client's vocational history
through the DOT and collapsing the trait-factor profiles
from this'ohistory into a single Unadjtdted Vocational Pro-

.. file (UVP); (3) alteration of the; UVP, trait-by-trait, to
reflect the impact of the vocationally 4-111evant.client dee
which results in a tentative Residual ETployability Profile
(REP); (4) formulating an evaluation plan to collect the
necessary medical, psychological, social, educational, and
vocational data needed to clarify and finalize the REP;
(5) iselectjog,the vocational objective(s), plapeing services,
and comple440'the VDARE Technical Data Report.

. w -

The Process Worksheet is ,a lour-page di play device used to
'compile and present the' infor=mation p.roessed. Page I is

used to record referral and inter-view data, especially the
.

client's work history. Pag 2 and 3'include the VDARE "grid"
for job/client profiling and ce for key reference notes con-
cerning differences between UVP d REP. The gricicontains
space for DOT codes and job title Guide to Occupational
Exploration (G0t) Code and worker tralib information for each
job; ,UVP, including traits to be clarified; REP, including

documentation references; job possibilities;_ and vocational
outcome. Page 4 provides space for objectives and methods
for the evaluation plan and service 'plan.

0
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seemThe,processapprop riate for:. assessing all clients. , It
seems to be useful in assessing clients in rehabilitation
facilrpes, educational facilities, public and private rehab-

. ilitatibn settings,' and In the assessment of injured workers
(e.g"., Worker's Compensation, Social Security). it is also

,appl.icable to non-handicapped individuals.

Tfte VDARE, Process can aid case managers and other rehabili-
tation professionals in translating client /employee case data
info morepeaningful terms. The.REP is beneficial in several
ways: it provides a convenient way of identifying and specify-
ing necessary client evaluations; it provides a convenient and
efficient method of incorporating evaluation results in the

.

selection of vocational objectives; and it can be used to
determine services necessary Jto bring the client' present level
of functioning into line with the level of functioning re-
quired for the most feasible job.

.The,process is also beneficial to program managers. The voca-
--tional-outcome-profile-contained in the-VDARE-grid afds in
planning and-finalizing follow-up services. The vocational
profile outcome data can also be used for program evaluation
,and'other research endeavors designed to'enhance service
delivery.

The developer of the Process indicate it is useful for voca,
tional guidanc and co ling services in schools and person-
nel screening in iness a dustry, as well as for training
and proMotional pr ctices.

Administration The completion of the process
.

relies on the client's self-
reportand clarification of work history and professional
judgment? To administer the process and complete the
Process Worksheet, the user must have a function I under-
stand ling of job analysis and be trained in the u of the DOT
(1977 edition). The procedure relies on personal interview
and review of the compiled data and should take about 30
minutes to admrnister..

Scoring No scoring is involved. The VDARE Process organizes
synthesizes pertinent client information.

Reliability Th.e;relieWity of this process' is dependent upon the accu
of the client's self-report and related consultive data.

.43

The validity of the VDARE:Process rests on Ille.v14..)idity of.

t e data' base used. While local job analysis data are ideal,
T data can'be used when local data are unavailable. The

validity of.the.REP'rests entirely on the professional? judg-
. ment bf the VDARE,Process user and the clarifying,data the
user - secures from allied professionals.

Validity

cy

J

4

Q.
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Advantages A major advantage of the VDA E Process is that it compliments
existing evaluation systems and techniques.--

Cimitations, The ;1'rocedure seems to require a considerable amount of time,

References

sP

*Fe

Field, T. F. & Field, J. (Eds.). The clas4iflotion of jobs
according to worker trait factor: An addendumrts2 the 1977
edition of the dictionary of occupational titles. Athens?
Georgia: The McGregor Co., 1980.

Field, T. F. & Sink, J. Vocational assessment and jobs.
Athens, Georgia: The-McGregor Co.,'1981 %

Eieid, T. F. & Sink, J. The vocational expert. Athens,
Georgia: Burman Printing, 1981.

McCroskeyt J., Wattenbarger,od., Field, T: F., & Sink, J. M.

The vocational diagnosis and assessment of residual employ-
ability - ib brief. Roswell, Georgia: VDARE Service Bureau,
1978.

Vander Vegt, D. & Field, T.F. Labor market access,*hens,
Georgta4 Burman Printing, 1981.,.

N

A list of additional references can be obtained from the
VDARE Service Bureau; Inc. (see Availability section for
the address).

Availability' Materials related to the VDARE Process are available from

/DARE Sev e Bureau, Inc.
P.O. Box 945
Athen GA 30603,

81
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Reproduced by permission. Copyright(g)1978 by Billy J. McCroskey, William Wattenbarger,
Timothy F. Field, and Jack '. Sink. All rights reserved (USA and Canada).
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Purpose

Description
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Adminiftration
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0

WOF< ADJUSTMENT RATING 'FORM (WARP')

,

The WA was developed by James A. Bitter and D.J. Bolanovich
at t Jewish Employinent and Vocalqonal'Services in St..1.buiS,
Missouri, from 1966 - 11168: 0

The WARF is design9d to measure work readiness and to predict
'job adju

N
stmeHt in Mbntally retarded workshop clienfS.

The WARF is.a 407,Jtem rating scale which purport Jo assess
observable work,behaviors. It contains eqght subscales and
each subscala has five items. The five.ifems repreSent different
level of performance rangingfrom low high. Each item is,4
rated by `checking "yes" or7"no.'t Are6s investigated by the
eight subscales are as follows: amount of supervision' re-
quired, realism of job 4bals, teamworit, acceptance of'rules
or authority, 1Pork'taerance, perseverance in, work, extent ,

trenee seeks ass,istanceand importance attached to job
training.

The -WARF is datigned to assess mentally'retarded'clients parti-'
ciimting in workshbp settings.' The case mariager cao use, the
WARF to measure the strengths and weaknesses of workshop
1:7-Ticipants,to formul4Te rehabilitation objectives, and
to assess;prOgress toward atfaining these objective
Program man rs find it'usefullifor program planein
evaluati

Professional 'judgment-4 required in rating workshop trainees.
'ThUater cp-administer the WARF rn three. to seven minutes
afterfacqui4F-' g reasonable familiartty-with the client.

(Three wee of observation is-aA ap.Rropriate period of
Mime.)

that mor
ma8e ca MD

n assessing individual. t inees it is recommended

an one rater gerticipa'e and interpretationg-be

_
.

Sdorin6
\,

. A totai-scpre is calculated which consists of cumulat#1,4Q.qosi.-

tive responsA. Since there are positive "yes" an positive
"no" responses, le, yseof a scoring key facijitat 's accurate
and convenient scoring. Positive res uses are identified in ,

the manual; therefore, constructing -a coring key is_ simple.

%

:
# Wtth the use of a'Scoring key, the WARF can be hand Scored .,.7.

in about five minutes.

Redliabriity Ari analysis:of /ariante technique was used to deem' e an
.estimate ofireltal>i 1 ity: it was used to compute the average

a intercorreiption bf.the four raters rating lip clieknts for
,

bofh adjusteAmd unadjusted WARF ratirigs:Coeff1440nfs of
intarAter agreement were'ffiynd to be quite high, with a

0041eliabpft.y coefficient for -at of-adjusted for rater.

°-P- bias and .94 for-adjusted Wings.
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Another look at interrater reliability examined the interrater
correlations ofthree counselors and one workshop foreman
On a total of-39 clients. Product-moment correlations between
the various pairs ranged from .67. fo ,98, _indicating
high 'agreement regarding the rank orderi-nj'of clients.

However, interrater agreement on absolute scale va-lues
indicated that there Yas a significant.difference (2.( .01;
t test) in the mean score assigned by the workshop foreman

"and,the nearest counselbr but there were no significant
differences among thevunselors. It appears that the workshop
foreman was -rating fro a different point.of reference.

The validity of the WARF has been evaluated using four raters
)

-"\

who evaluated the same sample of work ad$4stment clients
(N = 26). The ratings were made after knowing the clients a
minimum of three weeks. The predictive validity of the
WARF was evaluated by correlating these ratings with a
measure of successful SO6 adjustment. Follow-up information
was collected for" theThample for a period of two and one4ialf
years after ratinge wer4 made, and the criterion of success-
ful job adjustment was considdred to be a minitum of six \

-months of continuous employment. Ratin15 were adjusted for
bibs using an analysis Of variance'technique. (Three types
of rater errors were 'found. These errors were-Ienienoy and
sev4egty'errors, halo error, and.p.a ra-ier'i general tendency to
over- or undervalue certain subscaies. Hence, the WARE

ratings are subject to rater bias.). Predictive validity was
found to be somewhat useful for group predictions'as a result
of a .56 coefficient of correlation_ with job adjustment
criteria. .

6

Using the WARF is beneficial because tt pr6/ides '3 4)

conven0A, quick, and inexpensive method to assess clients.

' 'The WARF is subjgpt tkindivi'dyal rater bias which can

sigriificantly affect its predictive validity,. However,-rater
'bias, does pot significantly affect the mean' predictive validity
or the Mean Teliabi.lity estimate.

*
_Bitter, J. A.-,Bias effects on_validity and reliability of a,
rag scale: Measurement and EvaluatiOnn Guidance, 1970,
3 (2), 70 -75.,

Bitter, J. A..8.'Bolanwilcii, D. J. WARF: A sca0 for
measuring job-readiness bellopfors. American Jo6rnal .o
Mental Opficiancy,1979 a (5), 616-621.

, .

5.

4
tsser,' T. J. (td.). Cli.ent rati,4-4 instruments for 'use 'in

vocational -rehabilitation 'agencies. Menomonie, Wisco&sin:
Materials,Development Center, Uniqersity of Wisconsin - Stout,
1975;

4%.
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, Additional infoftation, conies of ywe WARF, and per-
mission-to reproduce the WARF can be obtained by writing to

James A. Bitter j.

School of. Business

University of Northern-Colorado
Greeley, Colorado 80639
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.IPSTRUCTIONSi

,

SAMPLE ITEMS

WORICAOASTMENT RATING FORM,'

_________
The Work Adjustment Rating Form is a rating scale consisting of

items reJating to observable work behaviors. You are asked to an
ach item either "yes" or "no" "for the,trainee identified:on the ford.

\\_10

Some items Meer very similar.- Answer each item. Please do not.bmit r
a y items.

. . t -.

Mark your response with an "X"' over your choite.

I. -With training and direction, trainee can work
-I independently under occasional sup ervision.

,-,

-*. 2. Trainee' has-developed realistic job goals and
., readily seeks counsel in planhing.

3-. Trainee can -work with,only one or two others

whom he particularly likes.,

. .

Traine knows and usuall.y.follows rules

5
withou reminder. N

°Y N

I

.Y N

Y

5. Trainee becomes frustratedrand gives up
easily on almost any job.

15,- Trainee generally stays at work butt is
easily distracted ansOoses interest.

,

7. Trainee seeks assistance only on bonafide
- ,problems-and-after attempting rio.solve,.'

them himself. Y N

8. Trainee desires work but does not do anything
himself to find Vt. Y N

Y N

/,
2 ----,--#

9. Trainee tatdhes on easily and does his work
.

Y Nwith practically no supervision.
\\...1

\10. Trainee cons filers job plans but they are not
Y N

Y N

cothpatiblewith his abilities% - . r

k

.

'

II. Trainee works effectively in small (2-3) gToUps.

12. Trainee shows open hostili -ty authority

and rules.
, 1

13. 'Trainee generally works at routine jobs
i readny wi-bout resistance.

le 'Trainee is a ersratent worker on all assign
ments, even u 'er adverse circumstances. le

86

.Y N

Y

81
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J 15. *Trainee generally,handles own problems with

1(0/1
'only occasional help.

trainee expresses interest 0 future work;
but not in a job now.

17. Once shown what he must do, trainee applies
himself diligently without much supervision.

Trainee has begun to think about possible
occupations for himself that are within his
capabilities.

19. Trainee is unapie to w rkN,effectively with
any others.

20. Trainee undeLtands rules and regulations
and adheres tto them consistently.

21. Trainee tries simpler jobs but usually becomes
discouraged when he encounters changes In
routine.

'22. Trainee applieLmself diligently tol'almost
all kinds of work.

23. Trainee frequently seeks help and attention
for personal as well as work-related problems.

24. Trainee wants a job and seeks assistance in
trying to prepare for one.

25. Trainee workS aifficuity, even under
constant sup vision and after getting
considerabl- training.

.
ar

Reproduced by permission of James A. Bitter,
. 8
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WORK REPORT

1966 REVISION

The Work Report was-introduced in 1961 by Roger Morgan-of
.$t. Wuistan's Hospital;Malvern, Worchestershire, and re-
yised'jn;.1966-y Morgan and A,,J. Cheadle. The revised
version wasreappraised in 1972.

The Work Reportis an instrument designed to assess the client's
work performancd.

Description The scale contains 16 polarized items which reflect elements
of work ability (e.g., grasps instructions quiCkly - cannot
grasp instructions, does complicated tasks - can do only
simple jobs).- The positive descriptors are labeled A and 'the
negative, descriptors are labeled B. It is a five -point

scale (i.e., A, inclined to A, midway between A and B, in-
clined to B, and B). The area investigated by the Work
Report is work ability, which consists of several ele ents
(e.g., speed gad-quality f work, need for andz-eAtitu e toward
supervision, skill with h ds and-tools, willingness o work
and change jobs, etc.).

'
Use The scale is designed to be used with psychiatrically disabled

The information provided,by a series of work reports
is beneficial to case managers when workinith clients,
placing them in suitable employment, and iAforming prospective
employerg about their work abilities. It may also be bene-
ficial as an indicator of rehabilitation gain in sheltered

/4

workshops, rehabilitation facilities, and otqFr rehabil.ita-
tion programs.

Administration The scale can be administered'by a variety of persons (e.g';,
- %nurses or employers of clients who leave the rehabilitation-

setting for the day to work). In order to complete the -

scale, the rater must be able to observe the client's work
'and make a judgment abouthis/herwerformance. The scale can

be used to assume the client's wobk ability with various types
of jobs and over any desired time period.: Its developers
generally use it 3+ weeks'after the client/enters the program,
prior to case conferences,'and.when the client changes jobs.
The time required to complete the scale is approximately

. three minutes.

Scori ng

Reliab

Each item has a store that can range from 0(A) to 4(B). A

total score is derived by summing the scores for each of the
sixteen items, and it can range from 0-64. The lower the
score, the better the performance.

.
----------',

ity . Thb interrater reliability of t e total score was examined -
as six nurses. ratted ten patient on the same day.. The.11six -

44.

, . -
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Validity

raters produced 15 pairs of ratings that could be Correlated.
Eleven'of these pairs were significant (l < .05), but six
of these significant correlations indicated that the means
of the total scores.being.compared were found to be signi-
fitant19 different-. Additionalt'ials in a different workshop
were set up with formal instr on the use of the form/
givervbetween the two trials. There, s ,no improvement 1-4E_
the number of precise agreements. Ferh s'further instruc-
tion and experience would improve this si uation.

An examination of the interrater telipbill of individual
items on the form found 45% total agr/ men by all of the
raters on all of the patients! ratings. Agreement within -
one point on the-five-point scale increased this i re to 93%.

Concurrent validity was examined by correlating inpatients'
average pay (based on piecework payments) and work scores
for the same time period. Both samples studies (N = 56
and N = 30,) yielded significant correlations (rho = .416,
t = 3.33, .01 > a> .001 and rho = .464, t = 2.76, 2.4 .01,
respectively).
P

Predictive validity was studied by looking at predischarge
-- work scores ift the hospitarl and subsequent-success or failure

in open employment. Seventy-eight patients (or 95%) who had
been discharged and on whom Work Report ratings had been made
prior to discharge were followed-up. "Success" meant that
the person had started a job in open employment within four
weeks of discharge; was,still working six months after dis-
clqar9e, although not necessarily at the same job; and had worked
wi'thout a break of more than two weeks. A significant.associa--
tion was found between the mean total scores (l <:.05) and
between the mean scores of 5 out of the 16 items. The, et

significant items denoted persistence (. l <;.°I) eagerness to
work (2. < .02), welcoming supervision (l < .05), initiative
(l <:.01), and getting along well with others (2. <

AdliantageS The Work Deport is useful. for recording and communicating
information about a patie ls'work-performan e. The blank
reverse of fhe form is co venient for keepin a daily or
weekly running record. The supervisor's awareness of an
impending obligation to complete'the form tends to focus-
and sharpen-his of her observation. The itemizing of the
severalfaCtors involved in doing a job serves to educate
the inexperiencelssupervisor and helps him or her to produ6e
a more complete report.

Limitations This Treasure has comRgratively low interrater reliability.

References Cheadle, A. J., Gushing, D., Drew, C. D. A., and Morgan, R.
The measurement of the work performance f psychiatric
patients. British Journal of Psychiat '1967, 613, 841-846

89
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Cheadle, A.deJ. and Morgan, R. The measurement of work
performance of psychiatric patients: A reapprAisal. British
Journal of Psychiatry, 1972, 120, 437-441.

The scale and/or additiohal information can be obtained

from ---

Vi

Dr, R. Morgan, M.R.C. Psych.
Director of Rehabilitation
St. Wuistan's Hospital

Malvern, Worcstershire W12104 4JS
Great Britain

90
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NAME

a

WORK REPORT

. UNIT

PER iOD COVERED TO

WORK DONE

..,,,

,
,

A
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CD.
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, .,

B
:

. .

t., Does complicated Abs Can only do simple jobs

2. Grasps instructions
quickly -------- - :

Cannot grasp instructions
I

3. Works, very quickly Work's very slowly

4. Works continuously . Work-S- for short periods only

5. Eager to work Avoids work'

6. Welcomes supervisibn '

. ,

Resents- supervision

I

7, Needs no supervision , Needs constant supervision

8. Wilring to change jobs -Refuses to change jobs ---

9.. Looks fqr more work Waits to be given work

0. Always uses good
judgment

. _

N

.

Never uses good judgment

1. Excellent.standardof
work

.

Bad standard of work

.

2. . Skillful with ha0s

.

' -

;

Clumsy with hands

3. Use'tools/equipment'
t welr -

Cannot use tools/equipment
..

..

....f.

4. Gets on Well,with
other people.

.

N.
-

Gets on Madly with other
people. ',./
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*
15. Communicates

spontaneously 1

'' . Doesnot communicate
. .

4

16. Never arrives late
or leaves early

---.

AlwaY arrives late and
leaves early

- .

TOTAL
I,

.

GRAND TOTAL (0 -54)

r

REMARKS

4

Supervisor

Date

Ilsprjoduced by:parnifision.o-LRoger Morgan. _4-10ki:3
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BARIHEL INDEX
GRANGER ADAPTATION .

Developer(s) The Barthel Index (originally named the Maryland Disability .

Index) was developed by F. I: Mahoney and D. W. Barthel
i 1965 and modified by Carl V. Granger in the mid 1970's.

Purpose

-

Description

Use

This scale, a measure of functional limitations; ,assesses the
degree to which.a person can function independently inS
performing activities of daily Ming (ADL), including self-

' care, mobility, and bladder and bowel control.

_ r
-

The ,IndeX'.is a behaviorally anchored scale containing 15 items.
The investigafed include the following: feeding, bathing,.
grooming, dressing.; toilet transfers, chair/bed transfers,

ambulation,- stair climbing, and.bladder and bowel control.

'The Irdnex is designed for use with physically d isabled clients
i n particular. if was originally developed for use in hospital/'
rehabilitation settings' but has been-widely used in other-
settings, such as state VR agencies.
. ,

.

The Index may be useful'to case managers in providing a quick
refe7e7Tethat,can 1e used to help indicate general patterns
in improved.client functioning In personal' AM. and the
general level of assi tance a client needs. It may also be
useful in determiri' g e functional p'rognosisprior to stroke
rehabilitation:an in s udiesof cost effectiveness.

. *
Administration In Completing the Index it is necessary to observe or interview

the client or else - interview professionalszArking with the

client. Minimal'professional judgment is needed.
_ .

.Thd value of each item is based on independence versus need
for assistance by-the patient in performing'an activity. The
preferred scoring system consists.Of .fourelevels of rating' on

,

.

'the dependence =independence continuum, (A lhree-level System : .

, can be Used whem raters are not optimally trained or ratings are
compieled by 4elephone,or/from the records.),_: The higher the' score,
the.higher the begreeqf indeperiadr16D. A,zero score indicates, '

comrete dependence. A total scoroffisscalculated by :,,,,-

summing the ratings of the 15 items, roViding an indication of
the severity o'f. the drsability. The range-;of posstble sooreS
and the corresponging severity ciassifjcaiions are as follows:

_0-24,=totally".:debendent; 21 -60, severely4ependentL 6I-80,

_moderateGdependent01-99, slightly dependent; an 100 ,,

m independent. The Index can ba completed tyband and.esAverity
of dis score.obtained

f
ill approximate)y five minutes.

--\Scoring

Reliability Three hundrbd..anxi sevenseNerely d
patients after 10 geographically, sere

rehabili.fationeeenters, were-Sybje
tlie Barthel index was administered
Was .89 and.interg6der

94

tilts, former

ted comp ehensive,..medical

is in a s dy in which.
'Test-Iv-42st reliability
s above, .95.
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"Validity The use of,the Barthel Index as a functional assessment instru-
nient measuring pjsonal care need was examined in a study
of 89 chronically ill patients who were liying,at home but
receiving Basi-c.Qare services. On an individual basis, the
Bart el score was correlated with the total *nu?ober of tasks
observed that the individupl could perform independently.
,There was a .91 correlatidh, significant at the .00001 level.

On a group basis, the Barthel score was correlated with the ,

level of support needed to perform each of a number of tasks for

the group as a whole. Moderate or strong associations were
found for most personal care tasks. Of the 44 tasks that had

at least 10 applicable cases, 33 had significance levels
of correlation with the Barthel score of EL.g(.04I (correl,,at ons

ranged frge.42 to .88). Also, a Barthel score of 60 see d

to be'a cutting score; those scoring below_60 were capabl of

performing no more than ro tasks in almost every case.

Bivariate meiationships among various measures of patient
need were determine4 by a correlation matrix. The Barthet

score had a number of statistAcally,significant bNariate
relatiglieTips: ability to make decisions easily (-.36,

p .001), ability to fulfill usual and customam./roles

-(-.33, 2 < .001), presence of psychol ical problems (-.25

and-.28, p t:.01), and age'(-.26,

Used properly the Index provides measure of the client's
level or independence in personal L. A second advantage
s that,it can be completed quickly.

Limitations Some of the limitations,of the Barthel Index include the
fiDlloWing: (I) it defines need for personal' care assist nce
on14...(2) it must be supplemented with other assessments for
determining el-igibility or developing rehabilitation pla s;
and (3) the evaluation provided does not detail the task to

be perfoined rehabilitation training program except by the

categories that are assessed.

References; Granger Adaptation t

Forthisky,..R. H., Granger, C. V., & Seltzer, G. B. The use ol .

functional assessment in uhderstanding home care'needs. Medical .

Care, May, 1981, 19 (5), 489-A97.

) 4 a 4 ' _ . - - -

Granger, C. V.., Albrecht, G. L., ,8, Hpffilton, B.. B. Outc6Me of

comprehensive medical rehabilitation:. Measurement by PULSES
profile.ana the Barthel_ Index. "Archives of Physital edicine

and Rehabilitation, April, 1979, 6 145-04. '4
4E-'-

4 Original Version - Mahoney and Barthel
Indices, Inc. unctional limitations): JA state-of-the-art review,

'Falls Church irginia: Author, 1.978.



Availability

Mahoney, F. I. & Barthel, U. W. Functional evaluation:
The Barthel index. MarylandStatelpilical Journal, 1965,
14, .61-65.

Add iyionaepi nformation can be obtained from ---

Carl V. Granger, MD, Director
Brown University/The Memoria0ospita0(
Institute for Rehabilitation and Resto'rative C'are
Family Care Center°.
89 Pond Street
Pawtucket, Ri 02860
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or
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Maureen McNamara, Coordinator"
Medical Rehabilitation Evaluation
Family Care Center
89.Pond Street

.Pawtucket, RI 02860
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BAFTHEL INDEX

GRANGER ADAPTATION

The. following presents the items or tasks scored in the Barthel Index with the
corresponding values for independent performance of the tasks:

Iridependent

I II

,Intact Limited

10 5,

Dependent
III IV

Helper Null

'00
A.

Drink from eup/Feed from dish
.

5
e

' 5 3"
J

Dress upper'boay

5 5 2 0 Press lower body '-

0 0 -2 0 Don brace or prosthesis

5 5 0 0, Grooming

4 4 0 '0- /'.

.

Wash or bat*
foe

...

.10 10 1.- 0 Bladder continence

CO 'lO '5 0 Bowel continence

4 4 2 0 Care 'of perioeum/clothing at toilet

° 15 15 7 0 Transfer,_charr

6 5 3 ,

..

0 .Transfer, toilet
. '

I I 0 ' 4 -0

,

Transfer, tub' or show

15, 15 10 0 , Walk on level 50 yards or more
» ,

,IQ 10 0 Up and down stairs for I flight or more

15 .5 0 0 Wheelchair/50 yds -:- Only if not walking

to

Reproduces by permission,ofCarl V4 Granger.
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Develbper(s)

CALIFORNIA CLIENT GAINS, SCALE

The Research Section of the California Department of
Rehabilitation began to develop this measure in 1979 as part'
of its Independent, Living Research Study.

Purpose`' This scale is intended as a measure of changein clients served
at 'independent living centers.'

.Description . This scale consists of 93 items covering cl,em raphic and dis-
ability information as well as different aspActs 'of a client's

, life: financial skills, use of leisure and productive time,
activities of daily living skills, health skills and use of
medical services, social and psychological well - being, and
housing. (The housing items Were not used in the final. analysis
due to their 'poor quality.) A variety of respons0 types are
used: multi-point scales, agree/disagree, yes/no, and a few
short answer fill-ins.

Use The measure is designed for use With independent living center
clients.

A shortened version of this scale has also ben developed.
This California Independent Livinq-Survey will be usefOl as a
client outcome measure in various appIrcations with independent
living centers. Except for a new housing scale, all of the .items
were taken from the original form. An item-total correlation
analysis wa's used to reduce the scalp from the original form to a
more practical 3p-item scale, which can be completed in approxi-
mately 15 minutes. A pilot study is currently underway.

r

It had been suggested that-the administration of the measure to a
rotating, random sample of clients might be the most economical
means of'outcome assessment for a statd VR agency to undertake
(as opposed to the longitudinal approach described below in
the Administration spction). As su.ch it would'yield useful
data for prOgram plaping and evaluation purposes.'

Administratiob This is a self-admtnistered scale to be completed at intake and
..----e..., at two qr more points ,after the client has been receiving services

\/// from b center -- at about six month intervals for perhaps 18 months.
1 f

Scoffing . ,\ Coding valdes are assigned to each resp nse choice. Positive
or n ative galli scores Can be compiled y skill area or as a
comp ite of all of fide skill areas. Di ference scores for
groups of clients can be summed and avera ed. A' t-test can
then be used to determine if a significan change has occurred.

1

Reliability A reliability -kst was conducted.from pilot test data gathered in

.
.

.

two independent living centers in Southern Califor0a. After
item analysis was performed to remove ineffective scale items,

a a Hoyt reliability coefficient of,87 was. obtained.
4

_of/ .

C
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Validity' Two'validity studies have been conducted. The first compa ?ed'

the gain scores for clients having achieved independence
wrth those of a sample of independent living writer intake
clients. The developers report that the results indicate
that the scale does measure independence as the word .$
is uged,in independent living;centersf:

The secpni'study compared the scores of independent living

10 center clients living in institutions with those of clients
living.on their own. Again, the developers report significant
esults in the expected direction.

If

Advantages The developers feel that the gains stale may bg an alternative to

4 (

fhe functional assessment approach., which they feel is not

suited forglmeasuring client change in.the independen't living

setting.. (

Limitations The 'scale's lerigth makes it too cumbersome to be useful in

ongoing outcome evaluations. .

References 'Research Section', California Department of Rehabilitation.

t
Independent living research stud. Working papers, 1981.

,

Availability Additional information on the California' Client Gains ScaleAvailability
. and the shortened version, tWe Californi Independent Living

Survey; can be obtained from ---

t ,

'Gene Hiehl,e /

Research Section
California Department okRehabilitation
830 K Street Mall

Sacramento, CA '95814
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SAMPLE ITEMS/

CALIFORNIA CLIENT GAINS SCALE.
,

OM. 97

SECTION D - Your Daily Activities

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS REFER TO YOUR ABILITY TO DO VARIOUS THINGS WHETHER OR NOT"
YOU USE MECHANICAL AIDS. EVEN PT YOU DON'T ORDINARILY. DO THESE THINGS, PLEASE
ANSWER EACH QUESTION.

--I. Ability to move around the place where
I live (CHECK ONLY ONE)

I

I am unable to move around where I live by myself or with
1,cah move around with some help, but only to take care of essential
needs (example: use of toilet).
I can move around inside and outside of where

I live with the help
of another.person.
I can move around, inside and Outside of where 1 liVe'without the help

Aof another person.

2. Ability to,arry ou t housekeeping work (CHECK ONLY ONE)

I .1

I can do all houS4eeping myself.
I can do most housekeeping myself,, with some help. -

I can do a little houekeeping, be only with another person 's help:
I am largely unable to do any housekeeping.

SECTION F - Your Social Life and Your Feelings About Yourself

5. Abowl- how much of the time do you feel down or depressed?. (CHECK ONLY ONE)

Very often
Often .

t
Sometimes
Seldom

' ,t .

. .6. Please check all ofthe following activities that you' take part in

. ,

regularly. .

.

Reading - magazi44, books, newspapers, etc. .
, ,

Alobbies - stamp colleAing, odel building, coin collecting; inventing,
.

brepair irk for amusement, photography, etc. ,

r A
Crafts .- sewing, leathqrwork, woodwork, refinishing fbrniture, etc.

t Arts - playing music, *eting, drawing, paintitig, creative writing, etc.
. .\._

Games - chess,' cards, backgamMon, etc. .

Outdoor Activities - fishing, hunting, camping, rafting, hiking, etc.
Physical- Activities ..- swimming, basketball, bowling, racing, dancing, etc. .

Other' activities (describe)
I

1

100
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PLEASE INDICATE HOJ'MUCH YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS
BY CHECKING ONE Oc

4
THE BoXEt TO THE RIGHT OF EACH STWEMENT. 0

Strongly Agree
agree somewhat

7. I 'take good care of

physically. E]
8. I am satisfied to be

.,,, ju'st .what I am. El Ei,

y. I solve my problems
/ ( C],.ly , EDeasily;

. lo. r am as sociable as
I

want to be.

III. I am not the person I

want to be.

12). I have -7one or more
abilities in which I

\believe.l am better
'than other people.

(

ti

El

E I

Uncertain

V I

L I

El n
Strongly Agree
agree, somewhat

Uncertain

Disagree Strongly
'somewhat disagree

LJ

Disagree Strongly
sbmewhat disagree

Reproduced by permission of the Research Section of the State of California
Department of Rehabilitation.
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FUNCTIONAL ASqESSMENT PROFILE (FAP)

Developer(p the FAP wasdeveloped by:an intra-.agency task force within the
Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission in 1976.

,

Purpose The FAP is a wide to the identification of a client's functional
assets and Pal:lin-ties in the rehabilitation process for
use in clinical problem solving; it is not intended to be a
rating scale.

Description en functional7areas related to the performance of work and
activities of dpily living are assessed through the following
means open-ended behavior description; degree Of limitation
(i.e., asset, no limitation; minor limitation, ,or- major Fimi-
tation);comipensation fl.e., fully compensated, partiAly com-
pensated no compensation now, or no possible compensation) and
open-ended comments. The ten functional areas include problem
sblving,interpersonaL relationships, communicatiion,-self -care,
object manipulation, mobility, 'time management, energy eserved,
self-direction, and work.

99

47\
'Use This measure is appropriate for al-I YR clients. However,

because of the time involved in completing the FAP Pits use
may be limited to:particularly difficult casese cases in:,
Status 24, or transfer cases. Also, it is not necessary to
administer the entire FAP to all clients; the most relevant of
the ten functional areas, may be addressed'for a -given individual.

The AP is primarily used py'counselors in order to ilitate

the rehabilitation prdcess: conducting preliminary gnostic
studies, determi;iing eligibility/severity, evaluating the ade-
quacy of the diagnostic Study developing Itie:Indivdualized
Written Rehabilitation Progra) (IWRP),and providing guidance
and coun§elil. Supervisors would find it useful f case
evaluatio and team consultatipn. Vocational tors in

-facili es May also find it useful. It is appp-67o rate as

-a fe ework for clinical problem` solving and not recommended
as a rating tool for program evaluation.

-Administration The FAP is completbd by the counselor on the Functibnal Assess-
, ment Profile Grrd, althciiigh 1-h client and others involved in

tht'client's rehabilitation tn play a part as well. A User's
Guide is provided that inclu es ilstructions, relevant defini-
tions, possible questions to use to obtain necessary information,
and sevetral. short case studies as examples. The-counselor--
should be tra+ned in behaviOral obseryations and familiar with
the definitioni.end'thrections in the User's Guide. It is ,

recommendqd"tbat the counselor review an actual case with a
person alrbidy trained.in the profile's use for greatest ease
in utilizing the FAP:.

a

.f

TheiAsssachUsetts Rehabilitation.Commission condjcted a

trainirig.program'for vocational rehabilitation counselors using.
4r.

0

0

A

.
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the FAP. The purpose O's to instruct theCounielors in the
use of the FAR for assessing client functioning'and the incor-
poration

based on this program, is avail-A Trainer'stion

of this information into rehabilitationplanning with
h

abl.e for those who are interested' in conduct their own
tralninq.

Assessments can be Made through the rehabilitation p.rocess

order to monitor progresS toward.tne client's goal.. Admini-
stration time can vary from.a few Minutes-to three hours
&pending on the application Of the profile. A quick
screening of a case for information requirements or theassess-.
ment of one functional area can take about 10-20 ,minutes.
However; sorting out,aJN 21 the information acquired through
a thorough-dOgnostic stu into capacities and'
limitations and planning for the .I,WRP can take up to three
hours.

lk
I tl.

./ / .

Scoring 1, Since the prbfiie is not a rating stale or a test, there is
no scoring procedure. . . -- \

, :.

....

Reliability There is no evidence of-reliability. Plans for such studies
were discarded when the developers ascertained that it was
best utilized as a framework for clinical Problem solvIng

#
.

rather than a rating instrumerch.
Ar' 1,-

Validity There is no evidence-of validity. Plans for such studies were
discarded when the developers ascertained +hat ,t was best
utilized as a framework for cliniCal. problem solving rather
than as a,rating instrument.

Advantages This system of functional assessment is flexible. It allows'

the counselor to analyze and use,the information gathered on
a client as it makes sense to him/her. AiSQ, a connection -

_between the assessment of the client and planning for treat-
ment is established through the 4mpensation 'seCtion..

Limitations First, the assessment itself cannot be any better th
clinical skills of the counselor doing the assessment.. a

Second, use Of the prof*ile demands comfort in expressing
4o medical concepts in behavioral terms.. Third, the profile is._

only useful as a clinical tool and not for program evaluation
or statistical comparison.

References Langton, M. S. Fina4 report$ National short-term training
project on the functional assessment profile'(RSA Training
Grant No. 45-P-81552/1-01). Boston: Massachusetts Rehab-
ilitation Commission,October, 1280.

Marsh, S. K., Konar, V., Langton, M. S., and LaRue. A. J.
The functional assessment profile: A'rehabilitation model. #0-
urnal of A'. lied Rehabilitation Counselin ,Fall 19800 II

( ), 140-144.

4
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AvaH ability

"'

K.
The FAP,'including,the Userl:s Guide and the Trainer's Guide,
can,be obtained by'contacting.---

Staff Development Unit
Massachusetts Rehaeilitation Commission -

.20'Providence Street
Boston, MA 02116

1(1-
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FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT PROFILE GRID
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FUN YIONAL CAPACITY AREAS (FDA)

r

Developer(s.) The,FGA was developed by Horace Sawyer while serving a

consultant to the knoxille Area Comprehensive Reh'abilitation
Consortium, Inc. (KADRC). -The FCA was completed in 1976
and has been used in the SV9r1, agencies whicl? constituteithe
KACRC.

Purpos The FCA was resigned as a measure of change in client functiOning
as the severely, handicap;k0 iddjvidual proceeds through the
rehabilitation process.

DesciiptiOn

. Use

The FCA is an array of obseNable'qual\ities or traits of ,handi-
capped clients referred to as "functional skills." It takes
the form of a continuum of these functional skil.ti grouped into
categories called "'strands." Eabh strand begins with the mist'
priIary skill and progresses de#opmentally tow rd more complex...
skills. The strands end with adyanced functions skills which
closely approximate what society considers "appro riafe" or
usual adult 'skills for specific situations. ,

A total of 39 strands are grouped into the f3IfloWing nine skill
areas: basic skirls, physical capacity, social skills, 'speech At

skills, community skills, dducation skills, yocational skills,
deaf skills, and blind skills: The' number ok strandt in each
skill area varies from two to nine. The number of skills, .

or items, in each strand O'Iso varies -- from 20 t651. An

example, the reading strand in the educational skill area, is
offered to illustrbte the progressive developmental nature
of 'the, strands. The initial item of the reading strand is
"looks'at pictures'in'book," item 13 is "reads primer to sell
aloud," and item 38 Ls "follows written instructions in
sequence to co4lete..an activity."

.

-,The FCA was designed to assess severely; hapsidicapped individuals

(i.e.,pentally, behaviorally., and/or-Ohysically handicapped
young or older adults). It is applipble in a variety of rehabili-
tation settings (e.g., rehabil4tation fap4lities,'state-federal
VRS, sheltered workshops, work,adjustment programs). /r

Throughout the FCAls d4elopMent, an effort was made tofacili-
'tate an .unstructured format, so that the:1MA would be,useful to
practitioners in various settings. It cow be used by case
managers to identify client deficiencies-"and plan individualized
-programs of services. It con alsd be used by'case managert
and other rehabilitation personnel to assess changes in 14e
client's functioning so as to modify the cliqAt's rehabilitation
program when needed:' Program managers are able to track the
progress of cli6nts, thereby providing an-indication of program
effectiveness.

1
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Admin4stration Completion...of the FCA reggrres observation and judgment, but it.
gan'be,completed.by anyone who is working wjJ-h the client.

914 It can be ad inistered during evaluation and usedperiodiCally
to 'reassels ?he client itrOugtout the rehabilitation process.
The admini tratioh time oft the instrument depends on the nrber
of stran that'are being.applied to the°individual. / :

rei

Scores, per se, are,not calculated; however,lan FCA Profile an d

an FCA Manual can be developed. On the FCA fr--dfi lap the 39

strands (e.g., reading, interpersonal relations, sex educal,con
work behavior I, job placeNent) are arranged.vertially, and

,

the skills (e.g., "looks at pictures," "reads simPe.three/
letter words")are arrangelNdevelopmentally and hiillizontally.
This ordering permits a two-dimensional display of the client's
development.- The Iwo-dimensional FCA PrOfile provides a
perspective of skills which 'helps the trainer see'in+era4ions

S and thus determine realistic and comprehensive Objectives ,for
the client, as well as reflect the cOrrent functional' capacity
level of the individual. , .

,

. (r (

-

The FCA Manual,* the second format, is used to determine func-.

tional baselines-oand guidelines. During.evaluation,the FCA . i

Manual is tTsed to determine a baseline functional Icapacity level ./

1-
..,

on one Or more strands. *After evaluation, the Manual is used /1

as'a guideline 6r.adjustment services. Each strand is' one ,..

4
(

or more pages inthe Manual and a data form Gefrves as a worksheet
. to record Observations of one client in one strand. J

) > 1 ,' ...-9
\

A .
.

,

-/
The ,ssuggested measurement codes for each skill in the FCA

consist of seven alternatives that indicate the degree of
problem or asset that the client's functioning on that skill

' presents.
/

.

presents. ."'

. *I

N r 'f'
eliability The rIeliabilify of thertitA has not been d eter:mirned.

.

1

Validity The FCA has not been validated:
:..

. A

I I.
..

.

Advantages A major advantage of the FCA is. ifi its use as an,aid in inte7

te .

grating services: It provides a common basis to assist various
professionals in ,identifying strengths and weaknesses of th

multiply handicallted wtio often have not been served, 'and it
focuses on individual client needs, yet provides a technique to
research accountable service delivery to.severely handicapped:-

clients. . , -
.

A

sNLimitations
:

The prithary. li,mitation of the FCA invo4vas a la Oield
testing to evaluate fully 'the feasibility of applying the

measure to various rehabilitation, settings.
.

'
< A , ,

. .

References Sawyer, H. W. Functional capacity areas: AssAsment, training)

and accountability. Knoxville, Tennessee: Knoxville:Area .

. Comprehenelve Rehabilitation Consortium, inc.'

..
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The FCA canbe obtained froth ---

Materials_DeveJopment. Rterx .

/

.., . Stout Vocational Rehab.fitation Institute
University Of Wisconscp - Stout .t.

-... Menbmonie, WI -5051 It .
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SAMPLE 1.TEMS

FUNCT4ONAL CAPACITY,AREAS ."

IMPULSE CO ROL

1 Overa11.0(A : Able to maintain Se4f-control; plans and considers
'. - actIOns before carryi ng them out.

, .
. i

I. Sitsquietly for tore thin one . minute when,
group is attending to film; filmstrips, verbal

'-,instructions, etc. . . .

-2. Takes turns in aci:ivity 25% of time or le;s.,

3. Changes":activity without emotional outbur'ts
when change cue is well detined'(verbal,' ets_0.

. 4. Changes routine without emotional outbursts
when alternatives are presented:

4ifti

5. Sits quietly for more than five minutes when
group is attending to film, filmstrips, verbal
instructions, etc.

6. Quiets doWn after actIVe period if reminded frequently.

7. Takes turns in activity 25-50% of time.

8. Withdraws or becomes verbally aggressive for
short periods when scolded, criticized, teased./

9. Seeks attention appropriately by addressing
others by name, not constantly interrupting, etc.

10. Accepts change.in routine" without emotional
outbursts when reasons are explained.

II. Sits quietly for more than ten minutes when
group is attending to film, filmstrips, verbal,
'instFuctions, etc.

12. Takes turns in activity 50-75% of time.

("A
13. Attends to activity appropriately,for 75% or/

more of time. -II

14, Quiets down immediately after active period and
'awaits instructions.

15. Controls physicayesponses when angered.
0

16. Changes activity without -emotional outburst
when change-iteanounced.

7,. D1Splays affective behavior (e.g., Aalighing,
crying) appropriate fors14aIioniplace.

1-N

a



18.' Acts according to social Toles in Community and
home act1,1-ty situations. Dispiay3'a minimum.
of crying; acting out and/or gloating.

r

19. Avoids disruptive actions in publid places.
" .

20. 'Controls temper ell: verbalizes-feelings 44
-in acdeptabre manner.

21. Accepts friendly teasing smiles or laughs.

22.
-

Participates in activitwithout interfering
with or disrupting others.

23.. Recognizes own lacleof serif - control and workS
with offers to improve sel/.

ow

24. Plans/considers actions before carrying 4t out.
k 1.

25. Maintains self - control when faced with failure,
problems, dis4pointments.

.26. Able to maintain self-control; plans and con-
siders actions before carrying them put.

a

,

LO7

r

Reproduced by permission of Horace W. Sawyer It is requ ted that anyone
using te system forward feedback to Dr. Sawyer, Rehabi teflon Institut
College of Human Resources, Southern Illinois Universi y at Carbondale,A
-Carbondale IL 62901.
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- FUNCTIONAL LIFE SCALE (FLS)
,

'br

. ., .

.
, . ,

,

Developer(s) v The.FLS'was developed:by John E. Sarno, Martha T. Sarno, and
Eric LeVita af the InStitute of Rehabilitation Medicine of tfie
New York Universit'y. dica) Center in i973%

.
.

Purpose Jhe FLS. is desi'l&y. o provide a quahtitativq measure of an
. .

1

4
.

...-- indi iduaT's 4biliteto partic/pateiin basic activities common
to st peopl-e: ttl(Otuses on functions actually performed
eat er than on,thecapacity to perform or the elements which

..,

cO titufe perforMance.- It c.an.te used, to asess disgbility, or
. notional limitafions, and to measure client change as a

.,\ .- result- Of participation in rehabilitation programs:
y

, .
. ., , ,,, ..

*. t1 ss

Description The FLS Contaias44 items designed to assess. five categories:
:

_The
Df 'deify living (AOL), activities ih

the hol'A, outsid6-actjvities,.and social interIgIrrwhich
ineludes vCeatiof61 status. The four qualitieS of self

USe..

initiation,sfrequehdy, Sp6ed,'and overall efficiency are rated
. b

for each item whereappropriate. For each of these qualities, '
each item i% rated alohg a five-point scale designea as
follows: 0, does'n6t-perform,activity at all; I, very poorlY;
2, deficLent;.3, approadies normal; and 4,nortnal.

-

The FLS iS desigged 'for use With all disabled Clients who are
in their hpmes-and,the community.. The ultimate concern is
how the client futictions in the real-world.. Therefore, it is
Inappropri-ate In artrficial or limited settings, such as
hospitals, rehabilJtation facilities, etch .

The FLS is useful t2,1Oth case managers and prog ram managers.
It provfides case melagers an jndication of the client's func-
tioning and maybe useful in -identifying problem areas and

needed services. The FLS provides program managers an indi-
cation zof the severity 'of the disabilitiessbf the,client pop-
ulation which

mais

usAftil in program planning. Oh"bnge scores .

amalerfprogrhagers and case man rs of the success or
-failut:p of their programs. Since inappropriate items can 6e.
omitted, the fLexrdility of the.FLS is increased.

,.

'The FLS/may be dsefui, as an educational aid Withphysicians-
.

in-train1ng. If May also be useful in research designed to
estimate the influences of specific physical, -psycholog1611,
or social factors upon the rehabilitation process:

N

Administration The FLS f'equinet a'combinatiOn of self-report and professional
.,, ,

. judgment. It can be aqministered prior.to, during, and/or

0
followingtherehabilitation,process. Raters must be trained

. to makeaccurate jildgments,_but it is not necessary that the ,

f rafers'be:physiciaas since medical judgment is not reqbired.
r

..,

;

"'tr. .
;

4,
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Scoring

Rellability
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Total scores for' each item aTU-talculated by suing the
quality ratings.for that item. it is the total scdre.for
eAch item that is important because it defines what the client
aCtuWy does.. ,Since the same score Can be achieved for

-various reasons, total scores for the various qualities can be
used to determine the contributionof such factors as motiva-
tion and speed. Scores for.,given categOry (e.g., cognitiop,
ADL, etc.) are taken as a proportion of. the possible maximum ,

score, after adjustment for items that are not applicable:"

Twenty-five patients were rated by II staff members. Each
patient interview was videotaped. Using the videotapes, each
staff member in the study rated each pati.ent twice, with an
inteval of two to three weeks between ratings. The following
scores were, statistically analyzed:' overall scores, total
Stores for self - initiation, frequency, speed;..and overall ef-
ficiency. Tedt-retest.' reliability was' assessed through the
Pearson product moment coefficient of correlation. The r
values for eaCh'ofttie raters far self-initiation scores,
.96; frequency' scores, .90i speed scores,'.90; 09erall
efficiehcy scores, .88i and overall scores, .91, were-all
significant beyond the .001'level', establishing theistability
of the ratings over time.

*

To deterthine interrater reliability the total scores of all
raters obtained for all, patients werecompared and correlation
coefficients derived. Once again, all r values were SigniA
ficant beyond the .001. level. These resiilts suggest that
workers from a variety of disciplines, with minimal indoctri,-*
nation, 'can use the FLS with,,a satisfactory -degree of agreement
betWeen raters and over time. The r values were as follows:
self-initiation scores, .90; frequency scores, .90;:speed
scores, .88; overall efficiency scores, .88; and'overali ,

scores, *.91.
\,

Internal,consistency was analyzed by means of a_seHes of
Pearson product moment correlations. These were derived
across all patients for each rater, across all raters, and
across all category subscores and total scores. Th6 same
procedure was used to determine the degree of relationship
between the quality scores as 'well- as between total and sub-
category scores (e.g., cognition, ADL, etc.). All of the
coefficients 61 correlation reached significance 6eyond the
.001 .level.

. ,

Concurrent validity of the LS was estimated by comparing
FLS ratings with +he external- and independent Pclinical
judgment" of a phySiatrist. 'The physiatrist ranked 31
patients on a nine-point scale after completing clinical,
examinations. Comparisons between.clinical evaluation and
FLS ratings using the Spearman rank_order Congegtion yielded
a value of .69, 2. (.001 on the basis of a two-tailed test.

fir
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'Advantages

Limitations

.

The results show a relatively high degree of congruence betwten
ratings on the FLS and independent clinical estiMates'by a

physiatrist.

A major advantage of the FLS is that It provides a quantita-
tive measure of a very nebulous but important clinical dimen-
-

sion. It focuses on actual functioning rather than on the.
abilities to function. This approach avoids tIe discrepancies
often found between ability and behavior, which are sometimes
influence/i by theinteractive-influence of physical, psycho-
logical, soci)al, economic, and cultural factors.

The FLS.requires)vrther standardizati' and the derivation of
Alorms on larger populations and Jiff rent types of disabled

person (i.e., those with Multiple. Sclerois, Parkinson's
Disease,.Wlepsy).

0 / i , .

Referen %es Sarrico J. E.,Sarng, M. -1-., and Levita, E. The functional
lifesca(e. Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation,
1973, 54(3), 214-220. .

Availability.
4

4

Y

The FLS can be obtained from ---

r,

ort

I.

John E. Sarno, M.D.
Ilistitute of Rehabilitation Medicine

k.00 East 34th Street
New York, NY 10016

i
4

a

a
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THE FUNCTIONAL LIFE SCALE

-

.II
a

.

. .

;

COGNITION "...

I. Is oriented for time (e.g. hour, day, week) )

rE
-F
CV

'0
'0
-,0
0
CT

CD

.

--'m V"- -
-I- -A
- 116
CV

-F

0
0

.

=`;'

CD
.0c
0
D
o
.<

-g,'

CD
CD0.

_

(1).

-*. CD- '10 0)E
z
o<

,.....

-Is
o--a-

2. Uses "yes".and "no" appropriately
.

,

.

3. Understands-cspeech (e.g., simple commands,
directions, television) k

,

4. Calculates change' (o )
*mney

t

.

5. Does hIgher calculation (balance,checkbook, 4tc)

g / \
6. Uses appropriate gestur(s in lieu of speech (not

applicable for petientsiwith speech impairment)

7. Uses spee.1-1)-for co.mmuni ation

8.. Reads (e.a., s, a''bility.to,follow P_streetIsig

wri n instructions; b oks)
.

9. Writes (e.g., signs name, writessor types
letters) (include motor disability)

I 4

. 4
1

.

0. Social behavior is appropFiate

I. Able to 'shift from one task to another with
.

relative ease and speed I , Y

.

_

k

2. Aware oft self (e.g., of mistakes, inappropriate
behavior, poor judgment, etc.) , r-

.

0 .

3. Attempts to correct own errors (e.g., of Judg-
ments, mistakes) .

A% Has,goOd memOry (e.g.; names of people, recent
.

events)
/-

4

ACTIVITIES OF DAILY ,LIVING
,

5. Able to gei about (with or without brace,
wheelchair, etc.)'

.

-.-

.

6. Does transfk ,
. ,, , ,

.

a.

(
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I.7. Feeds self ,-
I.

.

18. Uses toilet
. .t ..

t.
.

19.-- Grooms self (e.g?, wash, brush. teeth, shave)
.

.
.

self20. Dresses elf
.

.

, 1
21. Bathes self (including getting i,n and out

of tub
*
or stall)

'HOME ACTIVITIES ..0°`

22\ Prepares simple food 'or drink (e.g., snacks,
light breakfast)

:

,

t -, .

23. Performs light housekeeping chores- (e:g.,
meals, dishes, dusting)

4.,

..

.

24. Performs heav3, housekeeping chores (e.g.,
floor or window washing)

_

_
/4...

25. Perforwis odd jobs in or around the,house (e.g.;,

gardening, electrical, auto, mending, sewing') \

26. Engages in solo pleasure activities, (e.g.,
puzzles, painting, reading, stumps) t .

.

27. Uses telephone (e.g.., d)aling,'handlimg. Do
not rate speech proficienoy.)

I

1

.

t...

28. U5s.telephone set (e.g., ctnging,ohann )
.

. ,

,

29. Uses record player or tape recorder
,

r

OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES*
.

30. Engages in simple pleasure activfitties

(e.g., walk, car rides) )

":.

.

.

,

.

31, Goes shopping for food
.

0

.

.

.

32. Does general shopping (e.g., clothes, gift's)
.

33. Performs errands (el., post-office, cleaner,
bank, pick up newspaper)

-) .

,

1,16.
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34. Attends spectator evoknts (e.g., theatre,
concert, sports, movies)

.

.

. . 4

35. Uses public transportation accompanied
(mass transportation)

.

36. Uses public transportation alone (rate NA
if 35 is 0 -)

.

. .

.,

..ic

37. Takes longer trips accompanied ((plane, .

-*train, boat, 'car)
.

.

38. Takes longer
.

trips alone (rate NA if item
. 37 is 0) .

4

.

.

.

SOCIAL INTERACTION ,_

.

39. 'Participates in games with othec. people --),
(e.g., cards, chess, checkers) ,_

.

.

40. Participates in home social activities'
(e g. family g thering, party, dance)

'
.

41. Attends social nctions outside of home
(e.g., home'of fr/end., dining at restaurant,
dance)

02. Participates in organizational activities
(e.g., religious, .union, service club,
professional)

.

,

.

43. Goes to work or school at comparable pre-,:
.

morbid level tnot housekeeping at home) .

(Do not rate if item,44 is to be gated)

.

.

,

,
.

.

, -e,tAjjk
44. Goes to work

,

or school at lower than pre-
'' ''morbid leveJ (Do not rate if item 43 has

been rated)' (Multiply item 43 or 44 by 2)
. 0 .

-

.

41P

Reproduced by permission. Sarno, J. g., Sarno, M. T., and Levita, E. The Functional
Life Scale. Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, May 1973, (3),
214 -220. Sale developed at the Institute of Rehabilitatio6 Medicine, New-YUrk
University Medici! Ceri+er,.New York.
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FUNCTIONAL SCREENING SCALE-

.Developer(s)J ,This measure was developed by Sterling. I. Colten and Joseph,
Langlois of, the Taunton State Hospital in Taunton, Masga-

.

.chusetts, in 1974.

.Purpose The Functional Screening Scale is
/

designed to measure patient
adjustment within a structured environment.

's

Description Patients are rated on 19 items in five categories: personal
grooming,' social interactions, mork behavior;, self- respon-
sibility, and verbal behavior. Ratings 'on each item range,
from. 0 -3, 40Ith the lowest catin§sessigned to patients disAay-

ing complete'dependence on staff supervisi and the...hi.9hest"
ratings assigned to patients dispfaing: dependdncefrom
staff supervision.

Use This measure was created for state hospital use to assi t 1

deciding which individuals would be the most likely c didat
for communrty resdences for 'the chronic populatioh.
measure was designed for use with the psychiqtricelly disabled.
Most patients in the study mere sch9zophrenics and some were
diagesed mentally deficient, as ociated with psychosis or ''

"1".

some'. Om of organic brain synd me. 4

Adminis ration The adMinistration of this scale -requires the use of profes-
sional judgment-by the nursing staff. It can be complel'exi

in'a few/Minutes, )All nursing personnel involved with the
individ* should/rate him/her.

. ( . .

° '. , ,

,

f-
Scorin A totbl 'score can be obtained by pdoling(the scores an indi.:-

vidual eceives'from all of the nursing personnel involved '

with t e. individual and then averaging the results. Hence
an indmii-dualts final rating would be the mean perceptio
all hur ing staffs inVolved./ The instrvent is hand scored:

Reliability The evid nce for reliability stemmed from giving the same
scale different'nusing shifts. The results were not found '
to significantly different. Stati,stical evidence, hoiever, -

s 'not-presented in the mater,als reviewed.
.,.. . a

r ' -4.1

Varidity A couple of validation studies wee-conducted. The first was ---

the determination of correlation with another measure of adjust-
ment. The MACCNiehavioral Adjustment Scale,was select d 'as the-

criterio instrument, As a number of reliabrlity and lidity
s involving the adjustment-of.psychiatric patients had
been done -on it.(Ellsworth, 1970 . There was a correlation
between scores on the two measures when they were both ahmini7
5tereb to 110 chronio psychratric patients .y'four raters

4

'lr = .64, .a = .001). '

of

r
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Advantages

1 a

115

Another validation study examined the Functional .4reening
Scale as a discriminator betweenwell-adjusted poorly ad-
justed patients in a hospital setting. One hundred Ipnd four
patiefits were rated. Hal+ had privilege cards, work,asSign-

andwere housed on an open ward. The other half had no
special privileges, were housed on a locked ward, and were
under continuous supervision. A significant difference
tt =.35.47, 2.= .00j) was fond. between the 1-atrngs-ot-the
two groups, indicating higher fuhctional adSustment,for_the
privileged group.- Therefore, the scale does appear to measure
current. adjustment among chronic psychiatric patients. .

The scale is straightforward, easy to complete, and perceived
as sensible by ward staff.

-CimittiOns There is a lack of clarity in interpreting resultsthat were
crudely based on whgre an individual's scores fell between
ttle:means of well-adjusted and poorly adjusted patient groups.

eferepces

Avaj 1011 ity

scale-for pro
CR:il'eReport, 1975

Ellsworth, R.
'1971 manual.
.1971.

ois, :1.\ of a Screening
amming sychiatrid rehabilitation. Psychological

22, 293-294.

B. The MACC 'behavioral adjustment scale: Revised
Los Angeles,XIA: Western Psychological Services;

This scale can be obtaine'd.by contacting--
r

-Joieph Langlois
-; PrIncfpal Psychologist

.New 'edford Area Facility.
4 Inpatient Unit Taunton State licspital

1

P. 0. Box 151

Taunton,.MA 02786

119
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FUNCTIONAL SCREENING SCALE'
.

f . . .
.

, Patient!s Name: - '... '''''..'"::'s Age: Sex:. M or F ,'

' Circle on
NuMber of Admissions:

, , Date of Admission: Length of Hosp.(

..
. , e

.

f

,.. months
..

Diagnosis: '

A

Education: (last grade completed) .Marital Status: S M Sep. Div. Wid.

Please make your judgment on each category according to the following standards:

0. This is for patients who make no attempt to initiate and are completely
unable to perform the activity as described in each category. They
'require total assistance from staff.

1. This is for patents who make some Attempt to initiate the activity as
'described by the,scale but requir4fsbpevision and direction from
staff for the completion of the activity.

2. This' is for patients who totally initiate the activity detcribed and
needonly minimal supervision from staff for the comPletiOn of the
activity.

3. This is for patients Who are totaJ IV able to perform the,activity .

described by the scale and need 'no assistance from staff.

Your judgments should be based on the long term patterns of behavior of the
batient rather than -op behavior seen recently which is related to presstres
that will pass by.

Personal Grooming

' Toilet habits
Showering and washing
Dental Care
Abiiity to dress oneself
Appropriateness of dress'

Ward Behavior

Assiistance with ward,work
Regard for ward rules
Attendance at medication

I

re

Social Interaction
,

With- staff

With patient group
With one other patient

"N\ With family members
Concern for safety of others

Self-Care

Eating behavior
Sleeping habits
Ability to handle money.

Concern for personal safety
Verbal Behavior

Willingness to talk with another person
What the patient says can be clearly apierstood

Remarks: Apy immediate situation that maybe affecting the patient's behavior?
Medical probrm? Psychiatric problem? Or other issue of concern regarding the
patient.

E
, P

VI41

,411

Rater4s Signature:

Reproduced by *mission of Josef) I

"gf?fP 1.20
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.FUNCTIONAL STATUS INQEX (FSI)

Developer(s) The FSI was developed by the Pilot Geriatric Arthritis'
Project (PGAP) sta f, associated with the Univer.ity'
of Michigan Medical School, Hospital, and School of ;

Public Health,"from 975-76.

4
Purpose The FSI was designed t measure the,Crient's percep-,

tion of functional status along.three dimensions: level .

of d endence, pain, an' difficulty experienced while en-'"
aging in 45 different a.trvities of daily living (ADL).

Repeated measures 'coo pro ide an indication of change in
functiona) status, d crease or increase in,depend-
ence, pain, and/or d4fficu.1 y.

.

Description The FSI contains 45 items rated over three dimensions;
therefore, as manyas 135 specifjc pieces of data can be
generated. 'Dependence is rated on a five-point scale,
while pain and difficulty are rated on four-point scales.
The items were originally-categprized under three cate-
gories: mobility, personal care, and work. Factor
analysis identified five clusters of functional activities
common to the three dimensionk: gross mobility, home
chores, hand activity, persona/ care, end interpersonal.

Use

e-

;

The FS) was designed to be used with ambulatory"pon-insfi-'
tutionalized individuals exppriecing degenerative arthritis
or rheumatism. Moderate changes were deemed necessary in
adapting it fOrr use with people with end stage renal dis-
ease ("weakness" was judged was preferable to "difficulty"
with that growp).

planningThe FSI, is intended for program planning and program eval-

uation with non-institutionalized clients With arthritis.
At this time, it seems to have limited utility in the
state-federal rehabilitation agency. Should the instru-
ment be found useful in evaluating lndi iduals experiencing
other disaling conditions and/or the ime required to ,

administer it reduced, the FSI would come an in-
valuable tool in the state-federal rehabilitation setti64.

A shorter, factored version of the FSI was developed from
1978-1979. Three forms of response were studied: -multiple
choice, 7 -point Q-sort, and a 12 -point ladder scale.

Moderateeliabilisty was obseryed and some concurrent validity
e

established (Jette, 1979, I980b).

121.
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Administration ,The FSI was administer& via seTf-reporttoen interviewer;
.

.

. clierITSelf-fepOrt,questionnaires.might be possible with.
some populati,ons. During the PGAP Project, it was admin-

.
istered repeatedly at three-month intervals. SoMe'train7

t
. '4 ingls required to administer and interpret the instru-'

ment. The FSI can be completed,Jn one to one and a half
hours using a trained interviewer. It is anticipated that.

, ., a factorethversion.of 'the Est will beiredmrnistered in approx- ;.
imately twenty minutes. , .

)

n
' ,. 1, . 4a. ..i. . ,

Scoring Functionaj dependence-is'assessed by asking clients to deS-
cibe the assistance required to perform each ADL over 4".
the previous two-weeklperiod. Scores aredassigned as,follows:.

.,. 0 = independenk, r usesses mechanical.assistance,,2 = uses
human assistance, 3 = uses both mechanical and human assist-
ance, and 4 = cannot perform activity even with'maximum

',assistance. Scores for%the deTee of pain or difficulty .

are7assianed on a four-poiRt scale as follows.:' I = no pain/
difficulty, ,2 =,mild paiedifficulty., 3 = moderate pain/

. difficulty, and 4= severe pain/difficulty. Overall scores '

for dependence, pain, and Jifficulty are the ayerage scores
for all relevant ADL...' A urth score includee'an overall
average called "status." ,

.

.

Reliability Interobseryer reliability of the original FS1-Was assessed
using nine interviewers and 19 clients. 1 A total of 55
independent assessments were completed: el7 clients were
assessed. by thr-44ndependent interviewers and _two clients
wee assessed by-v6 independent interviewers. All clients
were assessed on the'same day to-esTiminate variations in
the-functional status due to fluctuations in disease activi-
ty. 1-he following statements highlighted the findings: '(I)

Overall concordance for dependence ratings between inter -
viewers usirig the PGAP "trument is 85%. (2) Agreement

. ratios between interviewers for degree of diffIty and
4

pain in performing activities are lower than those in the
dependence'dimension. The highest degree of concordance
attained in any of the "mobility" category items fo'r djff-
iculty was 68%; three of the 'mobility items demonstrated less

. than a 50% concordance rate. Concordance for degree of diffi-
culty on personal cate items yielded a,higher rate,of agree-
ment with three itethb- attaining'90% concordance or more. (3) ,.

Reliability ratings of pain on function are intermediate be-
tween dependence and difficulty. They range from .49 to .97.
(4) The data also suggest that as the degrees of difficulty,

e:pain, 4nd dependence increase, the rel.igbiliN of the ratings',
decreases,. This trend was obs'rved wfith.each of the 'three
categories of functional activities (i.e., personal care,
work,'and mobility items).

4

Concurrent validity of the FSI'was investjgated by comPt44g.
FSI scores'With the following measures of functional status:

(I). clients' overall rating of the condition of their joints;

(2) ratingof their ability to deal with
'their arthritis and the probrems.it causes; (3) clients'

Validify

1 2/
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report of the number of "good days" that they-have had in
,the. last seven;. (4) the client's service coordinator's,.
rattng'of the client's condition; (5) the coordinator's' -

rating of the client's ability to deal 'with his/her'arthritisr.
and related problems; and (6) two "objective" measures,

\tornIng stiffnes\ and grip. strength.
.

A total of 213-concurrent assessments were analyzed; 95
clients participated at entry to the PGAP Program, 64 of
thesirclients participated in the three -month follow-up
intirview, and 54 participated in the' six-month- follow-up.

The most direct comparison is the comparison between. the
instrument scores and .client' overall assessment of joint
status. The direction and magnitude of the relationship
ranges 'from .24 to .48 at entry, three-month and six-
month follow -ups/interviews, and overall;,a16.qormelations

..r A C41444' are significa greater than zero (p".< .05).

In a second comparison, there is a statistically significaXt
correlation between each rnstrument 'score and -client assess-
ment of ability to deal with arthritis when all observations
are Analyzed togethe'r., While these two measures were not
related at intakt into PtAP, they,, showed a consistent pos-
itive relat' nship at three- and six-month follow-ups.

The third co rison asure used was the clients ' report of

the number 'good day n the preceding week. The degree
,of correlation between-the iterlon pnd the instrument
scores is positive and of moderate magnitude for 'difficulty,
pain, and overall status. However, it is not statistically
significant for dependence.. The4coOrelations yielded were
%114, dependence; .41, difficulty;-.46, pain; and .40, overall
status. The developers ,feel that-thrs suggests -that for

older-people with arthritis, pain and difficulty of function
are more 'significant in their mir* to a "good_daylljhan_i_s
independence of function.

4

t.
. .

The correlations between professional assessment tilt client *
joint Status, and. instrument scores are low (ranging from

. -.1,4 to .30) and oniy in-three of twenty cases_isethe
relationship statistically significant. The observed

*4; correlation between professional assessment of "ability to
deal" and instrument scores is essentially zero, as are

,

-Correlations between instrument scores and the "objective"
measure. ".

. .

. . .

Advantages The 'instrument measures utrique asPigcts:of 4; quality.of
lifeof pecsons°141-fh ar+hritis....4-4.e., level of.paJn_and

difficulty5.a5 viell'aS the more traditional aspect of %
. dependence. Also, the instrument is qdite relrOble when

administeed-via interviews with trained volunteers,
. $, ...

"

A/A

4
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Availability

4%.

professional interviewers,
reliability may be further
structions to interviewers

or clinical personnel, and fhe
increased by'morespecific in-

.

First, the instrument is less reli'able when used to score
clientswith greater degrees of dependence, difficulty, or
pain. Second, time required to administer the instrument

g the health ofiip asses %n

is prohibitive in many exten+ to
which the FSI is useful, popu-
lations with different clronillidisabling conditions re-
mains to be tested.

Original FSI

Deniston, O. L. CJette, A.' M. A functional status instru-
ment:' Validation in an elderly population. Health Services
Research .Spring, 1980, 21-34.

Jette, A. M. An empirical approach tolevaluating functional

capacity. Archives ofChysical Medicine and Rehabilitation,
' 1980, 61 (2), 85-89. CP

Jette, A. M. & Deniston, O. L. Ini-erobserver
of a functional'status assessment instrument.. Journal of
Chronic Disease, 1980, 31, 573-580.

Factored'FS1

It 11.IP

, Jette, A. M. Functional status index: Relilability-of a
chrdnic disease evaluation instrument. Archives of Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation, 1980, 61 (9), 395-401. (b)

Jette, A. M. Qualityl-of subjective measures of the health
of non-institutionalized adults with rheumatoid arthritis
(Doctoral dissertation, University Of Michigan, 1979).
(University Microfilms 'No079-25)66).

The original FSI and information regarding Its validity and
reliallility are available from O. L. Deniston, while infor-,
mation about factor analysis-of the FSI and the factored FSI
is available from A. M. Jette. Their addresses,pre .61 follows:

.

Alan M/JetteO. L. Deniston

Associate PrOfessor
Dept: of Health Planning__
and Administration

. M4142 School of Public
Health II

The Universityof Midfiigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Dept: of Social Medicine and
Health Planning

Harvard Medical School
643 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 02115

a
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Code: Function 0 -

L-

FUNCTIONAL STATUS INDEX

independent
uses equipment only

2 - human' assistance only
3 - both equipment and

human assistance
4 - can not do
5 - bed fast,

8 - not asked,, not answered
9 - not applicable

Code: Difficulty and 0 - none
Ache/Pain I - mild.

2 mode
/11 3 :-.severe

4 - can not do
8 - not asked
9 .1- not .

applicable

121

FUNCTION
.

FUNCTION -DIFFICULTY ACHE/PAIN

'Cane

C1RCE WHICH EQUIP-
MENT/AS&1STANCE USED

Walker.
Crutches

Wheelchair

COMMENTS

How fa:'
Yard only
Few blocks
More

Walking
---1-

inside'

outiide .

Stairclimbinq,
,

)

Handrails

.

,

stairs in4p home

other stairs

curbs'

Transferring

Bathes in: tub-
shower-chair

Handrail '

Non-slip surface

Toilet too
low? Yes No

bed

chair

car ,
.

toilet ...RV'

bath

Bathing .

. ...

.4- -

.

ability to wash
all areas

turn faucets

teeth care ,

shaving

Hair care
.

, .

.

,.combing 0.
----6-7e-----

washing

setting .
.

Dressing including - .

.

Fasteners:

Front

Back

shoes ;& tying

hose/pants f

underclothes .

shirt/bi louse ,

' buttoning/zippers

sweater/coat ' ,

.

.
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t Code: Function 0 - independent

uses'equiment only .

""- 2 - hump assistance only

34, both equipment ansl,

human assistance
4 - qan not do
5°- bad fast'.
8 -.not asked, not answered
9 -.not*plicabie

Code: Difficulty_ and
Ache/Pai

0 - none
1 - mild'
2 - moderate

. 3 - severe
4 - can not 1

8 - not askel
9 - not

applicab

.. 1
.

FUNCTION FUNCTION

.

.

DIFFICULTY
'ASSISTANCE

ACHE /PAIN

EQUIPMENT

USED

,

COMMENTS

Mobility alitt, '
.

,
.driving- her

, t

transportation
.

shopping '
.

_

Communktatiow, .,

.

.

,

.

.
.

p ne..

.

writing ,. 4

Employment/Occupation., -
1

. 1 ....,

.

Cooking' .
,

.

6. .

..

4 -
d

stove/Nen/refrigerator'

; sink/feikets', % .

cupboards (high/loWi. .

lifting pots/pans °

peeling/cutting

opening containers .

Housecleaning d

.

.
.

.

..-
.

.

.

, .

.

. .

laundr ....

sweeping /mopping
6 .

badmaking . .

dishes .

bathroom :
.

,
,

windows 4 .

Home/Yard maintenance
.

.

41

.

Eats:
-z--

Alone,
With:

repairs '

*

yardwork .

Eptino/Feed1ng
,

cutting
..

' ":c

drinking .
.

RO'roducedLby permission of 0.:Lynn.Deniston,

1
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Deveroper(s)

Purpose

Description

Use

HUMAN SERVICE SCALE

123

This scale was developed by Shlomo Kravetz,.Kenneth W. Reagles,
Alfred. 3. Butler, and George N. Wright at the University of
Wisconsin Regional Rehabilitation Research Institute in 1973.

The Human Service Scale is designed to assess change experienced
.1)y clients served through-the various human service agencies.

The scale consists of 80 multiple-choice items which address
a client's status on'seven scales, based on Maslow's hierarchy
of basic.human needs: Oysiological need, emotional-security
need, economic-security need, family need, soc).al need, econ-
omic self-esteem need, and vocational self-actualization need.

' It is assumed that client progress is based on the extent to
which needs are.sat.isfied in accordance with`Maslow's hierarchy.
Items deal with self-activities, concerns, health,,and job.
Additional.demographicinformation is gathered as well for
identification and norming purposes.

This measure can be used with a wide variety of, clients in
various human service agency settings. It has been used in) .

rehabilltation_agencies, VA hospitals, vocational educati n
program mental health clinics, social service agencies, and 44

several research and development projects dealing withal hol-

ics, drug abusers, and delinquents. Certain client groups
have problems completing the measure without assistance (i.e.,
_clients whoiare visually impair have severe motor4drfficulties,-
or have prob.Jerps reading at the f fth grade level).

This measure is both diagnostic and evaluatie in nature. As a

sampling of a broad range of potential client problems in a
number of life areas, it can be used diagnostically by counselors
and others involved in the 5ehabilitation process to identify
problem areas and plan serviAs more efficiently. It may be

helpful in deciding who-mightbenefit from psychological, social,
and other special evaluations, and it provides a starting point
in the counseling. process. As an evSluation_tool_the measure _IL_

-) can be useful at the counselor level as a. feedback mechanism.
With even the subscale scores yielding sensitive measures of
client change, It is-also promising as an outcome criterion
measure for program evaluators. It may be seen as_a measure of

severity of the disability (i.e., more needs unmetA more severity
= more needed Services).

4

Adm.inistrAtiom After some brief instructions the client should be;able to com-
plete the scale, which is printed on a machine- scorable answer
sheet. It takes about 25-30 minutes_for the typical client to
complete. A cleriCal person can be instructed to complete the
essential demographic data. The measure has been successfully c

administered by mail=,- but the nature 00 the client population



c

ii4 - .

would determine the feasibility of doing so. The instrument
shoU4dbe &dministered as par+ of a diagnostic evaluation, at

closure (or annually forlong-term clients), and at follow-up
(6-'12 months after services have bee termingted).

Scoring Response choices for eachltem are w ghted to enhance the
internal consistency of the measure. The weights Were deter-
mined byreciprOCal averaging. The scale is machine scored.

SC.:3ring services are'provided by the University of Wisconsin.
(,See Availability section for address.) A computer profile
of each client, i§ provided, along with a diagram with which
the 61ient's status maybe presented graphitally.

' Reliability

Validity

Advantages

The norms are continually updated. The normative group currently
consists dl several thousand human service clients. Normative
profires may be gederated by any combination of demographic
variables included on the first page of the machine-scorable form.'

Based on a sample of 1',018 persons who had been accepted for
rehabilitation services by state-federal VR agenCies in 29 states.
and the territory of Guam but who had not yet received services,
Hoyt reliability producedjoy RAVE analysis was found to be,.93
on the total scale and ranged from .69 to .97 on the subscales.
The reliability of the residual change scores, based on a group
of 105 alcoholic clients completing the scale at intake and again
six 10 ten months ,later, was determined for each subscale with
results ranging form .55 to .97.

to,

Thirty-two rehabtlitation counselors were asked to Pp te the degree
to which each of the original 150 items, from which the 80-item
scale was taken, was related t$ each of Maslow's five categories
of basic human needs, as defined by the scale developers. This
.step toward content validation produced an interrater coeffi;
cient of-,concordance of .91.

curther validatfoo work was done by examining the residual change
scores-of different orouos {i.e., clients closed unsuccessfully,
those stkll r.ectivin9 services, and those closed successfully
rehablIrtated).4 The clivntS consisted of 105 alcoholics-in-. .

volved-in a rehab lii-tatilbn project who completed the scale at

intake and again six-to ten months later (see Reliability sectidt1
N above). Six of the eight subScales demonstrated significant

change (c C= .05),, indicating that the measure is sensitive efiough
to discriminate between those clients who successfully completed
the VR process and those either still in-process or closed un--
successfully rehabilitated. Gc

This scale has an underlying theoretical rationale bgsed on
Maslow's basic needs4 It expands the areas covered to include

.1`
4-4
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Limitations

s.

thdse not directly vocational in nature but important to
reliabilitatiori and influenced by VR nonetheless.

lap-

% Tin addition to having-su,bscale scores that are sensitive to
client change,' it is quick. and easy to administer requires

little in-seratce training of personnel, and is machine gcor-,
-' able.

125

Availability

4

Becausi the,data are based on client report, distortions may
result.

Backer\ P. T. Measurement of outcomes: A report from the study
protip on measurement of outcdrlig's.:.1:71.1-1-mg-fitute on Rehabili-
tation Issues,, Denver, Colorado, April 15-17, 1974. institute,
West Virginia: Research and Training Center, 1974.

Growick, B.,S Butler, A J., & Sather, W. Validation of the
human service scale as a program evaluation tool. Unpublished
manuscript.

Reagles, K. W., & Butler, A. Human service scale: A new measure
for evaluation. Journallof Rehabilitation, 1976, 12(3), 34-38-.

University of Wisconsin Rehabilitationl-Research Institute. Back=
ground information of the construction and validation of the
human sei-vice scale. Unpublished manuscript.

Wright, G. N.-Letter announcing the 'availability of the human
servicf scale. ,

The machine-Lorable. answer sheets (which include the actual

1
scale items and information on the computer scoring services
thal,p.pe av, ilable can be obtained from --7

'''....-\,__

George N. Wright ,

University of Wisconsin
1500 Highland Avenue
Madison, Wi 53706



126 SAMPLE ITEMS.

HUMAN SERVICE SCALE

6. How often are you, uncertain. about decisions you

(0) sometimes

0 hardly ever

0 very often

(E) often

(0 as often as not

)

. 9. How often do you ,have
family?

(A) very often

(E) often

(.0 as often as)not

10. How often are you
exercising?

® yery often

(E) often

0.) as often as, Rot

I °

mice?

t
trouble 'Showing 'your feelings to your

<
co sometimes

(2) fiardly ever

bothered by shortness of breath when not

sometimes

0 hardly ever

31. How often do you feel dizzy?

GI) very often (C) sometimes

(i) often (E) hardly ever

(E) as often as slot.*

32. Generally speaking, how often do you talk to your famil
about what went on during the day?

0 very often 0 sometimes

(E) -often (E) hardly ever

(0 as often as not

I

43. Read the list of clubs and organizations to which people may belong.

I. any parent-teachers group

2. .church-connected groups (usher's club,-Ladies Aid, etc.).
'3. fraternal lodge or apxiliary
4. neighborhood clubs, community center (including YWCA, YMCA)
5. card clubs or social cldbs
6. veteran's association

4

7. service club (Rotary, Lions, etc.)
8. civic organizationS,(participation in charity drives,

Red Cross, etc.)
9; sports team

10. participation In political activities, a political club
or paPty



43. (cont.) Hqw many of the above,organizations do you take an
.

. active part in?

0 none of them

(8) or 2 of them

(D 3 or 4 of them

56. How many weeks

(A) none 1

(8). 1-8 weeks

(C) 9-16 weeks

® 5
® 7

or 6 Of them

or.more of them

during the last Six months were you unemployed?

1V24.weeks.

CO24 or more weeks

tsie

60. Which
.
C the following statements b,est describes your present

financial situation?

(A) very good- 0 poor

(8) good CO very poor . ,7

0) average

If employed -
.

64. How often:does your present work let you make decisions on
your own?

(A) ,very often (51) sometimes

,(8) often (D' hardly ever

(C) as often as not

65. -How often does yopr present work give you enough to do3

(A) very often (C) sometimes

-(i) often (8) hardly'ever

as often as not
s '

Reproduced by permission. Copyright by the University Of Wisconsin Regional
Rehabilitation Research Institute.
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Developerts)

/

INDEPENDENT. LIVING CHECKLIST (ILBC)

EXPERIMENTAL EDITION

1LBC was developed Sy Richard T. Walls, Thomas Zane, and
--John E. Thvedt at the West Yirginia"RehabilitatiOn Research

and Training center and copyrighted in 1979.

Purpose TheILBCfprovides a*measure of objective skills relevant to
independent living .by defining the degree to which a cfieht
or trainee, using whatever adaptive devices required, can
unction without constant aid and/or supervision.

Description The ILBC is a list of 343 independent living skill .objectrves
4 specif4ed in terms of conditions of performance, specific

behavior, and standards, of perfOrmarice. ;The objectives assess
skills in the following six categories: mobility skills,
self-careskills, home maintenance and safety skills, food,.
Skills, social \and communication skills, and functional'
academic skills.

Use The LLBC is useful for any client whose independent living
skills need to'be identified and/or developed. Specific
client gt-oups might include mentally retarded, blind, quadra-
plegics, clients institutionalized for ',long periodp of time,
severely disabled,'etc. The ILBC can be usein a variety of
settings, such as sheltered workshops, rehabilitation facili-
ties, educational/TraLning programs.

%

The ILBC is Uable to various professionals associated with
the rehabilitation and/or training of independent Jiving clients.
Counselors preparing Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plans
(IWRPfs)'will find'thatNthe ILBC provides a means of setting
goals and evaluating the client's progress. It de ines inde- .

pendent living Skills clearly, specifies a broad r nge of
skills applicable to a variety of necessary actLvi ies of
daily living, and sets clear standaYds for mastery of skills.
Program managers and progrevevalua+ion specialists will 'find
skill objectives specified in terms=of conditions,- behavior,
and standards permit documentation of client or trainee progress
as well as .m.measure of the effectiveness of services and/or
training. Additionally, tee ILBC provides them a means of
setting goals, determining 'accountability, documenting legis-
lative requirements, and outlining an objectively specifiedr-
curripulum for independent living skills. The flexibi.lity of

this instrument,is heightened in that only skill objectives
deemed relevant need to be used and additional skill object-
ives can be devel.Oped as needed.

The 1LBC is equally valuable to other professionals, Teachers
responsible for developing IndividUalized Education Plans
(IERts) can use the 1LBC tq set goals and evaluate prOgress.

; '
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Cottage or group homq parents/superivisorswill(find epecifi-
cation.6f a broad range of adaptive skills applicable to a .

wide variety of Jiving environments. Administrators of inde-

pendent training programs will' find an objective means for

developing acpountability, cost effectiveness, staffing
patterns, state plans, and funding applications.

.

Administration The use of the ILBC requires professional. judgment, but para-

professionals may ,easily be trained. l'The ILBC can be admini-

stered as often as necessary to maintain an accurate view of'

the client's'competence. In some instances a single assess-

ment of kill objectives may be sufficient, but in other cases

a periodic assessment of client or trainee skills is desirable. .

Administration is achieved by observing the client; the time

necessary varies depending on the number of objectives deemed

appropriate for the individual client.

Scoring A S.16,11 Summary Chart and a Ski It Objective'Profile are deve,6ped.

The Skill Summary Chart Fs used as an overall record Of all the

skill objectives achieved by the client in. all six categories.

The mastered by the in initia( assessment and in

training, as well as the delpthe skill was demonstrated or
completed, are entered on the Skill Summary Chart. For any

skill objective,mastered,2 is entered. For any objective

failed in initial dssessorhnt,'a entered. The d9t6

training.was begun,and the date training' was completed (the

skill was mastered) are recorded. The summary coluthn provides

a concise view of the skill objectives masteredin either
initial assessment or training, and so summarizes the individual

client's progress to date in each skill category.

The Skill Objective Profile allows for: a quick survey of over-

all client progress in each of the six skill categories. The

profile is constructed by dividing the number of skill objectives

mastered in-a category by the total number of skirl objectives'

considered applicable to the client in that category,

multiplied by 100. The instrument is hand scorable.

Reliability The ILBC is considered in terms Of reliability as stability

and reliability as interobserver agreement. Reliability as

stability was assessed using test- retest procedures'(two weeks

between. tests). Two observers rated video presentations of

five' rehabilitation clients performing 'five randomly selected

skill objectives from each of the six skill-areas (1..e.,

mobilitye.self-care, etc.). Stability across six categories

ranged from 96% to 100% using two observers. The overall

mean stability of the 1LBC was 98.0%.An index of interobserver

reliability was computed by comparing the scores of Observer I

and' Observer2 at Time I. Interobserver relibbility across

all six categories ranged from 96% to 100%. The overall /

interobserver.reliabllity of the ILBC was,98.7%

o
-WO

1
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Vlidity The skill objectives of this behavioral checklist are samples of
Situations. Content validity is an indication of h well the
skill objectives sample 4.he particular situation, 'i. ., inde-
pendent living,skills. Content validity does not yie d a
numerical value but-rather gives*a clear definition of the
universe represented and describes the procedure owed in
the sampling from that universe. Construction of the ILBC
began with more. than 200 behavioral checklists( collected lrom

rehabilitation facilities and schools throughout the United
States and other'countries. Of these checklists, 53 were
selected which contained items found to be constructed well
enough to suggest waysto assess independent living behavTbrs.
Thug, the universe was based on the experience of many trai-ring`
facApty and independent living personnel spread over a wide
geographic area. Rather than samplihs_from this broad array
of behaviors, the'entire universe was atd to suggest skill
objectives for mobility, self-care, home maintenance and
3afety, food, social and communication, and functional-academic

skills. .While the ILBC fills apparent gaps in existing measures,
the content of the 'Leg captures the collective experience and
judgment of an ImprossIve array of training personnel.. It is

more comprehensive than the wisdom and experience of a singe
facility, staff, or Training group. Thus, the content validity
of the ILBC must be considered high.a

sir

Criterion-related validity was examined by determining how
closely the skill'objectives of the ILBC conform to those behaviors
that have been found necessary to actually live in an inde-
pendent setting. Both laboratory and field-based research
have contributed to the development of the Nebraska Assessment
for Independent Living Skills (Schwab, 1979). Research and
development of the Nebraska skills involved w emotion-
ally disturbed short-term patients in state ospitals, a
.broad range of p6Cational rehabilitation clients in a fipld

// setting, and severely handicapped cerebral palsied clients.
In each of these settings, the'behaviors have been narrowed
anckretined to yield the present set of skills relevant
independent living. The behaviors identified by the Nebraska
grobp as being crucial for independent living were examined
by Walls, Zane, and Thvedt (1979)1fter the skill objectives
for the lux had been completed.. Thus, a high degree of

. agreement between what has been found important in contri-
buting to independence and the I.LBC 'would indicate high
criterion-related validity. All of the 17 categories defined
by Schwab (1979) as.essential for independent living were
found to be included in the ILBC. The criterion- related
validity with this extensively researchAd Nebraska source was
1.0 (100%).. The user, may have conflance.that theILBC

-Includes the important and relevant skills for independent %.

living.

Advantages The.skills to be assessed by the II BC be adjusted to suit. .

itt

4
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the type of training and /or the individual needs of the client
or trainee. This is accomplished by selecting only those
objectives which are relevant or writing additional objectives
which are needed....,,

Because skill objectives may-be ridded, deibted, and/or changed,
the 1LBC*is simply a checklist of skills-6 criterion-refer-
enced measure); it is note standardized instrument (norm
referenced) .

Schwab, L. 0. The Nebraska assessment for independent living
(Project,93-103).1 Lincoln, Nebdaska: Department of Human
Dev4lopment and the Family, University of Nebraska, 1979.

Walls, R. T., Zane, T., and Thvedt, J.E. The independent
living behavior checklist (experimental. edition). Dunbar,
WV: Research and Training Center Press, 1979.

Copies of the ILBC and other pertinent Normation is avail-
able from

Publications Department
West Virginia Rehabilitation Research

and Training Center :
One Dunbar Placa, Suite E
Dunbar, WV 2504
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SAMPLE ITEMS

'IND PENDENT.LIVING BEHAVIOIR.CHECKUTST--

Experimental Editipn

11! :

MOB1 L I TY SKILLS

On UP! Sta rs 4

_

toP

'condition: Given a flight of stairs of 5 steps or more with a handrail.

Behavior: 'Client climbs or travels up thl stairs.

Standard:.

Weight Carry

Condition:.

. Behavior:

Standard:

SELF -CARE SKILLS

Dressing 2

Condition:

Behavior:

AO*
Standard:

Behavior within I minute. Five steAlmust be traveled up the
stairs. '

27

Given 1ven a bag of'groceries (or a similar i em) weighing 10 to
15 pounds.

,

-14
Clients picks up' (from ekth

.

a floor or counte$4 and carries
the bag.

Behavior withi- 3 minutes. A minimum distance of 50,-feeTmust
'be traveled without dropping the bag or items.

Shower or Bath

Condition:

Behavior:

Standard:

HOME MAINF6A171617-,ARD1SAFETY SKILLS

Door Lock 2
F t

Condition: Given aikey for the entrance to the home (e.g., hodse, apartment,
4

Given underwear, oUter wear, socks, and shoes.

Client takes o-'-f and puts on clothes.

Behavior within 30 minutes. All under and ou*er wear garments
must be put on and laken off correctly. No fastring, zipping,
buttoning, 94: +ying is required;

35

Given a bathtub or spower prepared for bathing, soap, washcloth,
and towel.

Client undresses, washes the entire body including soaping,,the
`body and shampooing the_hair,__and then rinses and dries off -the _-
body.

Behavior wifhin 30 minutes. No soap or water must remain on the
b9dy; and'no d'rt must be visible.

Behavior:

Standard:

Client locks .1-'a door when 19aving the apartment.

Behavior mithi- 2 minutes. The key must be in the possession
of f cli nt :'efore.the door is lockod, and the door must be
locke so hat it cannot be opened without the key.

136



FOOD SKILLS,

Frying Pan 43.

Condftion.p

Behavior:

Standard

C

Given a .frying pan oda stove
pan .(plugged in), and.food to
reape.

133

burner, or an electric frying
be frled according to a specific

o

Client turns on theburner or electric, rying pan and
,

.the food,-
%.

Behavior within the time specified by the recipe.

must follow the recipe.'

SOCIAL AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS'

Conyac,sation. '5

condition:.

, Behavior:

Standard:-
tc,

fries'

.The cooking

$

Given a role play or natural situation in which theclierit

converses with otligrs. . .

Client initiates and participates in a converseion',..

In a role pl -ay or natprarsituation, all persons inter*viewed.
'must independently state that.the.client started an'd partici-'

icted'in a'conversation and did ndt remain, silent.

FUNCTIONAL ACADEMIC'SKILLS

Cash Purchase

Condition:
V

. .

'

4

'Behavior:

Standard:

32

Given specific item() to be purchased at.a cash regis
(e.g., food, clothes, movie ticket), and some money (no

checks or creditcards).

Client "Orchases'4.he item(s).-

Behavior within 5 minutes. Sufficient cash' mit be paid

to buy all of the items brought to the register, andothe
Zoi+ect change received.

Awoducki by b*Fmlsllons Copyright

Jobn'E. thyedt 4s the. thdebeniient Lisyfhg
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THE tEV L 01 REHAB1L)TATION SCALE (LORS)

e

. .q
Developer(s) The LORS was deveFoped by Raymond G. Carey of the Lutheran

General Hospital, in-Park Ridge, IllinorS, and Emil J. Posavac
of Loyola Univ sity of Ciiicagek, Illinois, in 1977:

.

. . I

igned, to provide a general assessment o f patient,Purpose The L RS isde
functi ng fo the purpose of progretn evasion rather than

. for cl !cal as ssment.. It provides an sessment of overall
functioning as a inWrent and as an out atient in order
to evaluate patient progress after discharge from the hospital
or health careofacility.y

Description The LORS contains five subscales which measure the following:
activities of daily living, or ADL (e.g., walking, grooming,.

transfer; etc.); cognition (e.g., speaking, reAding, writing,
etc.); home activities (e.g., cooking, housework, hobbi s,
etc.); outside activities (0.g': shopping, eiRectptor vents,
trips,4etc.); and social interactions(e.g., part cipating in
games with others, etc.). The scale contains 47 items.

.

Use LORS is designed to be used with all Clients in a'physicol
me cine.and rehabilitation unit. It seems more useful -I-9.
physical medicine and rehabilita}ion unit personnel or
rehabilitation facility personnel than to VR case managers'
or program managers., Inpatient rehabilitation teams have used
the information gathered from the LORS to monitor the.overall
level of program success and to satisfy the program evaluation
requirement4s of the Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation

The LORS has been revised receqtly (Carey,& Posavac, 1981Y: The
new version, the LORS - ,j1, would be useful to those interested
in assessing the progress of patients during their hospital
stays and for those interested in using cost effective methods of
meeting quality assurance requirements. The emphasis IS on
areas,that can be influenced by rehabiltation services.

..-

Administration he LORS should be administered at admission (witnin three days
of admission), at discharge, and again once the patient has had
an opportunity to return home and readjust to the home routine
(generally about six weeks. after disgorge). /Jf'one chooses to./
base ratings,on direct observattions, experienced clinician's
would be required (e.g.., phySieal therapists, occupational
Atherapists physiciansr or nurses). However, clerical personnel
can bg -I- ained to interview skilled clinicians and make the\
ratings. The same clerical personnel can conduct telephone
interviews ith family members to conduct follow up interviews
once the patientis home. It is necessary that,,the interviewer
be thoroughly 'familiar with litleicoring code-guide before

beginning interviews. The guide is WA- complicated but it is,
extensive and*cannot,be referred to during the interview.,
Administration of the LORS requires 10-20 miAutes.

--s.,

<

4±
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Each of ,the activities'making up the five major categories of
the LOR6js rate on a scale from zero to four by a trained
Interviewer. .Avcoding. manual is available which describes the
numerical ratings in behavioral terms. Because the activities
in the Cognition subscale have-a limited.dvert behavior

component (e.g.;-:teading), the functional level ratings of
cogriltive abilities require more judgment on the part of the
interviewer than the other subscales.

Once-indivTdual ratings have been made, subscale scores (e.g.,
ADL, Cognition; etc.) ace obtained by summing the item ratings

l'

for eaehzrcale and converting these sums into percentages
o norma nctioning. When the spouse or nurse.has not had
an'opportunity to observe a particular activity, the inter-
viewer -makes no rating of that activity, and the °Mission is
not "held against" the patient; the scoreis adjusted for the
unavailable ratings. A summary sheet accompanying the scale
contains formulas to Absi,st in converting sums Into percentages.

In developing the LORS, ten interviews were conducted with
',Ivo trained interviewers present in order to examine the
inteerater tenability. One interviewer made ratings based
on the informant's answers but did not otherwise parsticipate
in the interview. The correlations between the two interviewers
for the ADL and Cognition subscales were .97 and .96, respectively.

Inter-Informant reliability w assessed for 30 patients when
both nurses and spouses were nterviewed concerning'the clients'
abilities at admission. The rrelation between ratings based
on the'nurse admission intervie and the spouse admission
interview for AOL was .82. For nition it was .86, For ,

another perspective on inter-informant relrability,wo nurses
-were interviewed independently at discharge for 23 patients.
For ADL, the discharge inter - informant reliability was :95,
and for Cognition it was .89.

C 0

The internal 'consi;t-irIcy of.each subscale was examined by
calculating the homogeneity coefficient. This coefficAent is
tAsed to determine whether the subscales of the'LORS are'Measure4

of single variables or, whether the subscales ar erogeneous.
Cronbach's alpha was used with each administra ion of the LORS.
The mean, alpha coefficient for ADL was .93; fOr Cognitio9, the
mean alpha was .138. The homogeneity coefficients were equi7
valent'whether theyeile-calculated ph the basis of nurse ratings
or spouse ratings. TheIxemaining three subscale Were Only,
adminiStered-to'the,spouse and were shorter than,ADL and
Cognition. The 'alpha coefficients were .85rfor HoiroActivities,
.76 for

,

Ntside Activities, and .64 for Social Interactions. .,

The LORS possesses.goodinterrater eliabifity and inter-informant'
reliability. The homogenelti f L andltognition was also
excellent. The tower homogene coeffrcients for Home Activities,
Outside Activities, and cSo4i Interactions should be evaluated
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References

a_

against the, purpose of the LORS. If The'LORS used
estrMate the overall functioning of a group f r program

evaluption purposes, these subscales possess adequate homo-
geneity. These three scales', however, are not of suffitient
purity:to use confidently as,essessment instruments for indi-
vidual patients.: ri

Convergent and discriminant validity were constructed to
determintif the ADL and Cognition- subscales are distinct -

froM oneighother. Ratqngs on' the e two subscales were avail:-
able from both a nurse and a spous for 30 patients. , lf

ADL and Cognition are distinct abili ies, then correiations
of the ratings of ADL and Cognition mild be lower than
the inter- informant reliabirity of bo h ADL and Cognition.

' intef-informant correlation ofADL (.82) aid Cognition-
1110(.86),exceed the correlati between ADL and Cognition

for both nurses (.59) and s dses (.50).

.

'.Crrterton validity was constructed to determine if the subscales
reflect known differences along clients. Although based on a
small` sample, subscales, did discriminate between left and right
hemiplegic CVA pa lefts as,exyected. Left Memiplegic CVA

.

patientt ce perceptual AlfficUli( es while right hemiplegic
patien s suffer greater speech difficelts. The subscales
correctly detect these differences in that Cognition scores '

are higher for left hemlillegi.c*CVA patients both at admiss

and at discharge; owever, right hemiplegic CVA pati im-

prOve more on AD since they are Jess burdened by Rggceptual
problems. A,

,

A' g'
Some of a8Varita-Os df using the RS include the following:

it elatively inexpensive,' it' is u ul_Irn providing a

q titativeopssessmObt"of functioning forboth inpatieOts and
utpattients, and, its is behav)orally anchofed 'and useful in

documenting imprOvements resulting from medical care.

The LAS is intended to provide a global measure of functioni-Ag
and not to' be a.clinician's tool. Also, a few itenis on the
Cognition and'AOL subsCaies are concerned with areas that
canhot be changed by rehabilitation services. Those items have,
been omitted -from the LORS-11 (mentioned in theUse section)
to order to focus moreciearty on areas over which rehabilitation
services have an.inffuence.

. '10
Carey, h; Posavac, E. J. TFie level of rehabilitation
kale - .11 '(LORS -11): Acomprehensive and cost - efficient method'
of evaluating rehabilitation programs. Manuscript' pending

"publication, 1981.

Posavac, F.

.-hOlon scale to Functional

Review. Falls Church, Virg

1
CareV0.R.,G.;.& Posavac, E.
Maditina and genabilitation
Physical' Medicine and Rehab

,Manuaf,forithe'level of rehab4IF-

Limitations: A State .of the Art's''
',Ilia:, Indices, Inc., 1978:

Rkggam evaluation of a physical.
unit: A new approach. Archjves of

Liltation, 1978, a, 330-337.
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The LORS, along with the Tanual, scoring codes, rating sheets,
and scoring' aids, is available from

Raymond G. Carey, Ph.D.
Director
Health Care Evaluation Division

(m
Parkside Medical Services Corp.
1580 N. Northwest" Hwy.

Park Ridge, IL 60068

information on the LORS-I1 can also be obtained from the above
source. ,

I

I
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Name of'patient

LEVEL OF REHABILITATION SCALE

RATING SHEET

Informant

Interview:

. I. Admission 2. Di c rge 3. °6-week follow-4R 4. 44-month follow-up

Date: ,

Note: 4When informant doegfigikam_RItiantIsahliity, enterJ122'
and treat as NA in scoring_

ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVINQ (ADL) 4
.

J41! Ab le to get about \

---_

. , ---

2. Ability to walk .

3. Speed of walking
.,.... .

'4. Does bed and chair transfers

b. Overall efficiency of feeding self

6. Speed of feeding self . .

7. Independence,in using toilet .

8. Bowel and bladder control .

. A
9. Grooms self

.

......

10. Speed in,groomtiv self . .

--=4t
.

II. Independence in dressing self .. .

. .

12. Speed in.dressing self-

13. Independence in bathing
,

.

14. Speed in. bathing . .

COGNITION'
,

.

15, Is oriented ;for time (e.g.,
.

the hctur, day, month)

16. Understands speech such aq simple directions .

17. Uses "Yes" and "No" appropriately . .



18. Quality of speech

'19. Speed of speech

20. Use of gestUrel in place of speech (NA for patients wirthout speech
impairment)

21. Reads

22. Writes*

23. Can make change for money

es_more_ comp 1 euratunettoAtalsixicashk&ook income tax forms)

25. Initiation and apftopriateness of v)cial behavior (eye contact,
smiles)

139

26. Able to shift from one task to another with relative ease and speed
IC

(Patient does not repeat letters when writing, can move through the
steps of grooming self without help fn stopping a step and moving
on to the next step)

27. Can monitor own behavior (aware of own mistakes in speech, realizes
some behaviors would be inappropriate)

28. Ability to correct errors (as in #27)

29. Recent memory (0 = less than 10 minutes; 4 = 10 minutes, or more)

HOME ACTIVITIES

30. Prepares simple foods and drinks (juice, toast, coffee)

.31. Performs light'housekeeploa chores (meals, dishes, dusting)

C

32. Performs heavy housekeeping chores (floor, window washing)

33., Performs odd jobs in or around the house (gardening, minor repafts,
mending, sewing)

34. Engages in individual pasttimes (reading, knitting, collecting)

35. Manipulates telephone and/or television (dialing, changing stations
-- do not rate speech impairment

. OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES

36. Wants to engage in simple outside activities (walks, 'rides)

37. Does shopping and other errands (food, clothes, banking)

38. Attends spectator events (theater, concerts, movies, sports)

143
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39. Uses transportation accompanied "(auto, cab,.train,-plar2e)

40. Uses transportation independently (Rate NA if #39 was 0)

414 Takes longer trips (5 hours) accompanied

42. Takes longer trips independently (Rage'NA if #4I Was 0)

SOCIAL INTERACTION

43. Participates in games (cards, checkers) with others (Do not
rate skill.)

44. Participates in home social activities (family visits friends)

45. Attends social functions outside of home (friends' homes, eat out)

46. Goes to church or synagogue

47. Goes to -work or school

144
.
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.Purpose

Description,

L0NGITUDINAL.F6NCTIONAL ASSESSMENT SYSTEM (LFAS)

=10
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The LFAS was develope,7. by The Institute for RehabiCtation
Research, Behavioral Ecology Program, Houston, Texas, and cppy-
righted in 1981.

The ,LFAS will provide continual measurements of actual patient.

activity over time.

4

The LFAS is composed_of four components. (1) The S'elf-tbserva-

tion and Report Technique (SORT) is the primary date collection
me4-hod used to gather information about the daily activities

of selected target individuals. The SORT is an interview
techni ue tliat can be used in a variety of data coilection modes.

The interview can be conducted by e In ervtewer via .the
telephone or face-to-face with the client. In essence, the SORT

interview is a technique to quantify a person's daily activities
during a.certain periodpf time, usually 24 hours. The inter-

xiewer records the client's reported 'sequence of behaviors.

To help clients reconstruct their activities, 'the interviewer
must be able to provide prompts to stimulate and enhance ,the

clients' recall. As the activities are reported, the inter-
viewer translates the activities into unii-s of behavior. When

completed, the interview produces a quantitative record of
what the person did, when, with whom, where, and some informa-

tion on how the activities were carried out.

(2) There are two mechanical or electro-mechanical devices
employed in the LFAS to provide measurements of specific
behavjoral parametefs. The wheelchair odometer is a small,

unobtrusive mechanical counter. When attached to the wheels

of a'Wheelchair, periodic readings of the c&ter produce

a measure of the linear distance traversed during a period

of time. The number of 'feet traversed during a week, for

example, is an excellent measure of mobility. The RTM/STM

is a sMall deice which records elapsed time electrically.
When connected to pressure sensitive pads and placed beneath
either the' mattress of a bed-or a wheelchair cushion, t e
RTM/STM device provides a measure of time out of bed (Re t -\ .

. Time Monitor - RTM) or time sitting in a wheelchair (Sit Time /

Monitor - STM).

(3) The Environmental Negotiability Survey (ENS) provides a
sensitive, objective, quantitative approach to assessing

-,4Jving environments for the'physically disabled. The data

prOduced by the ENS cansbe used to counsel clients on home

modifications on a cost-benefit basis.

:(4) The Longitudinal Data Management System (LDMS) is a

package of computer programs designed to greatly facilitate.
management and analysis of LFAS data. Although designed. to

.1. support the data produced by extensive use of the SORT, the

LOMS is very flexible and,can be applied to 'many data Manage-

ment problems:
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The focus of the system is on the patient's performance under
everyday circumstances:both within.4the hospital and following
discharge. .Measurements of the ,pati'ent's performancb are made
ea] include the location, tide, as4stance from others,
sociability, diversity and number of specific behaviors, and
rate of change in these behaviors over time. lie LFAS is focused

on measures of actual client behavicir.

USQ< The LFAS has been developed, tested;- and refined in the context
of comprehensive rehabilitation for spinal cord injuries, and
thus is most appropriate when used in similar context's.
However, the SORT and supporting computer-based data management
system is very flexible and can be used for many purposes with
many different populations in both institutional or hospital
settings as well as with clients at home or'in the community.

The LFAS should be useful to various rehabilitation professionals
(e.g., case managers, program managers, physicians, occupational*
and physical therapists, social workers, and others). Case

\,managers may find it useful in,determining eligibility, developing
\rehabilitation,plans, and assessing client progress. Program

mat3agers may find it useful in documenting the impact of their
6 programs. In addition, the LFAS should be useful for a number

of research and program evaluation 13urposes.

The LFrols designed for individual assessment over long
periods of tim& (up to years). Howe,;er, the LFAS.can be used
to reflect the functioning of systems (wards or units, programs,
services, etc.). The LFAS is most powerful when employed to
proVid4 measures of patient/tlient outcome. That is,the LFAS-

provides measures of dependent or criteria variables.

Administration TheLFAS measurement tools can be used by rehabilitation team
-members (nurses, therapists, case managers,gmetc.), by profess-

i-Onal performance monitors, or byresearchers. The time

required for use varies With the extensiveness of application.
Generally, less than two person hours 'per patient interview are

.,required to collect, process, and interpret the data from the
SORT.

-_

Scoring .
Thera Is no scoring in the traditional sense, ssociated with the

questiohnaire instruments. Each nvissurement foil in the LFA

System (SORT; Odometer,,RTM/STM,-ENS) produces data that can
be easily hand tallied to reveal pertine dicators.

.(F) SORT. For use with spinal cord jured opulatiohs, ,key in-

dicators of status and progress cats be tallie directly from the

interviews. When the SORT is employed with .the LQMS, a wide

arrayAf behavior status indicators can be developed. The

progti* include the capability of develop,ing norms for any

-ifekof indicators for any population:

(2) Odometer. The cumulative counter is read periodically

(e.g., daily, weekly). The cbunts on the counter represent

wheel revolutions. A simple convetelot translates counts into-146
4 s
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linear distance (e.g., feet, i$eters). Theri(easure of mobility
is the distance traversed per time period "(tdays, weeks).

(3) RTM /STM. The measurements produced o hours sitting or
hours out of bed can be used directly fo assessment of status
and progress. It is useful to average daily data into weekly
means.

(4) ENS. Scoring of the ENS involves/little more than calcu- /
lating percentages. The data produc d can be used directly
for assessments of living- arrangemeil s or for counseling for
environmental modification. .

The developer reports high levels/of reliability and accuracy
for each of the LFAS companents./

The developer reports that the LFAS has documented validity
in the following areas. There are no inferred underlyg
constructs; face validity is high. The key indicators of
functioning for spinal cord injury are internally consistent.
The measures of client status are useful to clijical teams
conducting programs of comprehensLve- rehabilitation. The key
indicators of functioning for spinal cord injuries have extremely
high predictive validity.

I

Some of the advantages include the following: '(I) LFAS can
be used to provide rela.tive4-c,continuous monitoring rather

than periodic assessment; (2 1FAS is based on rtbservable
patient behavior as it occurs, rather than global- estimates,
retrospective judgment, oi- professional opinion; (3) the
indicators of cliehf functioning are objective and "quantified;,
(4) the LFAS will reveal outcomes or results that were not anti-
cipated or are unexpeced; (5) the orientation of the LFAS
is to monitor dicectly whatever clients do in their everyday
routine and then translate this actual behavior into quantitative'
assessment of performance rather than basing it on prior.
pre-selected cai-ego'r i es of behavior.

Limitations Some of the limitations include the following: (13 The LFAS
i designed for longitudinal application. Although it can be
used in a point -in -time fashion it has limited application-
as an ipitial status evaluation -or screening device. (2) The
primary data collection, tool (the -SORT) requires use with

clients of average intelFigence and verbal communication skills.
(3) The ENS requires'a home visit with the client present.
(4) The rationale and techniques of the LFAS are unconventional,

--
_ Aithougtr- simple andesy to ,understand, most rehabilitation

professionals are unTamiliar with this approach,

References Alexander, J . l., b Wi I I ems, E, P. Qua I i ty of life: Some
measurement 'requirements. Archives of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation. 1981, 62 26I -265.'
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E.--P9.;..Behavioral ecology, health status,iond health J
care: Applications to the rehibilitatiop setting. 'In I. Altman
and J. F. Wohlwill (Eds.), Human behavidr and etfvironment.
New York: Plenum, 1976!

-I.

Willems, E.,R. & Alexander, J.. L. Behavioral indicators of .
client progress after spinal cord injury: An ecological
contextual approach. In T. Millon, C. J. Green, & R. B. Meagher, Jr' -:
(Eds.), Handbookoof health care'clinical psychology. New York:
Plenum, in press.

A list of additional references can
'Alexander (see Availability section

MateriaJsand additional information
tacting the appropriate office at --

Amp

The Institute for Rehabi
Research (TARR)

1333 Mouriund Avenbe
Hotiston, TX 77030

be obtained from
for addreAs).

can be obtained by con-
,

litation and

. J. L.

A training package for the SORT is available through the
Division of Education, TIRR." For some pUrposes, additional
technical assistance may be required.

The 1.-.DMSAmputer package is available through the Division of
Educatidn, TIRR. Technical assistance for installation and ,

initial familiqrization with the programs may be required.

A traini.rig package for the ENS is being developed and should

be available through the*Division of Education, TIRR, sometime
in 198?i,

The wheelchair odometer and /STM instruments can be obtained
from the Rehabilitation, pgineering Center, TIRR. Contact either
Dr. L. S. Halstead-or or. T. A. Krouskop at'TIRRe

Additional information or inquiries shoU44.*be directed to
-Dr. J: L. Alexander in Behavioral'Ecology (G-238), TIRR..

Wit'
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THE'PULSESAPROFILE
GRANGER ADAPTATIO

Developer(s) The PULSES' Profile is a riation of the PulheMs_ProtiJe /

developed by the Canadian Army and later adapted by the U.S.

Army. Moskowitz and McCann,changed the specifications of the
PULSES Profile and indluded additi.onal .itemsto make it more
appp-qable to the aged and the chronically ill in 1957.

Carl V.. Granger made additional modifications in the mid 1970's.

. ,
.

PurpOse The PULSES Profiie reflects a flient's independence in life
functioning and hence is an indicator of the severity of a
client's-disability.

Description

se

The PULSES P1.O?iie contains six items which are scaied from
one to four, reprewting the clientneed for assistance
in performing different activities. "tine indicates indepen-
dence from the help of others, whlie-"fourn Indicates compigte
dependence. Each letter in the acronym, PULSES, represents one
of the six different areas to be investigated. The areas are as

foilows:

p - physical condition;

U - upper limb functions, including self-care activitiosA

L - lower limb functions, including mobility;

S - sensory components relating to communication
and vision;

cretory functions;

- Situationai factors, including intellectual
and emotionai adaptagility, support from the
famifylunit, and financial. ability.

The PULSES Profile was originally intended to assess individuals
in a restricted environment with limited physical requirements.
it needs to be supplemented with other assessments for use in
the rehabilitation process -- rehabilitation agencies and facili-
ties obtaining information about_the_severity of the disability
and especially with the mentally retarded and emotionally

disabled.

The PULSES Profile is useful to both case managers and 0.ograth

managers. It provides thexase manager wilt a crude indicator of
what the client dan do and what problems he/she might experience.
t is beliefloial to program managers and case managers in planning
and delivering services, in describing individual and group
progress in rehabilitatiOn and in evaluating treatment effective-

ne-ss. Wcould arso be usefUi in population surveys conducted to

determine levels of disability.-

14-9
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AdMInistration Adminkstration ot the' PULSES Profile requires training but
little professional judgment. It is generaliy.completed
after reviewing,client,records, including all pertinent`
medical and social data, and interviewing the client. The
numerical values given the various categories constitute the
basis of interpretation; therefore, counselors and other

_paramedical personnerare.relieved of the difficult task.
of interpreting medical data. Itcan be administered in a

I. few minutes.
v. v

The scale can be administered at various points. Assess-
. mants at admission, discharge, and follow-up can.indicate

the effectiveness and efficiency of services. Assessment at
the time of client transfer to another agency or facility can
provide patient functional status information.

Scoring rating of I to 4 in each area proVide a profile of the
clients .functioning in each area. Atotal score is calcu-
lated by summing the area ratings. Total. scores range from

:6-to 24. The higher the score, the more dependent the person.
Studies have suggested useful operational butting points for
distinguishing varying degrees of severity in a disability),

'further study needs to be done in this_ared. The scale can
be hand'scored in a matter of minutes.

Reliability

Pt

Validity

Three hundred seven severely disabled adults, former patients
at 10 comprehensive medical rehabilitation centers, were sub-
jects in a study in Which the PULSES Profile was administered.
Test-retest reliability was .87 and intercoder reliability ),

was above .95.

Two hundred sixty -nine patients who were admitted to an acute
stro e u it were discharged home, to a rehabilitation unit, or 11-
to a ong -term care, facility. Discriminant function analysis
indicated that the PULSES and Barthel Index (a measure of a
client's independence in mobility, self-care, and bladder and
bowel control) discharge scoresvere the strongest predictors
of discharge outcome from a numberof factors. Also, the
PULSES and 'Barth t Index scores ,at discharge correlated -.9
(they are scored 4n opposite directions).

Similar L esults were obtained with' information gathered on 45
patients who had been transferred from-a stroke unit to a
rehabilitation unit. DisdrimjnAnt function analysis indicated,
that the PULSES and Barthel Index rehabilitation discharge scores.,2
along with the rehabilitation discharge level of intellectual 7)
and emotional adaptability, made statietically'sidnilicant

contributions to the equation predicting discharge outcome.

,Advantages ghe PULSETProfile is brief and easy to use. It is.a ve,uable
tobi for rehabilitation prattitioners as,long as it is used
as a brief profile of the clra9t's.abillty rather than as a
measure of detailed evaluation.,
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mitatione 'The PULSES ProfiieeisIttriented toward the physically disabled.
Clients who arwtotally blind or totally deaf or Wentally re-

o , ,tarded would be con,Si red'mlld to moderately disabled if there,
o,

.:. I

were no other compl ons. However, the. Rehabilitation Act
of 1.973 indicat all Of these are severe disabilities.

..t4,,.. ,
,Next, it is'pos in to lie .classified asiseverely disabled .if

a score of 4, o abnormality) is assigned for eacb item
(total score o'f-I2), yet a person who is totally dependent in

areas-and totally independent in all others can receive
,

th same score. Therefore; the medical conditions and the
environmental conditions mus always be understood in context

l,:!. -
withethe functtonal scor,

Ag.'":.
Thisehould-avoid problems. in

adoption of the scar:, **?State agencies on a widespread basis

Neer-
to detelnline eligibili y. Finally, the method focuses on the
client's actual fun lolling rather AW6n ability to cope,with
the condition; therefore, the systemdoes assess the clieRps

el

e progress when thee assessment is repeated over time.
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. POLSES-PROFILE

s GRANGER ADAPTATION

.P - Pflysi.dal condition: includes diseases of -the viscera (cardiovascular,
gastrointestinal, urologic, and endocrine) and neurologic disOrders:
I. Medical problenis sufficiently stable that medical or nursing

monitoring-is not.requtred more often than 3-month intervals.
, 2. Me I or nurse monitoring is nee6d more often than 37-month

tervals but not each week,

4 '3
' Me ical problems are sufficiently unstable as to require regular

med cal and/or nursing attention at least weekly.
4. Medi 'Problems requite intensive medical and/or nursing afitention

at-keas daily (excluding personal care assistance only).

U - Upper limb f nctlItS: Self-care activities (drink/teed, dress upper/lower,
brace/prothe is, groom,'wash:perineal care) dependentmairily upon upper /
limb immtio -

I. r epen ent in self-care without impairment Of upper Limbs.
2. In e ndent in self-care with some impairment' of upper limbs._'..
3. Dependent upon assistance or supervision in self-care witb or

without impairment of upper limbs.
4. Depende4t totally in self-care with marked impairment of upper 0

limbs.

L - Lower limb functions: Mobility (transfer phair/4-oilet/tub or shower,
walk, sta-irs, wheelchair) dependent mainly upon lower limb function:
I. Independent in mobility Without irripairment of lower limbs.

'2. 'Independentinmobility with some imppirment in lower limbs; such
. asneedin ambulatory aids, a brate or prosthesis, or else fully

a independent in a wheelchair without significant architectural or
environmental barriers.

410-. Dependent upon assistance or supervision in mobility with or without'
impairment of lower' limbs, or partly 'independent in a Wheelchair, or-i27. .

there are significant architectural or environmental barriers.
Dependent totally in mob litrWith marked impairment of lower

S.,:10 Sensory components: RelatI4 to communication (speech and hearing)-and

I. Independent in communication and (dsion without impairment. _ -

2. Independent In communication and vision 'with some impairment such
asmild dysal*hria, mild aphasia, 9r need for eyeglasses or hearing
aid, or needing regular eye medidafion:

3. Depepdent upon assistance, an interpreter, or supervision in
communication or vision. b

4. Dependent, total ly in communication or vision.
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E - Excretory functions: . (bladder,and bowel):
Complete voluntary control of bladder and bowel sphincter's..

2. Control of sphincters allows normal social-activities despite
urgency,or need for catheter, appliance, ,suppositories, etc.

-Able to'care for needs without assistance. *

3. Dependent upon assistance in sphincter management or else has
accidentvccasionally.

4. Frequent wetting or soiling from incontinence of bladder of
bowel sphiecters.

S Support factors: Consider intellectual and emotional adaptability,
suppor't from family unit, and financial ability:
I. Able to fulfill usipal roles and perform customary tasks.
2: Must make some mocrification in usual roles and performance of

customary tasks.
3. -Dependent upon assistance ervision, encouragement or

assistance -from a public or private agency due to any of the
abdve considerations .

4. Dependent apoh long-term institutional care (chronic hospitalization,
s.nursing, home, etc.) excluding time-limited hospital for specific-
'evaluation, treatment, or active rehabilitation.

.s

keprOduced"by-permission Of Carl V. Granger.
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REHABILITATION INDICATORS 611'0'

Developer(s). The Rehabilitation Lndidators are being developed by
Leonard.Diller, Milbert Fordyce, Durand Jacobs, and ,

Margaret Brown for the Rehabilitation indicators Project
at the'New Y FI( University Medical Center.

.

4
Purpose e t RI's will be used to assess and describ diverse aspects

. 4

of client functioning.
..,

.
.

.1 .
Description RI's consist of four assessment instruments (i.4., Status4

IndrcatOrs, Activity Pattern Indicators, Skill Indicators,
and'ElPitrAental Indicators) which are designed to Capturesand'

and information about client functioning
across various rife'areasfrom four points of view. Each
of the four instruments can be used individually,or in com-
bination with the *hers. The RI's are desc"riptive state--
ments presenteci in."non-jargon" language and they refer to
specific, observable aspects of behavior and environment.
Each descriptor may act as an indicator:of rehabilitation
progress, depending on the individual or roup assessed and

.4
on the rehbbilitation set+ing in which t the assessment occurs.

- A4( indicated beloK, the four sets of descriptors differ in
the aspects of fuhcti,onivg investigated and in approaches to
data gathering. ,

1.

(I) Status Indicators consist of approximately 50 descriptors
in. six areas of functlAing: vocation, income, education
self -carritincluding housing arrangements a assistance
provided), transportation,an'd family role. Sta s In-
dicators may look like "demographics," but they clude
only those variables that can be influenced by disability
and by rehabilitation efforts. Status' Indicators are
recorded in an inventory format-by,ihterviewing the client
or significant other, or by investigating already existing
records.

(2) Activity-Pattern Indicators.(API's)tare a family of
instruments that are designed to desoribe an individual's
patterns of daily activity,: types of. activities en- ,

gaged in, locatidn,.use of assistance, and level of con:-
current social Ddb -fact. Two*basic approaches to gather-
ing such data have been developed: (a) An inventory of
activities, in which a standard list is used to review,
the 'nature of activities engaged in during a specified
time sample (e.g., "last week," unless atypical for
the person). The Inventory is administered either through
(interview or self-administered questionnaire. An op-
tional activity diary can be filled out daily by the
rndividual Trior to the Inventory'ssing administered.
(b) A Timeline format is also available in which through

154n 0
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ew an individual reconstitutes two recent typical,
days, from.-memory or on the basis of an optional diary.
Data=gathering time with either format varies with the
number of optional activity dimensions being coded and
the complexity othe Individual's pattern of activity;
typically claims on the d4ta gatherer's time vary from
five minutes (with the Self-Administered Inventory) to
50 or60 minutes (with a timeline intervi& in which the,
informant has not kept a diary and where all optional
activity dimensions are coded).

(3) Skill Indicators contain 711 specific skills which provide
a 'description of the "behAvior tools" a person has or has
problemt,with in meeting his/her vocational, educationdl,
recreational, family role, -self -care, and other goals.

.

The skills are organized into more than 70 skill packets, t

and users pre-select only those packets relevant to their
target audienci and only the relevant skills within each
packet. The Skill Indicators assess tasks that are

.. meaningful units (e.g.-, "turns knob, to open door "), They
-d not assess partial tasks or movements, such as rotating

s T earm, nor do they assess feelings or thoughts. Skirl
I icators are recorded in a problem list format by ob- .

erving or interviewing the client or significant other.

. . . t .

(4) Environmental Indicators are presently being developed and
describe aspects of the client's physical, social,'and
personal environment that support or hinder the attainment
of rehabilitation goals.

RI's focus largely on firctioning per se, rat on impaired
fUnctioning or functioning that compensates for an impairment
(e.g., u fng sign lenguage). Therefore, RI descriptors can be

-..3)

used In a essing able-bodied persons as well as persons
with any.t pe of dISdbility (e.g., physical, psychiatric,
sensory> and/or developmental)._ The developers of RI's
recommend their use in nearly all rehabilitation settings
(e.g., state-federal VR, rehabilitation facilities, medical
rehabilitation, independent living centers, etc.) as well as
non-rehabflitatiop settings (e.g. mental health centers and
ho,Oitals)-

RI descriptors are designed to be used14 a number of4rehab-
.

ilitation professionals (e.g., program manager*, -nurses, .`
psychologists, physicians, aides, occupational therapists,
etc.). Using RI destfiptors, program managers Ciill-tie able
to document client change, thereby enhancing the'fgce validity
of evaluation data; better monitor and\supervise counselors;
'and identify the usefulness of specific inputs in contributing
to client outcomes aMong speOlfic.client groups. The generic
.

.
f.
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language of the descriptor's will aid case managers
dqtermining eligibility; identifying client needs;:specifying
goals, measuring multidimensional outcomes, and assessing
goal attainment.. Another feature of the Rlis flexibility is
the convenience of using only those forms and items selected,

as :appropriate to the individual client and/or specific pro-
graffi. In addition, the use of the RI\descriptors should
prove helpful in facilitating inter -- setting and inter-
professionil commThication and in providing information for
program evalUators,cresearchers, and policymakers.

Administration RI data can be ascertained in a variety of ways (e.g.,
professional or par4rofessional observation, self- report
via interview and/or self-administered questionnaires,

//interviews with the client's significant other(s) or relevant
rehabilitation personnel). RI data can be obtained at any
point in the rehabilitation process, or subsequent to it. The
RI project staff plays a significant role in recommending to re- .

habilitation settings how best to gather RI dateto meet the
needs of the particular setting. The negotiation process be-
tween RI.asers-and the R4 project staff ii.designed to deVelop
a modified package4of descriptors whichraithough uniquely
applicable to its setting, uses Modules that are comparable
'across settings. 14the future, training packages will re-

, place the need for Stich intense RI staff participation in planning.

Scoring Status Indicators generate categorical,A7scriptive data that
are not scored as such. Status.data can, nevertheless, be
used to describe individualized categorical change (e.g.,
change in employment status, greater access to transportation).

Activity Pattern Indicators' scoring *depends upon which data;
gathering format is adopted and which dimensions of activity-
have been ,oded. 'The standard form of data reduction, how-
ever, consists of measures of the individual's level of par-
ticipation within activity categories (e.g., vocational,
active recreation, travel.). Measures depend on the form
used: The Inventory generates two measures, frequency and,
diversity, whil.e.the Timeline-generates an additional measure;
percent duration. Leyels'of participation Can also be gen-
erated -1:o describe where an Individual engages in the activity'
(i.e.s home vs. away) ;, use of assistance during activities
and/or the presence of other people .during activities. Thus,
API data are descriptive of an individutl's participation In
home and comlunity settings.,

Skill indicators are simply scored: A ratto.for each skill
packeinprporated into the assessment is generated to in-
dicate the-rfumber of skills viewed as being problems or as
being null compared to the total number of skills In the
packet. Scoring' is used to summarize the skill descriptors,
but typically users place greater emphasis on individual skill
change than on the summarized data.



Reliability

Validity

r
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Ri'descriptors are designed for individual.assessmentl data
can be summarized for individuals or across individuals to
provide group data.

Reliability, is contihually being explored Po i wide variety
of contexts during field testing to determine training pro-1
cedures to optimize the reliability of data gather Mg. Test-
retest reliability Of an earlier form of the Inventory, for
example, was determined using samplessorindividuals to pr7.
v-ide activity data relevant to two typical contiguous weeks.
With N=20, 10,of 12 categories of activity by type were
significantly correlated over the two weeks' data sets. These
data were ArserubseguentLy to'improve the,format and proced-
ures of this instrument. More exhaustive studies are pres-
ently being conducted relevant to the Timeline form\of API's
and to the Skill Indicators.

Validity is being explored by correlating RI data with dis-
ability information, demographics, psychological test scores,
and other functional measures. For example, when paraplegic
and guaers'd1Aegic groups were compared, the forrper had stj-
nificantly more diverse patterns of activity, traveled more,
and spent more time in family role activity (e.g., paying

bills, shopping); females engaged in more social activites
than males; greater diversity of activity was associated with
lower values on'a measure of depression. Results of studies
of RI's and other measures that reflect on validity have
been and will cdntinue to be published.'

Advantages RI descriptors provide the following advantages: .(1) Their
organizing characteristics and variety of uses make them
flexible enough to be used in a wide selection of evaluation
approaches. (2). They allow multidimensional and observable°
outcomes to replace unidimensional definitions of program
success. Program evaluation can focus on an appropriately
wide or narrow range of functioning to reflect fully the

- "ye tionaf only" to "independent't+ving" to even more
rehab' tion agency's areas of accountability - from

adry focused areas. (3) Their structure and organization
allow for ease of data reduction "as appropriate; information
can be obtained (at relatively grosslevels and/or at telathiely
specific levels, with data collapsed to appropriate levels as
program, evaluation needs dictate. (4) They provide a Ian-

. guage of functional assessment with broad 1applicability,,with
the potential for use between various subsystems of rehab-

. . ilitation'(e.g., VR, Developmental Disabilities, Independent
4 Living, Medical Rehabilitation, etc.) and varing sets of par-

ticipants (e.g., client-counselor, superVisor-counselor, etc.).
(5) Their dissemination through the identificatidn of specifid
packages of descriptors relevant'to particular settings will
provide individuar'Sets of descriptors based on the needs of
the user while generating data which can be pooled for broader
analysis.
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Limitations. The variety of applications of RI's within rehabilitation
have not yet been as,fully tested as the developers would

alike, limiting the depree to which they can be freely dist-

, 'seminated.
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SAMPLE ITEMS

REHABILITATION INDICATORS

Status Indicators
S4..I Housing Arrangement:

0 S4.11 Enter one code for type of
4 dwelling; if code is greater
than "2", complete and skip
to S4.2.,

S4.I2 For codes "0-2" in S4.II,
enter number of rooms
r-

S6.I Public Transportation Status:
For each type, enter one code.

S6.II 'Taxi service

0 S6.12* Transportation for disabled
(i.e., specially" hired,

accessible vehicle)

S6.I3 Bus service

44:1 S6.I4 Train/subway

155

S4.II Codes: Types of Dwellings

0 House
1 Apartment

.

2 Hotel room or suite
3 Half-way house, short-term placement
4 Hostel, long-term group living

5 Institution, private orseMi-

private room
6 1pstitution, more than four pecsons

in a room
7 Intermediate care nursing, home

8 Skilled nursing..home
9 Other housing

S6.I Codes: Level of Use

0 Used frequently (once'a week or more
°often)

1 Used occasionally (less tWan ona week)

2 Not used, but available

3 Not used, not available

4_

'- Activity Pattern Indicators: Self-Administered Inventory

6. How many times , If "0" in week, how

in the Week... did you do this Housework activity? 'many times in the Month?

Cook or prepare meals (like make'breakfast, make
coffee, set.the table)?

Do dishes (includes clear the table, load dish-
washer, dry dishes, put them away)?

Clean house (includes vacuum, dust, wash windows,
make or change beds)?

Do laundry or iron clothes?

Sew or:repalr clothing?.

Do small repairs or routine maintenance chores

,0o*around -the house (like replace,a light bulb or
fix a dripping faucet)?
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How many times t -1- If "0" in week, how
in the Week... did you do this Houpelbrk activity? many times in the Month?

Do yardwork or gardeningr"

, Work on or wash a car?

I
Do other housework and home maintenance activities
not mentioned,above (like water houseplants, put
away groceries)?

Specify
GPO

151_ If you participated in any rehabilitation activities during the week in
question, list them here and indicate how many times you did them.

(Rehabilitation activities include psychotherapy sessions; training in
activities for daily living and for using prosthetics or orthotics; cou
seling; medical rehabilitation; speech, occupational or physical therapy
sessions; day activity programs; psycho-social skills training; work
adjustment; and training or work evaluation programs.)

How many times
in the Week... did you participate irLRehabilitation many times in the Month?

activities? (Describe)

If "0" in week, how

Rep4uced by.permission. Copyright 0 1981 by L. Diller, W. Fordyce, D. Jacobs,. and

M. Brown. Rehabilitation Indicators Project, NYU Medical Center, 400 E. 34th St.,

New York, NY 10016. All rights reserved. th
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WNNESOTA IMPORTANCE QUESTIONNAIRE (MIQ)

Developer(s) The ng. was developed by Evan G. Gay', David J. eiss,Darwin
D. Hendai; Rene V. Dawis,. and Lloyd H. L qui t at the Univ-

, ersity of Minnesota. It was copyrighted in 971 and revised
in 1975.

Purpose

Description Two forms of the MIQ are available: a palied from and a ranked
form. The two forms are equivalent. .The MIQ paired form.con-
tains 210 items whist' address the individuals preference for
reinforcers in the ideal Job. The first 190 Items of the paired
form are presented in a pair-comparison fogpat in which each of'-
20 vocationally relevant need dimensions are compared with every
other need dimension. The final 20 items require the individual ,

to decide whether each need dimension is important or unimport-
ant to him/her. Thus, the client makes both abgolute and re-la -t,

tive judgements of the importance of various needs.
0

The M10 rank order form consists of 126 items. The first 105
items are presented in blocks of five items. Within each of the
21 bloCks tHe'individual is asked to rank the relative importance
of the five need statements from I to 5. The f=inal, 21 items

require the individual to indicate the absolute level of irtort-
ance of each of the need statements. The rank order format
requires the ,addition of a 21st need dimension.

The MIQ investigates the importance of 20 (or in the case of the
ranked form, 21) vocationally relevant need dimensions that have

lit been found to be important to Job satisfaction: ability utili-
zation, achievement, activity, advancement, authority, company
policies and practices, compensation, co-workers, creativity,
independence, moral values, recognition, responsibi_lity, security,
social service, social status, supervision-human rekations,
supervision-technical, variety, and working conditions (the
ranked form also includes autonomy).

Use . The MIQ is appropriate vocational rehabilitation clients,
employees, and stu sft would be useful in any setting in
which vocational planning Would occur (e.g., state-federal VRS,
rehabilitation facilities, educational/training facilities, etc.).

The h11Q. is de :d to assess vocational needs and to predict
Job satisfaction for an individual.

159

The MIQ is used In the following w ;ys: (I) It cab be used to
prepare for counseling. Characteristics of the client that are
identified (e.g., high scores in activity, independence, and
variety) might sugget that the client will be Impatient and
want immediate actioh..- (2) The EllIcan be used to-assess the
impact of a disability. This is feasible if a pre-disabil
work history is available and the evidence indicates rk
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adjustment for theaclient prior to the onset of the disability.
Pre-disability needs might be inferred from Occupational Rein-
forcer Patterns =(ORP's) of satisfying jobs' previously head by
the client. Comparison of pre-'and post-disability needs might
provide insight into the impact9of disability. Thusa client
might appear to be less achievement- oriented or more security-

, conscious_ after becoming disabled. Such 'Insights are useful
not only in vocational planning but also in the}management of
the rehabilitation process for the client. (3) The MIQ may be

used in conjunction with a taxonomy of work,the Minnesota
Occupational Classification System II (MOCS-II), in order to
identify a broader set of occupations appropriate for the client
in terms of neetl- reinforcer correspondence,and ability-ability
requirement correspondence. MOCS-II presents ability requirement
and reinforcer system information for over 1100 occupations.
Occupations are grouped into families having similar reinforcer
characteristics and ability requirements. MOCS-li is keyed to

Occupational Reinforcer Cluster (ORC) and ORP occupation corres-
pondence scores ol the MIQ, as well as to Dictionary of Occu-
pationai Titles and Occupational AptitUde Pattern codes. (4)

Need scales of theta can serve to structure information-seek-
. ing by the client. 0,41Q scales identify reinforcers mdtt salient'

for the. satisfaction of the` individual; knowledge of these can

help to focus Acquisition of occupational information upon the
most relevant occupational characteristics ,for the individualr
(5) Theac. might also be used to.help a client, expecially one
severely disabled, plan the effective use Of his/her non-work
time. Whenthe nature of a client's disability limits ,the choice
of.possible jobs, available jobs are usually not as satifying
to the individual. In such a case, careful choice of non-work
activities can compensate for the'lack of need satisfaction in
work.

Administration The tla is a self report instrument, and its completion requires
at jeast a fifth-grade reading ability. Items are presented in
a reusable booklet, and the individual records his/her respon-
ses on a separate answer sheet. It is generally administered

prior to counseling. The time required to administer the MIQ
paired form averages about 35 minutes. average administration
time for the MiQ ranked form is about 20 minutes.

Scoring Hand scoring is possible, but the complexity of the scoring
process makes'it impractical. ,Computer scoring is available .

through Vocational Psychology Research.at the University of
Minnesota (see AvailabilitNOection for the address).

Scorings are reported for adjusted scale values for the 20
'seed dimensions, for total circular triads (TOT), and for error

bands. Adjusted score values indicate which needs are import-

ant (unimportant) and their degree of importance (unimportance).
Circular triads represent some indecision on the individuall's

part. Error bands indicate the iimits to which the adjusted
scale value could change if the individual were to respond in a
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perfectly logical apd ponsistentflmanner. \There is also a

'Correspondence Report Section of the MIQ report. It presents "
information about the fit of the individual's need profile with
the Occupatin41 Reinforcer Patterns (ORP's) for benchmark

occUpatione. :

-;.o.. .

Due to the sophistIcation-of the M must be Interpreted

only by trained'professional personnel.1 AppcecLation of its .

capabilities and limitations requires .thbr,ough- grasp of the

technical nature;61 the instrument an a competence In reading

4.e
and .interpreting research studies on the MIQ

Reliability The reliability of the MIQ was eysluated in hreeiways: -(1) the

internal consistency of the scale, (2) the s ability of the M.

scale scores over lime, and (3) the stability of MIQ profiles
M.,over time. Reliability data on the 1967 s. supports the con-

clusion that it is reliable enough to be useful to the vocational'
) rehabilitation counselor. -° i

Scale internal consistency was investidated by calculating the

Hoyt reliability coefficient for ebch MIQ scale'for nine differ-

ent student groups. The median scale'Hoyt reliability coefi-
cient for the nine groups ranged form .77 to .81. The lowest'

,reported single scale reliability for any group was .30, and. the

0.4..ahoi-lt (found in three groups) was .95. These data indicate

that the individual scales have sufficient internal consistency
reliability to meet usually accepted standards. However, other:.

ii

types of reliability are, more meaningful fOr use with the -pair=

'comparison M19.

Hendel & Weiss (1970) also investigated the stability of MIQ .

scale scores for different test-retest intervals, ranging from
an Immediate retestingfor one group to a ten -month retest'for

another group. The median scale di-ability coefficient ranged

from .48 for,-the six-month interval to .8 for immediate retest-

ing. The lowest reported scale stabilit coefficient was,.I9

(for a nine-month interval) and the high st was .93 (immediate

retest). The range of scale stability coefficients for the long-

est interval studied(ten months) was from .46 to .79 with 6

median of .53.

From a codnseling standpotnt,ilthe stability ofscore profiles

is at least as important as that of scale scores. Hendel and

Weiss (1970) report MIQ profile stability coefficients for time

intervals ranging from immediate retesting to ten months. The

median stability coefficient ranges from .95 for immediate

retest to .70 for the four-month retesAlEnteEval. The lowest

profile stability coefficient reported for one inZividual was

-.44 (a high schoi91 student in the six7mon*th'retest group) and

the highest was i98 (two college sophomores in the one-week
and two-week retest interval groups). For the ten-month retest

IL
interval (the longest interval studied), profile stability
correlations ranged-from .58 to .97 with a median of .87.



.These results indicate that Ml profiles are relatively stable
overiperjods;approaching one year. The data also show that
MIQ profiles are more stable then scale scores,,suggesting
that profile analys4s is a more useful bests fo'r interpretation
than .the analysis of scale scorei:\

,

The discriminant-validity of the Mil is refledted in the scales'
intercorrelations and the factor structe of the sca'es. .

The evidence showathatthe measures3Thumber of, disarimin-
ably different dimensions. Thus, new informatiom is contributed
by each of the 12.112 scales.

the relationship of the 111.2 to the General Aptitude Test Battery
(GATB), a multifactor.measure of abilities, was found to be low
(cross-correlations clustered around zero with few exceeding
.30). The 1j '§ Melationship-to the Strong Vocational Interest,

applicants, canonical correlations of .7 were obtained These
Blank (SVIB) was high (using the 1965 for'', of ite.,111.2

findings support the theoretical framewor of the MIQ.

Vallklity was-also examined by looking.at ho 41-fferent groups

perform. DaJ'a are available on nine differ nt groups: (I) voc-

ational counselors (N = 317), (2) retail rade worteN.1 (-from
one large work organization, N = 1,8977%, (3) retail trade workers
II (from another large work organization, N = 5780, (4) vocational
rehabilitation clients, (W= F,621), 0) high school counselors
(N = 7j), (6) high school students (N = 71), (7) college students --
(N = 71), (8) lowasocioecolomic status college students (N =125),
and (9) vocational-technical high school' women (N = 285). Adjusted

scale value mean differences among these groups were evaluated-
by an unweighted one-way analysis o variance for each of the .

20 ±19. scales separately. Statisticallysignificant differences
were observed, for all 20 MIO scales. The' largest differences

occurred for supervision - human relations, Security, act vity,
donipensation, and working conditions. For these scales, he

differences were Produced by the relatively high scores the

retail workers contrasting with the low scores' of the:students,.
both high school and col ege. In other words, the contrast
was,between thote w ad experienced work and those who had
not, .a fin in accord with expectations -from the Theory.of

-:) Wor* Adjustplen . (The-lileory is discussed, briefly below.)

In a related s udy, Gay and Weiss ((970) examined the rela=
Vonship betty n MiQ scale values aryi-,emount of work experience
(indicated by number of past jobs) for the group of 1,,621
vocational rehabilitation clients. Using one -way analysis
.of variance, they found that persons with different amounts of
work experience tended to have di.fferent levels of 1±1.2 scale'
values,athe overall level,of Mn scale values differed with
differing work experiences, and the TCT score tended to decrease
,wit increasing work experience, suggesting an increase
the clarification of need structures.

,The-1112was deVelopeiin.the context. of the Theory.of Work
,

.1
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Adjustment (Dawis, Lofquist, and Weiss, 1968). In part, the

theory states that job safisfactionis predicted by the corres-
, pondeke'between an Lndividualls'needs.and the reinforcers in;the

Work environment. A-number of st'dies,Involvirig differing
fields and levels of occupations -port the validity of corres-

pondence between M profiles a d Occupational Reinforcer
Patterns.as a,pregictor gf,job satisfaction ,(Rounds & Dawis, .v°
1975; Rounds, et al.;.1976)

Advantages 1.;k4orms per comparisons with 148 occupations selected to he
epresentalive of the major'levels and fields of ttielworld
oiwork. ,Also, the booklet and answer sheet can be read by the

average fifth grader,. and Spanish and French edition's are

,avallaftle. Finally, a lot of research has been done witt the

Limitations ,The questionhaire cannot be hand scored practically, andAit is
,difficult to have he computer `Scoring done locally. Also, thee
measurewae 016e1 ped in ,the context of the Theory-of Work _.
AdjugtmehT; it Is gt -useful in that context.

. _. ... __ , ._.

References Dawis, R.V., Lofquist,,-L.H., Henly, G.A., Oounds, J.B., Minne-

, sota,occupational classification system II. Minneapolis, Minne.3,1"

sota: Vocational Psychology Research, Department of Psychology,
University of Minnesota, 1979.

t

.Dawis Lofquisi, & D.J. A theory of work

adjustment Ca revision). Minnesota Studies in Vocational Rehab-

XXis.11 196t.'
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Lloyd H. Manual'for the Minnesota importance

oestionnaire. Minnesota Studies in-Vdcatfonal-Rehabilitation:

1971.

He del, Darwin D. 8 Weiss, David'J.- 'individual inconsistency '

and reliahiiity.of measurement. Educational- and Psychological

Measurement, 1970, 30 579-593:

Rounds, ).B., Jr., & Dawis,,,R.V. A comparison of need - reinforcer'

correspondence<jndices as predicIors of oh satisa'ction (research

report no. 48). Minfieapolis, Minnesota:. .Work Adjustment Project,

.Digprtment of Psychology, Universi.ty of Minnesota, 1975.

Rounds, R.V., -1.o4quist, L.H., &

Weigs, D.J. Minnesota importance questionnaire user manual.
press, 1981. pF
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Work adjustment project follow -up study preliminary findings

(research report no. 50). Minneapolis, Minnesota: Work Adjust-s

. ,";nent Project,. DepartmencOTPsychology, University of Minnesota,
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-
\-rAGSTIebility The MI s well as computer scoring services, can be

4purchas rom

Vocational Psychology Research
N620 Edliott Hall
University of Minnesota'
75 East River Road
Minneapolis, MN 55455

e
A new manual for the N11. is currently being prepared.

I

O
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PAIRED FORM

4. SAMPLE ITEMS

MINNESOTA IMPORTANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

in

40161144,50441%4Pwadik~ed

V
N., 165

,,. Directions .e
. .

. .

The purpose of this questionnaire is to find out what you consider important
in yqur ideal job, the kind of job you.would most like to have.

On the following pages you will find pairs of statements about work.
-

Read each pair of statements carefully.
- Decide which statement of the pair is more important -to you in your

ideal job.
.

- For each pair/mark your choice on the answer sheet. Do not this
booklet. (Directions on how to mark"the answer sheet ar iven below.)

Do this for all pairs of statements. Fork as rapidly as you can. Read each
pair of statements, mark your choice, then move on to the next pair. Be sure
to make a choice far every pair. Do not go back to change your answer to any
pair.

Remember: are-to decide which statement of the pair rs more important to
you in youn ideal job. Mark your choice on the answer sheet, not on this
booklet.

Ask yourself: Which is more important 'to me in myliOeal job?

'a. l'could be busy all the time
I. OR

b.." The job would provide an opportunity for advancement.

4/04

a. I could try out some of My own ideas.
2. OR

b. My co-workers would be easy tomaglie ftiends with.

a. The job could give me a feeling of accomplishment.
3.' OR

b. I could do something that makes Use of my abilities.

, .

. a. The company would-administer its policies fairly.
/4. OR

b. I could be bu4 air the time.

a. I 'cou ld try out some of my own ideas.
5. ' OR

b. I could be "somebody" In the community.
IL/

a. The job would provide an opportunity, for advancement.

b. My co-workecs. would be easy to make friends with.
6. OR

f

Vil....1111VINIVIM11111111/.
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RANKED FORM

Directions

V

The purpose of this questionnaire is tO'find out what you consider important -
in your ideal job, the kind of job you wduld most like to have. .

NO'
On_the following pages are groups of five statements about work.

- Read each group of statements. carefully.-
- Rank.the five statements in each group in terms of their importance,

to you in your ideal job.
- Use the number "I" for the Statement Which is most important to ou

fn yOur ideal job, the number "2" for the statement which is next

most important to you, and so on:
- Usethe number "5" for the statement lea st ipseSTIT to you in your

ideal job.
r--

.

- Write down your rankings in the correct spaces on the answer sheet.

group

group

2

group
3

group
4

On my ideal job...

a. I could be busy all the time.
b. I could do things for other people.
c. I could try out some of my own ideas.
d. my pay would compare well with that of other workers.
e. the job wound provide an Opportunity for advancement.

On my ideal job...

I could do things for other people..
b. I could do something 'different every day.

c. the job could give me a feeling of accowlishment.
d. my boss would train the workers well.
e. the company would administer its policies fairly.

On my ideal job...

a. I could do the work without feeling that it is morally wrong.
b. my boss t/ould back gp the workers (with top management).
c. 1 could'do something different every day..
d. I could do something that makes use of my abilities;
e. I could be busy all the time.

v 116

On my ideal job...

a. the compaliy would adminIsterifs'policies fairly.
b. I could try out some of my own ides s.
c. I coulddo something that makes use of my abilities:

Al. my co-Workers would be easto make friends with.
e. I could be "somebody" in the commun(ty.

Reproduced by Permission. .Capyright@i975 by Vocational Psychology Research,
UniverSity of Minnesota.
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PUBLIC ASSISTANCE RECIPIENT'S PERCEPTION INVENTORY (PARPI)

Developer(s) The PARPI was developed by Fredric T. Schiamp.of the California
Department of Rehabilitation. .

Purpose The PARPI assess VR client's attitudes about or perceptions of
their disabiiiti n relation to the work environment.

Description The scale contains 22 multi-point agree/disagree statements.
The 22-item scale is grouped into six major areas: withdrawal
reaction, neurotic reaction, dependency repction, survival
reaction, work valuation, and self-confideAce. It assesses
the client's perception of cogmunity and service agency attitudes

'and environmental factors influencing the client's work prospects
in the community. -

Use The PARPI was designed for use with rehabilitation clients
who had been accepted for service and who were also known to
have been receiving public assistance payments. However, the

' developer feels that jt could be used -- at least on a trial.
basis -- with all rehabilitation clients, as the items appear to
be almost exclusively related to the client's disability rather
than the receipt of welfare.

The scale was developed primarily to assist the counselor in
understanding the outlook of individual clients and in tailoring

. rehabilitation services to the needs of those clients. Program
managers may also find the measure useful in providing an
indication of problem areas and service needs at the program level.

a

Administration The PARPI is a self-report instrument that can be completed in
five minutes. It can be administered by anyone and can even .

be mailed to the cOent, It may be administered during intake
into the VR system Additional administrations may reveal
changes in maturity and outlook.

Scoring

Reliability

Validity

The items are rated on a 5-point agree/disagree scale. Each
response is assigned a weight of I to '5, depending on the
directionality of the item. The scores are simply the cumulative
summation of allof the item scale values within a subscale or

,
the entire scale.

Factor analysis was used in the selection of items in an effort
to support reliability and validity. *However, ho further

4 evidence of.reliability was compiled.

Factor analysis was used in the selection of items in an, effort
to support reliability and validity. However, no further evi-
aence of validity'was compiled.

.0*
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Advantages A major'advanQie is that the PARPI provides counselors with
an early indication of how clients perceive their disabilities
as relatbd to the work environment. If interviews are conducted
at intake, a 100% participation is guaranteed.

Limitations White the Instrument provides client perceptions of.employment
potential, self-concept, and service agency attitudes, objective
vaIdation of these attitudes is not presented. Evidendeof
reliability and validity needs to be compiled.

References Basset-1-, Paul T. Measurement of outcome: A report from the
`study group on measurement of outcome. First Institute on.
Rehabilitation Issues, Denver, Colorado, April 15-17, 1974.
Institute, West Virginia: Research and Training Center, 1974.

Schlamp, F. Rehabilitation research report number 27: The

development of a public assistance recipient perception inventory
( PARPI). Sacramento, California: Department of Rehabilitation,

State of California.,

Availability Copies of the PARPI and a complete report can be obtained from

The Institute for the Study of
Family Life and Mental Health

2205 Meadowview Road
Sacramento, CA 95832
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Your opinion iS important to our program staff and to our employees working with
the. community programs in this city. Please be honest. Indicate your agreement .

or disagreement with the following statements by checking in one of the boxes to
the right of the stptement." This is for use in improving our services, and will.
not be recorded as part of'your rehabilitation plan. You need not sign your name.

I. Most bosses feel that people on welfare
want to work

2. Get=ting training is a'waste of time wheh

there aren't any jobs

3. Money is about the only thing you can
expect in return for your work

4. A person should be very particular about
the kind of job he takes

5. The best job you can have Js one where you are
part of the group, all working together even if

,yclu don't get much indivrdual tredit

6.-'When I work I snake enough money to take: care'

of myself and my family

7. My Physical health is good

8. Bosses won't hire people who haven't worked
for a long time and are on welfare

9. It seems like bosses are always looking for
someone to bawl out

10. i take pains not to get people mad at me

If posible, I have my friends with :me wherever

I go

12. I like difficUlt,tasks more than easy ones, . .

13. It bothers me to see someone else bungling a

job I know perfectly well how to manage. ... . .

172
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Agree Don't
agree
or

d4s
agree

Disagree

Very
much

Some
what

Some
what

Very

much

. ,..

....--,

/
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44. My feelings get hurt easily when I am scolded or
criticized

\

. .

15. It is better for me to have some job so 1

can suppOrt myself

16. 1 can get a Job on my own without training

17. I notnot feel up to working now

18. Some paople who wortk, in rehabilitaijon offices seem
to think a person with health pro ems is stupid .

19. When workers,get laid off; people withhealth
. __problems are the first to be let go

20.' 1 feel my,Ilfe is not very useful

I

.r

21- I am ableitodo things as well as most other people. .

22. I donut want to bd obligated to others

173

Reproduced by permission of the California Department of Rehabilitation.
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Developer(s)

Purpose

SELF-CONCEPT OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED Q-SORT 171

The procedure was, developed from 1972-1974 by Roger M. Noce
of the School of Social Workat the University of Tennessee
in Knoxville.

The scaler is designedto measure the change in self-concept of
mentally retarded persons with regard to their readiness for
community living.

Description' *he instrument 'consists of 24 pairs of statements reflecting
opposin self-characterizations. Each statement appears on a
separat card, hence 48 cards in total. As indicated, self-

'concep as it relates to the mentally retarded client's readi-
ness for communlity living is assessed. The cards relate to
serious aspects of self-perception '(e.g., 1 ada good person vs.
I am a bad person, I am smart enough vs. J am dumb, I 'like to
decide things for myself vs. I always like others to decide for
me).

Use ,While the procedure is designed to be used with mentally
retarded adults, the developer suggests that it is useful with
other groups. -It would seem to be appropriate in sheltered
workshops, rehabilitation facilities, and educational facili-
ties.

The instrument is useful to .both case managers and program
managers. The results can alert the case manager to specific
needs of individual clients, progress madelpd readiness for
iommunity living. 11- is useful to the prog am manager in
assessing the impact or effectiveness of program strategies.

It should
s
be noted that the developer wanted to demonstrate

how evaluation instruments can be tailored. Therefore,
interested parties should feel free in following this procedure
by collecting statements from their own population or by
adding pairs of statements to those contained in this imstHicent.

Administration This is a self-report procedure wherein the client places ail
,of the cards in two piles (e.g., true, like me and false;
unlike me). The cards are first administered within two weeks
after arrivipg at the project and again six months later.
At the secorid:testing most clients were in the process /0
making plans to move into the community. The cards were
administered as a Q-sort procedure. Time required is-approxi-
mately 30 minutes. / r

She scoring cab be done by hand and takes approximately five
minutes. Frequencies of Oositive and negative characteriza-
tions pre determined. These` cumulative positives, and negatives

-are compared at different -times in the program. Interpretation

Scoring



. Reliability

Validity

1

Advantages

LimitatiOns

References

Avgilability

of the results can be made by someone trai r,d in social work.or
bsychOlogy.

A reiiabiliity study was conducted but no data .were reported
in the materials reviewed.

The validity of-the cards was assessed by an independent judge
who ranked residents of a40-ransition'al living facility for
mentally retarded adults on the basis of positive self- concept.
A Spearman rank correlation of .75 (significant at .05) was
attained between the judge's ranking and a rank'order based on
each resident's selection of positive items.

The ability of the Q-sort cards to assess eadiness, for com-

munity living is reflected by the fact that those residents who
selected a high number of positive items and a low number of
negative items moved to a higher level of intiependence than those
residents who selected low number Of pcisitive items and a
high number of negative ones.

A further inspection'of the data indicated that an association
exists between positive self-rating ariii movement toward higher

levels of independence.,, To compute the correlation between
resident movement and the Q-sort differential' score, a Spearman
.rank correlation coefficient was used and recorded rho = :SO,
(2(.05). The data support a relationship between self-concept
and independent living and suggest that the approach has
predictive validity.

A fifth -grade reading ability is necessary to complete the task.
However,,,the statement can be read aloGd by the client or the
examiner; therefore,areading.deficiencies do not interfere
with responses. Second, the procedure`S specifically deigned
for retarded adults. Third, the procedu e relat to ski.11s

necessary in successful community living. Fo th, since the
statements were originally developed from lie s of client.
statements, it Overcomes the major weakness of self-concept
scares that reflect the bias of tlie researcher Instead of the
thinking of the subject.

. The reliability and validity fi6ve been measured with very,small
samples. Replication with larger samples is necessary.

Nooe, Roger M. Measuring self-cOncelit of mentally retarded
adults. Social Work, 1977, 22 (4), 320-22.

A listing of the 24pairs of statements .used this procedure

can be obtainedifom ---.

Roger M. Nooe,- D.S.W.

The Universi =ty of Tennessee
School of Social' Work -- Knoxville Stanch

905 Mountcastle Street
Knoxville, TN 916'

a
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SELF-CONCEPT 'OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED 0 -SORT

I.' I think'that I look 0:K.

2. I do not like the way I look.

3. l'am a goodOerso,4.
4. I am &bad persoh.
5. I am as gOod as .other people.
6. _Other people are better than me.
7. I think that it fs alright to feel angry sometimes.
8'. I think that it is wrong to ever feel angry.
9. I am smart enough.
10. I am dumb.
II. My feelings are not hurt too often.
12. My feelings are,hurt almost everxday.
13. I can hold a job.

.14. I cannot hold a job.

15. I want to do things for myself.
16.

I do not want to do things for myself.
17. I can learn about new things.

18. I cannot learn about new things.

19. I want to do my own grocery shopp=ing.
20. I want someone to do grocery.shopping for me.
21. I "want a job instead of welfare check.

22. I want a welfare check in ead of a job.'

23. J like to get to new places.

24. I do not like to go to new p -ces
25. Everyday I do things. better.

26. Everyday I, do things worse.'

27. I sometimes make mistakes.
28. I never make mistakes.

29 I am a.healthy person.
30. I am a sick person.
31. Things should be better for me in the future.

32. Things will be worse for me in the future.

33. I enjoy being with (girls) (boys).
34. I do not like, being with (girls) (boys).

35. r have some friends.

36. I do not have any friends.

37. I can tell 'other people what I think.

38. I cannot tell other people what I think.

39. Sometimes I like to do.things by myself.

40. I never like to do anything by myself.
41. I can make criends:
42. I cannot make".friends. &
43._ I like to meet people.
44. I do not like%tolmeet people.
45. I- would ask some he if I need directions.

46. would not ask anyone for dire4rons.
47. I like to decide things for myself.
48. I always like other people to tell me what to do.

r'

Reproduced by permission of ROger m. Nooe.-
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Developer(s)

Purpos

Description

I

4

Use,

17.7

CONSUMER'S MEASUREMENT OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
FORMS B AND B-I

Forms B and B-I were developed by William G. Hills and
Harold D. Ville at the Regional. Rehabilitation Research
Institute in Administration and Management at the University,
of Oklahoma. Form B-I was copyrPghted in 1973 and.Form B
was revised and finalized in th'e mid 1970's.

AP Al
Both instruments are designed measure Ment satisfaction
with agency services and thus program evaluation. They are

not intended for use in the evaluation of specific counselors.

Form B (Consumer Measurement cale) contains 28 core °items,
coVerin# nine factors has of, the rehabilitation program.
The majority of the items are multi -point satisfaction -
dissatisfaction scales. Client satisfaction is purported .

to be measured along the following dimensions: speed of

services,-medica4 services, traiviing services, employment
satisfaction, participation in p)anning,counselor effort in
placement, agency policies, physical facilities, and personal
treatment. Additional demographic and,open-ended items are
also included. Form B-I (Follow-up Questionnaire) contains
17 items that seek information on the client's employment
and 'the role of vocational rehabilitation in helping him/her
obtain that employment. All but one of the items are multi -
ioint; one is open-ended.

The instruments are appropriate forall yR clients and are
designed primarily for use.in the state- federal VRS. Both

forms are designed for program evaluation -- comparing one
district office with other district offices; comp'bring the
relative ratings of internal factors such as counselor effort
in=placement, participation in planning, agency policies,
etc....,with'external factors- -- those supplred by per sou out-

_ si.de,the direct control and responsibility of the .agency --
such as medical treatment and training, etc.; and comparing
the actual relative.rankings with the relative rankings that
district office,managers and field servicchiefs thought
would be the outcome.

The instruments attemp to assess important aspects of the
rehabilitation process as an aid to'case managers and program

managers. The instrumentsare useful, in determining the client's
perception of how effectively program resources, including
rehabilitation counselors, are used to attain program goals.

Administration Forms B and B-I ar%,..self-report questionnaires which are Coq-
pleted by the clienrand returned in the mail. The instruments
are administered after closure.and can be completed in a minimal

amount of time.
i4
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..' .
.

Scoring The se ing of the core items:involves tAe'assignment of nega-
tive p rots for responses indicating dissatisfaCtion and posi-.

:,,, tive ints for regrOnseS indicating'satisfaction. This-allows
a profile to be drawn tich shdws -ehe general satisfaction-

.
0.Leonsumers on the nine factors as well as their satisfaction

. ;
on each factor. Tle scale ranges from -2 (very dissatisfied)

.- ,, 'to a +2 (very satisTied). Zeno signifiei a neutral resrionge.
The levels of satisfaction can.be.delineatd further: "iow"

areas of satisfaction range from 0 to +.70, nmecli\a"-: areas
, range from +.71 ,tb +F.40, and "high" areas range from +1.0

- to +2. The same weights,.only negative,. pply to the levels
of di4sattsfaction. Thesekeerghted areal of satisfaction may

../., vary with each agency analysis due to the variance of the.
population. '' ,

.. .
, ' 4. I `.....: V,

,.
a. \

I- The (scores can ihen'be examined in terms of.trends, movement-
from one yean.to *he next, and the relative scores on one .

.

variable as contrasted vith another variabp--- and in light.

..

t- ' of the.mission, goals, andolans of the agency. :v
...

A
: Th-eore itemscarcbe maahineor hand scored.

.
. / .

ieliability The developers present the following in support of the relia=
llo

, ij

.

bility of Form B. The core items are professionalMlbljective,.,,
based on the )nput-of.rbhabilitStion professions Ps. e

original 44-item questinnaire was devefoped from. a list of

. cher roc, items-.Submitted by 30 counselors;-Supe?visors,
..4.. middle manageMentl:lersowiel, chiefs,of frelli services, and

state directors of vocational rehabilitation. Data was then
gathel-ed on the original '48-item qugfronnaire in three states
from six fiscal ye rso Factor anal s was performed to im-
.

prove the measure. Twenty-eightit were maintained in

Form B-
0'
the factor 1 dingik for at Items were above ,40 and- 0

0 ..r,0
A -all of the i-ems-clus red together within subcategories.

-. * r, , .
1

..,.
,
Also;-0e4pbnses on the 28 core items were compared tom ,- '..

: open-erided -adntionel comments item-. The additiOn I comments
.,..

r
were categorized jzt... satisfied, neut al, anddis.sa 15.fied

ei a groups. There was,a -stat isticallysig ifiicant (2..< .001) .'

direct 'relationship libtWeen the comment and the responses on
the 28 core items.. Highly satisfied clients as measured by,

.

- the core items Were highly satisfied as reflecte by the
. additioni31 comers: 4 ,,..

.
o

,..

.

.
.. .Validity The developers JY(esen't the foldowing in support of ,the ve)idity .v

of Form B: 141,originaL-48-item questionkre wakdeve)oped
ice._ from a.,,,,ffst dl over 100 items-submitted by over 301beunselbrs, -,

. ., i , giverOsors, middle managemee personnej,,chiefs of.ffeld
. i ) - otervices

. P and state director of vo fional rehabilitation,'
4 , Data Plvoi.ving three 'states pare a al d, from sik,ftscal

years. Factor analysis was perfo ed,tdimprove,the measure,.
rien-tY-erght items-were.mpintained`lin Form Elvthe - rfactor load=

ings- fiat; all :items wereabove .40 and,all of the items clustered:
.0, , , '

. together within subcategories. '" -dr

4e
-I 749
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1dvanta'ges Both forms rely on self report and can be completed quickly.

.

Limitations The instrument's are not designed to measure-client change.
Theq are not intended for client evaluption but-for-program
evaluation -- to evaluate 'the parts an ..whole of the agency
as a means of improving the public administration of the funds
_and personnel workings in .the public sector of vocational'

rehabLUtation.

References Bassett, P. T.' Measurement of outcomes: A. report from the

-study group on measurement of outcomes. First Institute on
Rehabilitation Issues,, Denver, Colorado, Aril 15-17, 1974.
Institute, West Virginia: Research and Training Center, 1974.

_

Fac-hor analysis of consumer's satisfaction reduction of items

Or2 the questionnaire. UdpUblished manuscript.

e

V

4

Program Analysis Section ,'North Carolina Division of Rehabili-
tation Services. Consumer's measurement of vocational rehabStli-

tstion services: A pilot study in south fentral region, phase I

report. Raleigh, North Carolina: Author, February, 1975,

The ih*ruments and other pertinent information can be obtained
. from ---

ti

William G. Hills, Ph.D.
1005 - 18th Avenue South
Cranbrook, British Columbia
'CANADA - VIC .4S1
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SAMPLE ITEMSe
CONSUMER'S MEASUREMENT OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

FORM CbNSUMER MEASIREMENT SCALE
(REVISED)

fnank you for your tiyne and assistance. Your response to this questionnaire
will be kept confidential and will be interpreted only 1-o identify the strengths and

weaknesses of rehabilitation,services.

Plea se complete the ?011owing 28 questions while asking yourself:
How satisfied am I wi.th this aspect of rehabilitation service?

very set. means I am 'very satis ed.

Sat. means I am satisifed.
N. means'( can t ecide whethe am satisfied or not.
Dissat. means I a, dissatisfied.
Very dissat. mean. I am very dissatisfied.
,.N.A. means this item does not apply to me.

--.

Please place a the IZ ma k in le b4x that best explains how you feel about

each statement.
..

,..
Very

.
Very

.

..)

Sat. Sat. N Dissat. Dissaf-.) D.

- ___ _. _ _,,,,i...,..___.,.. -.: _ _____

I. The quality of training I received... ) .

2. My Counselor's willingness td listen to V, / .V.

The tine it took-to appror me for 11111

my ideas,and suggestions ,

.0-

, service
"%....

/ -,

4. The qmounteof training 1 received....

5. The offiCe locetiomr

. 6. Quality of medical s rvices

7. Benefit of4:raining I received'
r

8: Theemploymeni-U now have
.

.,\

9. Promptness of medical service
,/

10. nd of training.Ixeceived ,,,,. 6

14
' II. Vocational Rehabilitation's ability

to make decisions
.

12. Thl,o4fice,.Itsell

13. My counselor's discugsing with.me
%.2ditierent jobsird job openings

14. My part in planning tormy job

I
Very Very
Sat. Sat. N- Dissat. Dissat.

I

4

{
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Sex: Male ri Female Q Age

Disability .

Jr Pmtent Job

\\.1.1st grade 'completed in school Years completed in coll)ge ,

Other training you-have received

ce: White E] ,Negro loTndian Spanish El Other r--1

Referral: I referred myself tO 411 n Someone else referf-ed me ri

Please answer, each of ,the following: /

(l) Would you return to Vocational Rehabilitation
VR services? Yes r--1 No I I

should you again have need of

(2) Do you think the services provided by VR helped you get a better, job than you
would have found without VR.seririces? Yes I J No 1

(3) In yo r contact with VR; did you ever in any way experience dis*Crimination?
Yes No

.

. How do you think rehabilitation services could be improved?/
A

AdditiO-nal Comments :

We are interested inn knowlng what happens-to people after'rehaliilitation se6ces
end. Would you be willin to completei another questionnaire for us,about six, months
from now?',Yes n No _...--/

,

, N . *
dail send you the follow-up questionnaireIf yes, please print your name and'address

Na
Add ss

t o

Street
I./ .

xi .

Reproduced by perml5slon4
Viaille, Ph.D

*City, State Zip Code

yrigfq 'byyijIliam G. Hills, Ph.D.; and Harold D.

*411#

182
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Today!s Date

CONSUMERIS,MEASUREMENT OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

1

FORM B-I: FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

I. Are you employed at this time? Yes No

Note: If no, please skip questions 2, 3, and 4.

,2. Are you workin6 for the sarikemployer you were six months ago?

Yes t No

3. Are you doing the same kind of work you were doing six months ago?

Yes No

4. How satisfied are you with your preselit job?

Very Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
. ,

Dissatisfied Very Dissatistied

5.How many,months during the last six have you been empl.oyed?

0 1 2

5 6

ti

6. How many jobs have

a-
0

5

3 4

had in the last six months?

2 3

6 or more
4'

o

4

7. Have_you again applied for rehabilitation services?

Yes No

4

ier

8. What else could the Irational Rehabilitation prodram have done Oat would have
been'of help.to you in finding or keeping suitable employment? #

I
183 4

_
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Ask Yourself: How satisfied am I with this aspect of rehabilitation services?

Very sat.' means am very satisfied.
Sat. means I am.satisfie&
N megns I can't decide whether 1' am satisfied or not.
Dissat. means I am dissatizfled.
Very dissat. means I am veryAISsatisfled.
D.N.A. means this item does not apply to me.

4
Please place a check mark in the box that best explains how you feel about
each statement.

Choose an answer for all statements.

ERIENCE WITH VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION, THIS IS THE WAY t. FEEL BOUT

9. The time it took to getthe
services

10. Results of medical services

II. The quality of training I received

el r

12. The employment 1 now have

13. 'My counselor's willingness to
listen to my Nees and suggestions

14. The part my counselorNplayed in
actually helping me get my job

VerY\ Very,

Sat. Sat. N Dissat. Dissat. D.N.A.

411-
15.. Vocational Rehabilitation's ability

to make decisions

16. Ease with which I could enter tile

office

17. Personal treatment I received from
Vpcatipnal RehabilitatLon

--

efr

. Please ut this questionnaire in the attached envelope ang mall to thei!TalpAal Rehabili
tation search Institute. Thank youfor your cooperatio6.......

t Questionnaire Number

)
i District Number

0

Reproduced by permission. Copyright 1973 by William G. Hills, Ph.D., and
Harold D. %Mane, Ph.D.

18.4
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EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE WEST VIRGINIA FOLLOW-UP KIT

Developer(s) The Employee Ouestionniare was developed at the:West Virginia
Rehabilitation Research andTrai g Center in 1974.

Purpose TheEmOloyee Questionnaire is a follow instrument designed
to assess client satisfaction with rehab itation services, ,

as well as a number of other factors relat d to employment.

Description The instrument has five subscales and a to =1 of 42 forded
choice items. Items 1-11 are general uestions regarding
current work status and satisfaction with servi-ces he first
subscale, the Hoppock Job Satisfaction Blank (items -15), ,

yields a global measure of job satisfaction. The Tseng Work
Personality Subscale (items 16-26) yields a global measure of
the individuai's assessment of his or her own personal quality
in the work situation; it assesses the following character-

"-
istics: ab41;ly to work with others, punctuality, coopera-
tiveness, seli'--reliance, appearance, courtesy, motivation,

aork tolerance, initiative, and attitude toward
job. The Tseng Work Proficiency Subscale,(items 27-32) pro-
vides a measu-e of the individual's assessment of his or her

work- proficient), atong-the-follOwing areas of job knowledge;
job skills, quality of work, care and operation of equipment,
observance of safety practice, and compliance with work rules.
The client's self-acceptance (items 33-35) and attitude towari
work (items 3c:-38) are tapped by seven-point semantic

differential scales making up the fourth and fifth subscales.
Items, 39 -42 a-e. relevant only for.married clients.

Use

The majoritypf the items are five-point ratings (e.g., agree/
disagree or satisfied/dissatisfied); however, a minimal,
number require "yes-no" or objective responSes (e.g., level

of education, present employer, etc.).

The instrumenl- is appropriate for all former rehabilitation
clients, and :t was developedi for use in the state-federal
rehabilitatior, system. 1-17.9 inStrument is beneficial to both

case*.managers and prograT-managers. Information about former
clients' vocational status and VR's role in attaining that
employment provides case managers with an indication of their
effectiveness.' This information provides programCMonagers
with an indication of the impact of the rehabilitation program
upon clients, or arogram effect.i.veness. Other pertinent I

inforMation gathered on the client's perception of the
importance of work, relationships with significant others,
and their perception of theworld of work may. provide'reha-
bilitation wo-lcers with a more complete understanding of
clients' success and failure and program success.andfailwre,
This information is beneficial in plannifg more successful
programs.
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Administration The Employee Questionnaire is a self-report instrument which
is administered after closure. It is recommended that the
administral.ion occur at least one year after closure in order
to obtain some measure of the lasting impact of rehabilitation
services. The instrument is mailed to former clients and they
are instructed to complete and return them. It can be com-
pleted in approximately 15 minutes.

Sccoring-

ReliabiJity

7.

The Employee Questionnaire data can be compiled in two ways:
one for computer analysis and the other 4pr hand or machine
calculation. Either method uses the computation of totals,
frequencies, averages, percents, and standard deviations.
(Forms for compi 1 ipg the data are included in the Follow-up
Kit). If computer services are available, correlational
analysis,'t- tests, and analysis of vailance may be useJ to
strengthen evaluation reports.

Composite scores for job satisfaction, work personality,
attitude toward work, and self-acceptance can be generated, '',

for groups of former clients. Composite scores are obtained
by counting and then averaging'all attributeS associated with
the particular factor. Then by adding the averages for the
attributes, a Composite score is derived. This permits com-
parTsens'br differe-hT giiiu-Ps- of former cTierit-g-Te.g.,--those

closed in Status 26 and those closed in Statuses 08, 28, or
30). Comparisons of the'perceptions of former clients and
their respective employers is possible with the use of the
Employee Questionnaire and the Employer Questionnaire, also
part of the West Virginia Follow-up,Kit.

Reliabilil-Y data are available for some of the subscale.s:
;

The'iloppock Job Satisfaction Blank (items 12-15 on the
Employee Questionnaire) is reportdd towhave the split-half
reliability of .87, corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula
to .93 (N = 103). The Tseng Work Wsonality Subscale. (items
16-26 pn the Employee Questionnaire) has the split-half
reli-aStlity with the Spearman:Brown correction of .80 (N = 1 13):

The Tseng Work Proficiency Subscale (iteMs 27-32 on the
Employee Questionnaire) has the split-half reliability wi,th
the Spearman-Br6wn correction of .87 (N = 113). The total
Tseng sate, the composite of work personalitNynd work profi-
ciency sqbscales, has.the split-half "reliability with the
Spearman,-Brown correctich of '.88 (N = 1.13).

The Tseng Work Personality Subscale has the internal con-
sistency asnTeasured by Cronbach's alpha of .86 (N = 113).
The Tseng Work Proficiency Subscale has an*.internal con -'
sistepcy as measured by Cronbach's alpha of .84'(N = 113).
The total Tseng scale., the composite of work personality
and work proficiency subscales, has the internal consistency
(Cronbachis'alpha) of .89.(N = 113).

Evidence of validity is available on one of the Lbscales:

The HOppock Job Satisfa on Alank (items 12 -15 on the

'18
Na.
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Employee Questionn4fre) and a 31-item General Job Satisfac-
tion Scale developed by the University of Minnesota Industrial
Re lations'Center were admilOtered- to a saMple, of former
clients of the West Virginia Rehabilitation Center. A-Very
high:cor'relatiom of .93 (14 = 52, p_< .001) was obtained between
the two job.satisfaction measures.

Advantages Some of the a6antageS of the Employee Questionnaire include
the .fol.lowingi 'it is self-administered; attitudes and opin-
ions requested provide information about relevant'apd signi-
ficant concerns of rehabilitation agencies, rather than simply
asking if-clients liked the services; and the manual's speci-
c'ficityana bomgrehensiveness make it a valuable asset to users
. who chbose to.modily or develop their oWn questionnaires.

Limitations Some of-the limitatiOns of the instrument include the following:
since no pre-measure is made, change cannot-be adequately

--- demonstrated; considering the.length of the instrument, it
is unlikely-thatthe responSe rate will be great if mailed;
and-the use of i!,he instrument in personal' interviews seems
impractical due to the expense.

References Bassett, P. T. Measurement of outcomes: Areport from the
__study grolip-on measuremethof outcomes. First Institute on

Rehabilitation Issues, Denver:Colorado, April 15-17, 1974. Insti-
tute, West Virginia: Research and Training Center, 1974.,
,

Greever, K. B., Minton, E. B., &-Tseng, M. S. Follow-up
study of rehabilitation clients - a step-by-step guide.
Institue, West Virginia: Research and Trainfng Center, 1974.

Availability The West Virginia Follow -up Kit, including the Employee
Questionnaire and tAe Employer Questionnaire, can be obtained

Publications Department
West Virginia Rehabilitation
Research and Training Center

One Dunbar Plaza, Suite E
Dunbar, WV 25064

In -addiltion to the quetionnaires mentioned above, the kit
contains information on planning and conducting a follow-up
study, sampling, analyzing the data, and writing the report.
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SAMPLE ITEMS

EMPLOYEE QUESt1ONNAIRE

Circle 04Elbf the following to show how much-of
with your job. W-

1. A01 the time
2. Most of the time
3. A good deal of the tim6
4. About half of the time
5. Occasionally

6. Seldom
7. Never

%15. Cif-a:tie ONE of the following to show how you
people.

1. M one 1 es his job better than I 1

.2. I Ilk- y job much better than most
3. I e my job better than most peopl
4. like my job about as well as most
5 I dislike my job more than most peop
6. I dislike my job much more than most
7. No one dislikes his job more than I

16. I don't have trauble with my co- workers._

1. .Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. Uncertain
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree

the-time you.feel satisfied

think you compare with

"17.

other

ike mine.

people like theirs.
e like theirs.'
people like theirs.
le dislikEwthdirs.

people gislike theirs.
dislike mine.

I go to work on t:ime and return from breaks on

I. Strongly 'gree
2. Agree
3. Uncertain
4. Disagree
5. .Strongly,drsaeee'

*

get along well with my eupbrvisor.

I. Strongly agree
2. Agree
3. .Uncertain
*4. Disagree
5. .Strongiy disagree

19. I get my work done without being told by my

1.-Strungly agree
2. Agree
3. Uncertain
4. Disagree
5. Strongly disagree;

time.

supervisor.

C-
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27. I:think my knowledge'about my job is

I. Very_good
2. Good

3. Fair
4. .Poor

5'. Very Poor

28. My work skill in the'trade

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Very good

Good.

Fair

Poor
Very, poor

34. I myself am

I. Extremely satisfied,
2. Quite satisfied
3. Skightly satisfied,
4. Neither satisfied ribr

5. Slightly dissatisfied
6. Quite dissatisfied
7. Exftemely dissatisfied

37. The world of work is

I. Extremely im ortan

2. Quite important I

3. Slightly import3nf1
4. Neither important nor unimportant
5. Slightly unimportant
6. ,Quite unimportant
7. EXtremely unimportant

is

dissatisfied

I

189

'

'ReprOduced by permission of the West Virginia Rehabilit'ation Research and
TraillIng Center.
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MaitS0TASATISFACTION'QUESTIONNAIRE(MSQ) .

Devploper(s) The MSQ was developed'by Dayid Weiss, Rend V. Dawis,
George W. England, and Lloyd H. -Lofquist at the University
of Mjnnesota and,revised and copyrighted by'Voca.tional .

Psychology Research at the University of Minnesota in
1977.

Description

The. MSQ is designed to Measure an,individual't satisfaCtion
with'his/her job.

The MSQ (Icing form) consists of 100 items,each referring to
a reinforcer in the work environment. The client is asked
to indicate how satisfied he/she is with the reinforcer on
his/her present job on a five-point Likert-type scale.

.

The 'S consists of 20 scales, nsh consisting of five items:
abi ity utilization, achievement, activity, advancement,
au 'ority, c pany policies and practices, compensation, co-
worke . ivity, independence, moral values, recognition,
responsibility, security, social service, social status,'
supervision- human relations, supervision-technical, variety,
and working conditions. A general satisfaction scale is
also egibedded in the i ins.

iy,The MSQ.is:appropr ate for use with vocational rehabilitation
clients and /or emp oyed persons in any setting. Counselors
and program managers alike can-benefit from the infdrmation
this Measure yields. Counselors can monitor their owneffect-
iveness in finding clients jobs that consider their individual
needs., rhe.effectiveness of counselors and Various counseling
techniques can be assessed using these data zi3s'outcome measures.
Alse5, when systematic follow -up studies are conducted, new data,

along with norm group data already available,.gan be examined
to better identify those reinforcer-s that are important in

t
different jobs. Then vocational plans can belbstablished,that
consider and enhance client satisfactionThnd keep him/her on
the job` longer,

A short -.form MSQ is also available.t consists of ib items

and yields three scales -- intrinsic satisfaction, extrinsic
satisfa tion, afId geneal satisfaction.- it take about five

minutes complete, and some norms are available.' However,
the long fo is.Preferred whenever pos4ble because of the
increased information obtained for only a small difference in
admi.mistration time. .

Res onses are weighted from 1-to,5. Raw scales are determined' p
by summing the_weighted scores fer those items in the scale.
An i'ndlyidualls scores for the scales can then be ranked and

interpreted relatively;
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(
Raw scores fdr the uarious scales can also be conVerted to'
percentile scores based oh the mostapprOpriaye norm group
for the indkvidual -- that is; those in jobs that correspond
exactly to the client's job. Conversion tables ye available
for specific jobs within the following broad categories: pro=
fessional, technical, managerial; clerical, sales; service;
bench work; miscellaneous. If norms are not available that
matchthe client exactly, (I), select with care a grOup that
is very simillar.to the client, considering a number of
cparacterittics -- toot's anti material's used, tasks performed,
type of supervision, rate Of pay) andphysical working condit-
ions; or (2) use the broader "Employed Disabled" or "Employed.

Non-dit'abled" norms. Ordiharily, a percentile score of 75 or
higher is considered to reflect a high.degree of satisfaction,
26 or loyer indicatps-a low degree of satisfaction, and scores
in the middle indicate average satisfaction.

The MSQ can be hand scored Using information provided in the
manual. Computer scoring is also available from Vocational°
Psychology.Research a1 the Univerity of Minnesota) see
Availability section for addres-s). Output from scoring can
include raw scores by individual, printed-and/or on punched
cards, and group means, standard deviations, and reliabilities.
Additional analyses (e.g., group diffe ces in sc 'scores,

intercorrelations, etc:) can be arra ged.
'Ne°111

Reliability Inter-pi consistency as measured by ytis analysis of vaTiance'

method yields reliability coefficien on 27'ncirmati;/e grbegps

for the MSQ scales ranging from .59 to 7 with medians ranging

from .78 to .93. Of 567 coefficients reported, 83 were .80 or

higher and only 2.5% 'were lower than .70. Because the reliabil-
ity"of some scales tends to vary across groups, it it roc mend-

, ed Aat\coefficients.be computed for a sample of the group,

which.the MSQ is used.

Test-retest correlation coefficients tor the scales were b-

tained for two time intervals -- one week and, one year. T e

one-week interval group consisted of.75 employed ight sc odl

students in psychology and industrial,relations c rset and

yielded stability coefficientt for the scales ran ing from
.66 to :91,with a median coefficient of ;83. The one-year
interval group consisted of J15 employed individuals and was' .

heterogeneous with respect to the Presence or absence of dis-
ability as well as'type'of disability. Stability coefficients
ranged from .35 to' .7I with a median coefficient of .61.

Validity
. .

Concurrent validity was examined by lookiAg at group differencei

in satisfaction. Mean-differences were tested by one-way .'

Ianalysis of variance, and differences n variability were,tested
by Bartlett's test of.homogeneity,df. variance. 25 occupational

groups were studied (N= 2,955Y.and group differences were sig-
nificant at the .001 level for both means and variances on all
,21 scales, indicating that the MS9 scales can dffferentiate among-

occupational groupt,

4.

4
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Differences in satiSfaction b tween those with disabling

1
conditions and these withoUt' ere alsrexamined. Statis-
ticajly significant differenc s.,(at.the-.05 level or less) ,

in mean satisfaction levels occured on II of theal scales,,.
with the abled group scoring significantly lower-than
the non-disabled group. Means on the remaining 10 scales

so yielded consistently lower scbces' for the disabled
group but were not statistically significapf.-"Diffe(ences
in variability were statistically significant an 10 of the
21 scales, with the disabled groiJ reftjeating more variability.
On lo of the.c4Maining IFI scales,-yariabifity was consistently
higher. for the disabled group but was 'not stai,isiically sig-

nificant.

Thedevelopers report construcT validity that :is drawn,from
the Theory of Work Adjustment (Dew's, Lofquist, & Weis, 1968),
difterenCes among occupational groups and factor analysis.

7 Fdr,the short form, the deVelopers_report validity that is
inferredfrom,the long form ag well as validity established
by the study of differences in occupational groups and.stpdies
of the-relationship beween satisfacti9n and satisfactoriness
as specified by the Theory of Work AdjustMent.

,4
,

Advantages The MSQ proyides the'option of a tong or short form, is quickly,
administered, is unde tandable, andhas had a lot of research
done "on it. i .

"Limitations The current manual is not omplete.enough and the norms are not
up-to-date. .A.revised manual ;is being prebared. Also, the

measure was developed in the context of the Theory of Work
Adjustment; (Dawis, Lofquist, & Weist, 1968) and is most useful

when used in that context. 4 A

References' Dawii, R. V., Lofquist, L. H., & 'Weiss; D. J. ,411!'.theory of

work adjustMent (a revision). Minnesota Studiesin,Vocational)
Rehabilitation: XX11.1, 1968.

fi

Weiss, D. J., Dads, R. V., England, G. & Lofq ist, _H.

. Manual for the Minnesota satisfaction ques haire. innesota

Studies in Vocational Rehabilitation: XXII, 1967. or

Availability .Both the long form short forrigf theNSQ, as well as corhputer.:,

scoring services, c9n be purchased from --- . ,

Vocition81 PsycholoOeieF., 44,....

,
.

N620 Elliott Hail . ,
.) University of Minnesota.

, 75:East River Road' z.

%Minneapolis, MN 55455
. ,

. ., .
, .

'A new Manual foe the 1."2. is currentlyipeim prepaped

re;

N
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SAMPLE JITEMS

MINNESOTA SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE'
.o

The purpose of this questionnaire is to give you a chance to tell how you
feel about.your'presegt job, what things you are satisfied with and what
things you are not satisfild with. . .

,
..

. .

On the basisof your answers and those of people like you, we hope to get .

a better understanding of the things people like anddislike about thei'r
jobs. V .-

On the following pages you wilf find_statements_ab4t your presenit job.
.. .,

$

Read, each statement care& I y. *

Decide how satisfied"you feel about the aspect of your,job des&ibed by the
statement. 4

) Keepihg the statement in mind:

- if you feel that your job gives you more than you expected,
check theepox under "Very Sad." (Very Satisfied);

-- if you feel that your job gives you what you expected, check
the box under "Sat." (Satisfied);.'

if'you cannot make up your mind whether or not the joldgives
you what you expected, check the box under "N" (Neither` Sat -,
isfied nor Dissatisfied);-

,

-- if you feel that your job gives you less than you expected,'
check the box under-"Dissat." (Dis5atisfjed),

- if you feel that your job gives you mubh, less than you expected,
check the box under "Very Dissat." (Very Dissatisfied),

Remember: Keep the statement in mind when deciding hOw satisfied you
feel about that aspect of your job.'

# )
Do this for a,,IPstatements. Please answer every iteri. *
Be frank and honest. Give a true%Sicturejf your feelings about your

,/- present job'.

'Very Very
-'1()11 MY PRESENT JOB, THIS IS HOW.) FEZ Dissat. Dissat. U Sat. Sat.

ABOUT . . .
0, .

.

4 The chance to be of service to Others . - L
2f The chancrhPo-try4out some of _my own

E--] OD Elideas . . .

4 t.

3. ,-,BeIng able to do the' job without

feeling it is mTlly wrong E 0

19q
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4 Very

...., Dissat.

4. The chance to work by myself

5. ''The varietY in my work
E.] .

6. The chant to hAve ()tiler workers' look to

me for direction

7. The e-chance to do the kind of work that I

do bAt

The social position in the comMunity that
goes with the job

9. The polidies and practices toward
employees of this company

10 The way my supervisor and }understand it
each other

ti

Reproduced permission. Copyright
Universi of.Minnespie.
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Very

Dissat. N Sat Sat.

'. 0
on

[1-.] E.] El

1:] 'El

[.] E]

.1

1977 by Vocational Psychorogy Research; 4
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PATIENT SATISFACTION
WITH ADJUSTMENT TO BLINDNESS TRAINING SCALE

.
a

1 ,. . .

..,
. .

Developer(s) , This scale was developedrby Walter Needham and,William R.
'De L'Aune; Nth at 'the Veterans 4dministraq.ion Hospital in,,

:West Haven, Corresticut, r11-1975.
..

10The scale is designed to measure client satisfaction with
,residlntial.adjustment to blindness training.

Purpose

Desoriptipn

Use

The scaje consists of 27 items which measure client satisfacl'
tion,with services provided via'residentia adjustment to
bljndriess training. Client satisfaction is assessed in,the

following areas:, length of training, orientation and mobility,
manual skills, communication training- (e.g., typing and use of
recording devices), braille training, recreation, living .

skills (e4., grooming, cooking, room maintenance), social
derwork"gervices,,wychological services (e.g, testing, counseling,,

and psychotherapy), blindfold' training% in mobility (for persons
not totally%blind)/ general satisfaction with blind skill
training, and satisfaction with one's life.

TO.items on the scaLe are either checklists Or open-ended.
Tice checklist questions usually i4volve five alternative
answers which range frOm expressions of extreme dissatis-
faction based upon,,,...lack of seryices'and training to satis-,
faction with adequate training and ser4ces to extreme dissatis-
faction based upon an overabundance of to fining.

The scale ('s designed to be Used with , blind or low vision

clPents. 1,t stems useful in settings where skill development

is to occur (e.g., rehabilitation facilities). It isbenefi:-.
4 cial to program managers as well-as case managers. Intications

of client satisfaatjon/dissatisfaction alert program managers.
to needed modifications in the program and may also underscore
existing beneficial-aspects of the program. This scale seems to

have the potential for providing a longitudinal assessment by
which temeasOre effects of changes in the program and serving
as' q comparison with other agencies.

Adm inistration ,,This self-report scale is mailed to the client at least six

months after the completion. of training. It may be self-

administered. or administered by a reader if the client does
--;not have sufficient sight. -The-time required to cOmplete the
scale is about 20-30 minutes.

Soaring The item responses are weighted from I to 5, with I representing

extreme dissatisfaction due to a lack of,services provided -

. and 5,reOresenting extreme dissatisfaction because of too much
training: For each item,frequency counts and percentages are
defermied for each ansiibr choice as welt as the mean score and

11 standard deviation. The Mean scores of,relevant items can then
be;Used'to establish satisfaction indices in each of the blind

skill areas, for overall patient satisfaction, and for life
'satisfaction.. The scale can be hantriakred;
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I.

Reliability The reliability of thi
"/

Validity This stale has not be
sequeflt feedback from
phone calls, return v
results do rtflect pa

Advantages The rating system spe

195

scale has not been determined.

n formally validated. However, sub-1_
patients on an informal basis (i.e.,
sits) seems to indicate that the obtained

Views accurately.

ifies the nature of the dissatisfaction.

Limitations The construction of the scale tends to limit the positive
expression of satisfactioM'since one. canhot express extremes
within the present format of'the questions. For I &ice; only .
one alternative denotes satisfaction while four denote' varying
degrees of dissatisfaction.

ReferenceS: Needham, W. E. & De L'Aune, W. R. Patient satesfaction with
residential adjustment to blIndness training. New Outlooks for
the Blind,, May,i1976, 70 (5), 182-187.:

,

Availability'

r-

. .
.

Single copies of the scale can bp obtained from

Walter Needham
PsycDology Serv4es
VA Mbdical center
West Haven, 06516

ur
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Please check one o

3. Consider th
ments below

r.

SAMPLE ITEMS

'PATIENT SATISFACTION WITH ADJUSTMENT
TO BLINDNESS TRAINING SCALE

e following answers to, each question

untjof mobility training you received.
t describes your feelings about it?

Which of the state-

I. I wanted or now find that -I needed much more mobility training.
2. I wanted or now heed.a little more mobility training than I received.
3. I received just the right amount of mobili.ty training.- .

4,' I received slightly more mobility training thin I wanted or could use.
5. I received much more mobility training than I wanted or could use.

4. al evaluating theManualfSkiiis or shop training you were provided with at
'tite Center, which of the following statements are most true?

I. I would have liked or find that I needed a great deal. more Manual
2. is would have liked or' find that I needed a little more Manual Skills

than I received.
.

Jk-
3. I received just about the right amount of Manual Skills training.
4. I received a littlp more ManuatAkillstrainling than I wanted or'needed.
5. -I 'received much more Mamie! Skills training than I-wanted 6r needed.

/
5. Which of the following expresses your feeling atiout ons

4
ci sses (typing, uses of recording devices, etc.)?

/ I. I needed or wanted much more training of this.type.
2. I needed or wanted a little mare training of this type.
3.. I received about..Atat I needed or wanted of this type of training.
4.' I received.slightly- more training of this type than I needed or wanted.
5. I received much More of this training,than I needed or wanted.

. II. Cdhslder the recreational ctivities you had while at the Centbr, such-as
4 bOwling, 'dancing,' golf, fi hing, etc. Wyethese--

I. Far too few?
2. .A few less` then would be desira6le?
3. but the right'number? 1

4. A few more than was good?
5. Far. toq many?

10,

12. To whai- exten would you like to, have participated in an ,intensive physical, rNa

,education and/or physical conditioning program at the Center? ,

I. Very much for it
/2. SomeWhat for it 4

3. Feel indifferent about it one way or another
4. Would be somewhat against it
5. ,Would be very much against it

9 7
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. ,

13. In general, ,how satisfying is your 'life at t e presenftime?
,

I. Extremely satisfying
2.. Somewhat 'satisfying .

1 %

S. Neither satlIfying-or unsatisfying1-4' 4....., s.
4. Slightly unsatisfying 1

5. Very unsatisfying IV 4 0

-- .%

' 14. "Minleourses"or'r resher courses are avajlable at the Center. Do you
, .

0.

1. Like this a? - yes / no . ,

... 2. How long hould theyvbe? .

3.* How torig after 'taking.tlie'first program should a person'have'to wait
'to be eligible for them?

4. What should they emphasize?

197

15. BlindfONtraining in Manual Skills was7-

,

\

1. V.esyrhelpful

2. SoMe4at he
3. Neither helpful or detrimental
4. Somewhat detrimental
5. Very detrimental
6. Question dobs not apply--did not have blindfold training in Manua4

Skills.

I

P

Reproduced'by permission of Walter Needham.,
.

. .
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Deve/loper(s)

SCALE OF CLIENT SATISFACTION

. .
116

The Scale of Client Satisfaction was developed by Kenneth W.
. Reagles, George N. Wright, and Alfred i.,Butler at the Regional

Rehabilitatipn,Research Institute,'University`ef WiscOsin -
+ Madison in .1969, ...

,

Purpose LThlis';cale is designed to assess former rehabilitation 'clients',
.

)

satisfaCtiom with rehabilitati-on services. It is a follow -up
-.14 . scab. . . ,

A 1

.

Description The scale copnsistsof 14 items. The items are multi-point
4.

..

ratings or yes/no responses. mihe scale assesses former rehabili.-
....

tiation clients' satiTfaction Oth-sel-vices received from the
rehabilitation agency. The areas investigated'include satis-
faction with time spent with the co;Inselor.

t
_/ A ,..

.

Use The scale can be used with al) clients and is useful to case
.

managers and program managers. Information onsclient51 *

satisfaction or dissatisfaction with -progt-am services is

valuable in identifying strengths and weaknesses of programs
and can lead to more planrring.and improved service delivery.

1
An expanded and gefined version would represent animportant
step in the continuing effort to assess the impact of rehabili-
tation upon the,individual served, Perhaps its greatest use -
since a single score of satisfaction is'obtained - would be
to determine the correlates of satisfaction ,and to determine ,

which interventive counselor functions are most relafM to
clients' expressed satisfaction. /

Administration The scale is sey-roport, and it is'recommended that the scale
be administered/six months after closure. It can be admiNstered
via mail survey or personal in erview.

Scoring An item weighting schefne was developed using RAVE'analysis;'
which would maximize the scalers internal consistency. A
total score of client satisfaction for each client'iscalculated
try summing the appropriates weights for, the 14 item responses
given.

This nifstered to 483 'rehabilitated clients six
months of er successful closure. A Hoyt reliabiflty coefficient
of .'83 was obtainbd, indicating evidence of the scale's
unidimension,lity. Inter-I-tem correlation coefficients ranged
rom .09 to .67, with most between .22 and .31.

VallOity Th= developers report content validity based on the agreement
of idividuals knowledgeable in the dimensions of client /
5atis action.

199
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,
. .

Advantages The developers'report that this measure yields a.total score
. thaw could be considered as interval data.

,
I

'

7
*

mitatlons ,,Whiie the items sample client satisfqction with a relatively

. . ' wide range of rehaUll/tation activities, they tend to emphasize
Ihe'client's response to direct interaction with the.coupselor.

, Therefore the items may not fully represent the concept of
client satisfaction. 01" - t

41,- V's

. ' (

References Reagles, K., W., Wright, G. N., & Butlr, A. J. Correlates of
client satisfaction "yin an expanded vioEational rehabilitation

program. Wisconsin Studies in Vocational Rehabilitation,.
Monogra h XII, Series 2, 1970. ,

-

, ,
F

'

ti

Reagle K. W., Wright, G. N., & Thomas, K. R. Client setts-

factio as a Junction of interventive' counselor ;behaviors.
Rehabilitation Research and Practice Review, Special Spring
-Issue, 1972, 3 (2,), 23-29.

'/'

. ,r

Reagles,

10 I

K. W., Wright, G. N., & Thomas, K. R. Development
of a scaleof client satisfaction for,clients receiving voca-1
tional rehabilitatiOn counselor services. Rehabilitation

Research and Practice.'Rev4e, Special Spring Issue, 19/2;
3 (2), 15-22.

. , .

Availability 1 The scale is included in the Feagle9etal. (1970) reference
cited.above. It can be obtained from - --

1,

'Nation al Technical Information Ser;iice
U.S. Department of Somperce .

5285 Port Royal Road / , x

Spr'ingfield, VA 22161

It Is a part' of the following document:

. . ; k
University of yisconsin Regional
Rehabilitation,Research Institute. .

Wisconsin Studies in Vocational,
Rehabilitation. Series 2. Monographs

1 . XI Thru XVI. ,

:1

Order-No. PB 261 175 /AS .
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SCALE OF CLIENT SATISFACTION

2. In d aling with your disability, who do you feel has,helPed you the most?.
(Che k only the one who is most important.)

%

I Doctor or medical specialist
2 psycOlogist
3 Rehabilitati counselor

...

4 Counsglor in an agency other than Vocational
Rehabilitation

i

5 TeaCher.or teachers ,

,6 Clergy member (minister, priest, or rabbi)
7 Other (explarn)

8. Do you feel that the counselor understood your problems and feelings?

,;\
I Yes

I

0 No
V

-°:
ob.

2\

0,,

Reproduced by permission. Copyright bit.the.University. of Wisconsin Regional--

Rehabilitation Resear:ch Institute.
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Deve 1 oper s)

6 I

KIRESUK /SHERMAN GOAL'ATTA1NMENT SCALING (GAS),

GAS was developed by Thomas J. Kiresuk and R. E. Sherman i

the late 960's'as part of the Nationaf Instil-fate of Ment
Health Program Evaluation Project located in Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

Purpose GAS is a p rocedure for identifying defined goals and oUtcomes,
for Cljents and tftus demonstrating change within the client
while in the rehabilitation process or after- treatment.

, Description ' Each goal that-is set constitutes a scale, or follow-up
guide. The number of scales within the procedure will vary ,

in that the number of goals of the different clients will
vary. However, each scale has five levels as'-fol .(1)

J most unfavorable outcome thought likely, (2) less than'ex-
pected success with treatment, (3) expected level of treat-
ment success, (4) more than expected suoVess with treatment,
and (5) most favorable treatment outcome thqught likely: The

1 areas-investigated are essentially left to the discretion of .

the examiner and/or the client. Objectives can ba:designed ,

to address any concern. The goals do not have;tollbe behavioral
but.often are. Any content that scan be reliably followed up
is acceptable documentS,4what someone says, test scords,

liThgrades; self-reports, blood pressure,..oWns a car; is drUni<
during interview, etc.). IfFhe procedure is _being used solely.
as'a treatment facilitator, where reliability is 'not such a
great concern, less restrictive goals would be acceptable.

Use The procedure is appropriate for use with a ll clients. It

'can be used in,various settings (e.g., rehabilitation facilities,
sheltered workshops, sate-federal VRS, etc.) and.has been
used in both rehabilltatton and non-rehabilitation settings.

..'It is usually used with individual but it could be used for
defining goals and OUtcbmes for' couples or,famllies as well.'

This procedure is beneficial to both case mapagersand program
managers. For case maihIgers, the definition,qilgoals and bb-
jectives results in a sounder Individualized WritteRehabil7:'
itation Plan, and change scores help deMeate intermediate,
goals that are necessary for the-end goal of successful reh4p-

.

-,411t4tion. it has also been shown to have a treatment facilit-
atingat effect in counseling treatments. Proiram managers will.
find the GAS. procedure beneficial in admfbistraitime goal settrnd -

and In specifying prqgram and cqunselo effectiveness.

o
..e.

Client self-constructed goal formats have:also been adapted from
this procedure.

,. . .

GAS uses -a combination of professional observe-Min, self-report,
and often the report of others (i.e., fami ). .At intake the '"

clinician, worlOng.with the,client; sets th _to five Jr,44-------
. ..
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individualized,goals--for the dient and.estabri-sheS'a scale
of out-pallet basedan'the five levels described inthe Des-
criPtion section above. Thoseadministering this procedure
will require. S Orientation to-learn to Write behaviorally
relevant goals and expected outcomes. .

A /..
,

Follow-up'as.essments can be conducted at various points
. (e.g., predetermined,idt6rvals'duringYtreatment, termination,,

or -post-treafimeht). It 'is recommended that someone wi46 ,

.. tt .
- ., B.A. adminiSter the follow-up assessment, but in practice the w* '.

,yhescontent of the goals and the difficulty in collectingthe
level of training of the administrator varies depending.on:

`IbUtcome data. 0Utcome data canite obt'ained through th4re-
,

,
cords,, by telephone, by,mail, or in:an intervjew. The intake

, process takes about420 minutes to complete, and the follow-yp.
as srilent takes abut 15 minutes. .

)

1. .
a..

is process is unally an indivjdualized one, However, degrees
o standardization,shave been used in programs with clear prior,

.,- .ex ctaticins or highly sinilar Clients'.

.Scoring,, :The,scale, .
scores at followxup are weighted, summed, an() con

' verted to a.stailTrd score (E13450, SD = 10). Hand sdortng
IS possible with,indiNidual assessment, but computer scdring
is required forlarg program assessment. TableS are avail-

b
ablector calculating `scores, as well as a pocket- computer pro-
gram.s,'GAS'Uers make use of both item achievement. data and
the tc411 GAS score. Researchers usually u-e the GAS score
alone. '

,., ' . -,

Reliabi I i-h; Test- retest reliability was examined by, comparing the.fol.low-

up. guides that wereConstructed by two differpt.clinicians
(intake wbrkers and therapists) at twd.differ'ent points in
time (about two- weeks. apart)-9 The reliabill;ty cogfficient

. yielded was..83A,
. \II

,
,

/-
,

t#Interrater.agreemenexamiLned Intwo studies ranged from
.95 to .99 in one study and from .66 to .81 in the,ottier;:' ,

e c', which had an average of 25 days between scoring interviews.
ligExtensive train a*inferv,idwers and unambiguous follow-,'

up guides are important in,achieving an acceptable level of
'Interrater relhabilityl- '

.

O

In ano+hergetudy clients and staff scored 50 cliedt-cpnstructed .

follo4:7-up guides.-.-The correlation betweeri-the scores-WaS',.48.-

When clientt and staff scored10 sta-0-constrdCted guides, there
was a Correlation of .86. ',,T4 correlation between clielts'
scoring of 1,0 client- and staff-constPureted guides was .93,
whilethe-correlation between staff siOrings of the J0 client-
and,staff-ccinstructed guides was .90. The traclass Correlation
for?follow-up ;titer pairs was ..87,

f

.

The internaF,consis415pncy of tIle'procedure was'not expected to
e .high; the gopls.Were'not,expe6ted to'be highly correlated.

) The e tIonof-thescales within clients was .27 for
. a sehple, of 693 people. .. ..

,
.

- .
.
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Validity..

i

. '
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The developers report a good match of follow-up guide content
with client problem lists'i'm a crisrs lenter.and good overl,Ap

in content between staff- and client-cdnstructed goals in a

day treatment:program as evidence of the procedure's content
valigity.

.

Goodyear. and Bitter (1974) found that this proedure could be
used to assess client change in.the rehabilitation Setting.
Bage0 on 41 patients, i,n a famly and patient service unit of

A a rehabilitation hospital, a significant'difference was found
bel(ween mean' ratings at the time of GAS construction by the
client's.cougselor and follow-up 6 to 12 weeks later by they
staff members (t = 10.05, p.d.<.01). , Mean follow-up ratiri.ts re-
fle-Ning rehab.i-Pitation improvement were higher (50.88) than

'..ratings at the time of admission (34.87). It should be 'noted
that in practice'the developers do not recommend the use of
the pre-post change score; the foflow=up score itself is a

ige sore..

The ability of the rehabi-litation counselor to predict client
outcome was also examined. No significant diffeences were
found between the counselor's perception of expected outcomes
-at the time of GAS construction and actual outcomes. The mean
expected score for each of thetfive counselors involved was
50:00. The rave of actual outcome scores for the counserors
was 48.39*tO 53\90.

`Advantages . 8everal advantages are derived from the use of this procedure.
First,. the client can play 6 significant role in developing
goals and objectives,. and.in such cases GAS can become a treat-
ment faciliator. Second, it has great flexibility (i.e.,"goals
and weights are individually selectdd, client can be c66pared
with himself/herself). Third, when added Ito more stakdard
measures, GAS gives the clinician a needed dimension fbc client
relevance. Fourth,. the accomplishments of the staff may be '
'better rpfreCted ailroutcomps other than gainful employment are
acknowlieoled. Finally, the procedure cap be appliedi in many

itp'`-ations (i.e., clinical process, qualify assurance, peer
rev'iew).

o

44 Limitations First, the staff may resist learning to think in a goal-oriented ,r

400t fashion. 'SecOnd, the procedure does not work well when-admin-,.
istered before enough is known about the client (e ;g., emer-

genc4', MIuations.), Third, the psychometric properties may vary
depending on the use of the process. Also, the summarrscore
is not very u ful 'n across-pcogram comparisons; the fact that
it doe$.rikthave one%meantmbfa0Pconfusing,

.A41 AA

1 ' A

geerences Goodyear, D. L. & Utter, 4, A. Goal attainment 'scaling as a
program eilaluationmeasure in.rehabilitation. Journal of
Applied kehabilitation Counseling, Spring, 1974, 5 (0, 19-26.

,
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Ava4Lability

4
Kiresuk,-T. J.. Sherman; R.JE. GOal attainment scaling:,

A general method f r evaluating comprehensive mental health
firograms.. CommOy Men-Vail Health Journan-'4,968, 4 (6),

443-453. 4

A bibliography on Gbal Attainment4Sgaling can be obtained from
the Program Eyaluktiori Resource Center' (see, Availability section

be acidness).

Materials related to Goal Attainment, Scaling can be obtaineg

-from ---

.

4

Program Evaluation Resource Center
501 Park Avenue Muth
Minneapolis, MN. 55415

,Pg
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GOAL ATTAINMENT SCALE ,

Pr'' DICYED ATTAINMENT - Scale I 'Scale 2 .4 Scale 3
i.

Scale 4
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Reproduced by permission of Thomas resu lc. -
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REHABILITATION GAIN SCALE
f4'

Developer() This-scale was developed at the University of Wisconsin
.Regional Rehabilitation Research Institute in the late 1960's.

' Kenneth W. Reagles,,George N. Wright:, and Alfred J. Butler

were Involved in its development.

Purpose . TheRehabilitation Gain" Scalp is designed to assess client

*.-
change due to rehOilitation servises.

,

, .
.

Description The scale consists of twenty items-- both multiple choice and
fiII-In -16addressing mental and-physical health, vocational
outlook; economic status, and participation in various social

.

and leisure activities.

, . ..

Use The measure haS been used with the physically and emotitmally

. disabled, mentally retardbd, and culturally disadvantaged.
(See Reliability section for furner details on how this scale
was used with these client-groups during scale development).

The ability to assess the client'S status on this scale at any
'ppint in time broadens the'uses to which this measure can be put.
Counselors can usb it to evaluate client progress and theiirr

own effectiveness. Program evaluators can use it for program
planning, legislative documentation, and counselor evaluation.1
Program evaluators and researchers who are I6terested in tooking
at /outcomes Can use this scale as a dependent variable measure;
demographic and process variables can be examined for their

i2lUence on client outcomes. s-

.-

.

,
. . f'r This scale was a precursor to the development of the Human

Service Scalb, also developed at the University of Wisconsin

Regional Rehabilitation Research IngItute.

. *

Administration The scale may be self-administered or adMinistered in an
interview. Pre- and post-measures need to be taken.

Scoring An item weighting scheme was Aeveloped 'using RAVEanalysis,
Which would maximize.the scale's,internal"consistency. A

WOO
total score for,each client" is calculated by summing the
appropriate weights for the Item responses given.

Reliability Therellability data reported row were based on client f
performance on this scale'S 20 items as they appeared within

pre- and poSt- rehabilitation measures administered as part
1 of a cliertt test battery for a pilot expanded vocational

relabilitation program. The 20 items were not adminitered

dIA.a unite item selection and statistical computatilbns'nece-

sary to establish this scale were done after-the entire client

test battery had been administered.

<
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Validity.

' Advantages The client cart be assessed at any point in,time, and the scale,
has important potential as a research instrument for the

.measurement of the differential effects of VR interyention.

Limitations doma1n of rehabilitation gain-ts not fully reflected.

,
.

, -, ( 209

Hoyt reliability coefficients yielded bAVE analysis.Were
examined to determine If the 20 items actually measured a
single underlying variable - that of rehabilitation gain. -

Data.from-310'Clithts who'had completed all Of the necessary
parts of the pre-post measures in the pilot program were used.

- Clients included the roantally and physically disabled, mentally

`retarded, and culturally disadvantaged. Three sets of data

were exaMinedt. pre-rehabilitation level data, post-rehabili- . j

tation level data and rehabilitation gain data. Coefficients'

were "moderately ighl.'but acceptable for a s le composed

of man Y seemingly unrelated items (.76 for e pre-rehabill-
tattv Nye! scale; ;-78 for the post-reh ilitation level scale,

and..7I for the ,gain scale). These dat Ain 6dditioh to the
acceptable lint s of the pattern. of der ved weights, item-to-
total score correlations, and inter-,item correlations, indicate
that this .(scale does reflect 6-sir gle'variable.

The developers reportycontent valid.ity'based on the scale's
.coverage of areas-TraditicinallytPncluded as measures of rehabili-
tation outcome.

References
-

Reagles, K. W., Wright, G. N., & Butler, A. J. %Rehabiitation
gain' Relationship wifh.client characteristicp and couaselor.
intervention. Journal of Counseling Psychology, 1971, 18 (5),

,499-495.
?,

Reagles, K. W.,-Wright, G. N.', &Butler, A. J. ,A scale
'rehabilitation gain for clients of an expanded vocational

rehabilitation progrem. Wisconsin Studies in Vocational
,Rehabilltation, Monograph XIIT","Series 2, 1970..

I.
Availability The scale.is included in the Reagles et al. (1970) reference

cited, above. Itcan be obtained from ---

4

NatipnaJ Technical :Information Service

U.S. Departmerlt of Commerce
.5285 Port Royal Road 4-

'Springfield, VA 22161

it is a part of the .follOWIng document:

.I. \

AJniverdsity of iscorip Regional

Rehobllita ResearchInstltute.
' Wisconsin Studies in Vocational
cRehabilitation. -Series 2. Monographs

..-X1 TbrueXVI,
---w---

. Order No. PB 261 175 /AS

21b
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SAMPW ITEMS.

I tem 4: "If the work you prefer were available, what would be your

414 chances of getting such a job?"

I) almOst certain; 2) very good; 3) 50-50; 4) not so good; 5) very little chance

REHABIL1TATJON GAIN SCALE

Item 10; "If you work which of following activities do you take
part in Where you work?"

/

a) Belong to some type of club or organization compose people
.where I work or in my profesSion

b) Belong to a union; attend union meetings
c) Socialize after work hours with workers
d) Other activitii relat6d fo'your ork (describe)

of

Item II': "Whatlis the.total numbe of hours iZspen
_activities you-circled in he list above?"

hor.per.week.

Ltem 13: ,"Which of the following activities do you:take part in with
*other eo le in r ommunit ?" -

-

ek on the.

,

4

)

a)..Sp s:, footbah, bas ball, basketball, tennis, golf, etc.
) Out or activities: h ntjng, -fishing, etc.

c) Ind r activities: bo ling, table tenniS,.danaiing, cards,_ete.

d) Organized social actiVtips: social clubs,. ser4iceeiTbs,
card clubs, church-sponsored social activities 4

e) Othdr social activities (desCribe)

b

.,

I

ass

Reproduced by pe ion. Copyright by the University of Wisconsin Regional
Rehabilitation lie a rch
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VIRbINIA REHABILITATION GAIN SCALE

Develoker(s), The scale was developed by Alex flawryluk of Old Dominion Univer-
sity for the Virginia Department of Vocational %habilitation
from 1972-1$1,33. it was patterned after the Rehabilitation Gain
Scale, developed at the University,of Wisconsin Regiorial Rehab- .

ilitatioh Research Institute.'

Purpose /The-scale purports to measure clien't change and sustiention of

, gain.

Description The I4-item scale includes vocational items and self-perception
measures. Areas investigated include'the work status, economic
dependency, and psychologica) well-being of clients who have
received VR services. AI items are multi-point.

The scale was designed for use with disadvaAtaged/diabled
clients% It has been used in vocational rehabilitation'outreach
programs in cooperation with the Model Cities program, It Is

appropriate for all categories of vocational rehabilitation

. -/
The scale.is usefult6both case Managers aQd program onagers.

Pre-meaures.may alirt case managers to needed servi es. This

measure is.useful to program managers in evaluating the irpact
f both experimental and routine programs.' Comparisons of pla-
nd post-measdres indicate changes 'derived from program partic-
ipation, thereby offering program managers an indication of the

,effectiveness of the program. The effelveness of different
programs can also be compared.

Administ ration. The scale can be adminiStered tiy -ra counselor,*cial worker,
case aide", or experienced,- mature clerical staff .person rn 30
miibtes (10 minutas if the psychological wet! -being section is
excluded): The pgrychologicarwell-being section requires self-
report by the client. It is recommended-that The measure be
adminisIered at reAral and-again' at follow-up (after one
year). '

Use

Scoring elk This case compares clients' changed econ lc and employment

st' s with a larger vocational rehabilita ion constituency.
igt, The 'dimensions that are scaled are hours per'wek gainfully.

occupied, weekiy earnings, work tatus, economic dependbndY,
and psyChological well-being topfTalitiY. improvement or

.wdeterioration along each of these dimensions is calculated,
for each ciLent. It Is then.,compared to the larger client

population. The client's change as compare with the average
change .for all clients is converted to a scale value: The
scale values for each dimension are totaled to yield a g oss

rehabilitation gain (or'loss) value. This approach pe its
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Reliability

/ Advantages

I

theiyn-Wesis of valuesTrom essentially dissimilar criteria
(e.g., work status.and weekly earnings).

Scoresecan be interpreted,along individual dimensions to show
relative improvement in earnings/occupational status, etc.,
or as an aaaregated measure-of economic,'occupational, and

psychological well-beings
. . 4

The measure is hand scored and can easily be adapted to machine
scoring.

The d eveloper reports that the scale ylas pretested on a sampLp
of 25 clients and subsequently administered successfully to a
population of 433 vocational rehabilitation clients. 'However,
no evidence of reliability was presented in the materials
rev(eviced. (
Of 4 clients referred an experimental vocational rehab-
ilitation program, folhow-u data one year after referral re-
lating gain to last status ere obtained on 183 clients. The
follow-up group did not constitute a random sample of the

num-
ber of blacks, females, persons w psychological rasher than

referred clients; the group a disproportjonate

physiological disabilities, and referrals from bureaucratized
organizations. The findings indicated that one year after
referral clients clospd rehabilitated (Status-26) showed higher
gains Eean gain 2.06) than client till in process (mean gain
-3. 8) or clients rejected osed not rehabilitated (mean
g 41 1. 7) (chi-square = 0.33, 6 dam).

Advania s of using this instrumentinclude the following:
(I)It i *easily scored; (2) the focus is on client character-

salient'tothe basic'mission of vocational rehabilitation;
(3) key dimensions are behavioral, thereby A*vb9ding counselor
and client bias (excluding the psychological WI-being dlmen-

,' kston, wycch is served by a client-completed self-p,erception4.
instrument); (4) high content arid face validity are reported

the developer; and (5) pre-.and post-measures are,obtained.

hemaor difficulty of the.scale_is with the a mjnisIratiori
of the follow-up instrument. Client inaccessi ility encumbers
the data gathering process:

9
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